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ABSTRACT

Baseflow is typically defined as flow that comes from delayed sources and thus sustains stream-
flow during dry periods. Baseflow is both an important water resource and an important aspect of
catchment functioning, and thus a key element of hydrological theory. Yet we still lack a thorough
understanding of how climate and landscape properties control baseflow generation. This thesis
investigates baseflow generation at the catchment scale through comparative hydrology, in catch-
ments that are mostly free from human impacts. The thesis is centred around three inter-related
aspects: (1) the quantification of baseflow through hydrological signatures, (2) the exploration of
climate and landscape attributes that control baseflow generation, and (3) the search for simple
models that adequately simulate baseflow. First, we show that mean annual baseflow is controlled
both by climate aridity and by catchment storage capacity. In humid catchments, baseflow is
limited by a catchment’s storage capacity, while in arid catchments, baseflow is limited by high
amounts of evapotranspiration. Second, we show how the seasonal translation of climatic forcing
into streamflow can be used to define signatures of catchment response that complement typically
used baseflow signatures. We show that these signatures vary systematically with climate and
landscape attributes, and we use them in a model evaluation experiment. Third, we show that
typically used (subsurface) catchment attributes lack hydrologically relevant information, but
that region-specific knowledge can improve baseflow signature predictions. We also show that
multiple baseflow signatures are needed to better distinguish between different baseflow sources.
Finally, we discuss overarching questions and future research needs that we ultimately need to
address to advance baseflow hydrology, particularly if we want to predict baseflow under change.
Overall, this thesis advances our knowledge in relation to all three above-mentioned aspects and
thereby improves our understanding of baseflow generation at the catchment scale.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Baseflow: relevance and definition

Baseflow is typically defined as flow that comes from delayed sources and thus sustains streamflow

during dry periods (Hall, 1968). Baseflow is an important freshwater resource that provides

water for human consumption, agriculture, industry, and hydropower (Smakhtin, 2001; Price,

2011; Beck et al., 2013). Understanding baseflow processes is essential for low flow forecasting,

as baseflow is the main source of streamflow during drought conditions (Smakhtin, 2001; Stoelzle

et al., 2014). Baseflow influences water quality by diluting effluent returns from wastewater

treatment plants and by transporting contaminants present in soils and groundwater (Price,

2011). Baseflow is also crucial for ecosystem functioning. Baseflow provides habitat for stream

biota, and by affecting water temperature and water quality it affects the ecological status of

a stream (Poff et al., 1997; Price, 2011). Managing water resources in a way that benefits both

society and nature, thus requires an understanding of the processes that generate baseflow.

Baseflow is an old yet still debated concept in hydrology as "flow that comes from delayed

sources" is a rather loose definition (e.g. Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967; Hall, 1968; Freeze, 1972; Pel-

letier and Andréassian, 2020). First, we have to define what counts as "delayed". This is typically

done through a time scale. Second, there are various delayed sources and their contributions

vary in space and time. Therefore, baseflow can be associated with very different hydrological

processes, both within and between catchments (e.g. Hall, 1968; Cartwright et al., 2014; Stoelzle

et al., 2020). Nonetheless, baseflow hydrology remains a very active research area as baseflow is

an important water resource and an important aspect of catchment response. Yet for baseflow to

be a useful concept, we have to be clear about its definition (Hall, 1968).
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So how to define baseflow? We could define baseflow purely based on the hydraulic response of

a catchment, independent of the processes involved. The slowly varying component of streamflow

is then called baseflow and the remaining component fast flow. Most hydrograph separation

methods aim at such a separation into slow and fast streamflow components (e.g. Lyne and

Hollick, 1979; Institute of Hydrology, 1980). While a binary separation will always be imperfect

in a naturally continuous system (Stoelzle et al., 2020; Pelletier and Andréassian, 2020), it

can still be a useful starting point to classify catchment response. If we instead focus on the

processes that generate baseflow, we could use different water sources as our definition. We

could say that certain – typically slowly varying – streamflow sources contribute baseflow, such

as groundwater discharge, lake outflow, or snowmelt. Understanding the processes involved

in baseflow generation is particularly important if we want to understand how environmental

and human induced change will affect baseflow. Yet in practice, we often lack the necessary

information to distinguish between different baseflow sources. We therefore need ways to quantify

baseflow based on widely available observations such as streamflow measurements.

1.1.2 Quantifying baseflow

1.1.2.1 Baseflow separation

Direct hydrograph-based estimations of baseflow aim at separating the hydrograph into several

(typically two) components. If we assume streamflow Q to consist of fast flow Q f and baseflow

Qb, we can write:

Q =Qb +Q f (1.1)

Such a separation into Qb and Q f can be performed with various baseflow separation methods,

two of which are compared in Figure 1.1. Automated graphical methods systematically connect

minima within a certain interval and the flow below these lines is considered baseflow (Institute

of Hydrology, 1980; Sloto and Crouse, 1996). Digital filters aim at filtering out high-frequency

streamflow components so that only a smoothed baseflow hydrograph remains (Lyne and Hollick,

1979; Chapman, 1991; Boughton, 1993; Eckhardt, 2005). The degree of smoothing depends on one

or more parameters that need to be specified. Conceptual methods view baseflow as the outflow

from a conceptual reservoir fed by recharge (Wittenberg, 1999; Pelletier and Andréassian, 2020).

The resulting baseflow estimate depends on the form and parameter values of that reservoir and

on the way recharge is approximated. Other more process-based baseflow separation methods

have been developed (e.g. digital filters based on groundwater theory; Huyck et al., 2005), but

they usually require more parameters, more data, and make more assumptions.

All hydrograph-based baseflow separation methods have two main shortcomings. First, we

cannot evaluate these methods as "true" baseflow is not measurable. Second, such methods by

themselves do not allow us to make any inferences about baseflow generating processes. They

have, therefore, been widely criticised for their sensitivity to subjective decisions (e.g. parameter
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of two common baseflow separation methods: the Lyne-Hollick filter
(Lyne and Hollick, 1979) and the UKIH method (Institute of Hydrology, 1980). Note that only a
subperiod of the whole time series is shown and that the y-axis is capped. BFIs for the whole 34
year time series are 0.75 and 0.77 for the Lyne-Hollick filter and the UKIH method, respectively.

values) and for their weak hydrological basis (e.g. Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967; Hall, 1968; Klemeš,

1986; Beven, 2012).

The baseflow separation methods introduced so far only require streamflow and sometimes

precipitation data, which are widely available. There are, however, other data sources that can

help to gain more process insights. Groundwater level observations allow to explicitly estimate

the groundwater contribution to baseflow (Peters and van Lanen, 2005; Gonzales et al., 2009;

Costelloe et al., 2015). Tracer data such as stable isotope data (Klaus and McDonnell, 2013)

or geochemical data (Cartwright et al., 2014) are probably the most widely used additional

data source and they can help to identify sources of streamflow. Since tracer-based methods

investigate transit times (which are a function of velocities), their baseflow estimates are not

directly comparable to baseflow defined as the slow hydraulic response of a catchment (which

is a function of celerities; Cartwright et al., 2014; McDonnell and Beven, 2014; Hrachowitz

et al., 2016; Harman, 2019). Stored water can be released quickly in response to rainfall inputs

(Kirchner, 2003), and slowly released water can have a geochemical signature similar to surface

water (Cartwright et al., 2014). Tracer data can, however, help to identify the sources of water

and therefore enable important process-based insights into baseflow generating mechanisms that

cannot be gained from streamflow-based methods alone.

1.1.2.2 Hydrological signatures describing baseflow

Rather than using a time series of estimated baseflow, we can look at summary metrics that

describe aspects of baseflow response, that is hydrological signatures (McMillan et al., 2017). The

probably most common baseflow signature is the baseflow index (BFI), the ratio between mean

baseflow Q̄b and mean total streamflow Q̄.

BFI= Q̄b

Q̄
(1.2)
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The BFI varies between 0 and 1, where 1 implies that streamflow is fully made up of baseflow

and vice versa. Since the BFI is estimated by means of a baseflow separation method, it has the

same shortcomings as the underlying method. Its value cannot be compared to a "true" BFI and

it – by itself – does not allow for process interpretations. The BFI has, however, still proven useful

as a metric for catchment comparison as it quantifies roughly how smooth or flashy a stream is.

For example, many studies have shown that the BFI relates to soil types or geology associated

with productive aquifers (e.g. Boorman et al., 1995; Bloomfield et al., 2009), or to other baseflow

sources such as snow and surface water bodies (Beck et al., 2013). Figure 1.1b compares BFIs

obtained with two baseflow separation methods for a large sample of catchments in the US (for

a description of the data sources, see e.g. Chapter 2). The catchments rank very consistently,

indicating that a comparative approach can lead to robust results independent of the baseflow

separation method.
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of BFI obtained with two common baseflow separation methods: the
Lyne-Hollick filter (Lyne and Hollick, 1979) and the UKIH method (Institute of Hydrology, 1980).
The Spearman rank correlation ρs is 0.96.

Besides the BFI there are various other metrics that target baseflow processes. Recessions

– the falling limbs of a hydrograph when catchment storage is depleted – can be analysed to

better understand the drainage behaviour of a catchment (Brutsaert and Nieber, 1977; Tallaksen,

1995). It is often assumed that the relationship between the rate of change of streamflow and

streamflow follows a power law:

− dQ
dt

=αQβ (1.3)

where α and β (β= 1 implies a linear reservoir) are parameters that can be obtained by fitting

Eq. (1.3) to recession data. Recession analysis provides insights into the temporal dynamics

of streamflow and its relation to storage, and it has been used to specify parameters used in

baseflow separation methods (e.g. Eckhardt, 2005) and hydrological model building (e.g. Clark

et al., 2009; McMillan et al., 2011).

The flow duration curve (FDC) shows the percentage of time that a certain flow is equalled

or exceeded in a given record (Winter, 2007). A FDC with a low slope indicates a stable regime,
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typically attributed to the influence of groundwater or other baseflow sources (Winter, 2007). This

can be quantified by using the slope of the middle segment of the FDC (Yadav et al., 2007). Low

flow signatures can also be used to study baseflow as low flows are typically made up of baseflow

(Smakhtin, 2001). This includes different percentiles of the FDC such as the 5% flow percentile

Q5 (flow that is not exceeded 5% of the time), the "lowest streamflow for seven consecutive days

that would be expected to occur once every 10 years" (7Q10; Price, 2011), or the the mean annual

10-day minimum (MAM(10); Institute of Hydrology, 1980). Each metric might also be calculated

for different periods of time, for example, for each season or year, which can provide further

insights into catchment processes (e.g. Zimmer and Gannon, 2018).

Hydrological signatures have been used for various purposes, such as catchment classification

(Wagener et al., 2007; Sawicz et al., 2011), hydrological process exploration (McMillan et al., 2014;

Zimmer and Gannon, 2018), and model building and evaluation (Gupta et al., 2008; Euser et al.,

2013; Hrachowitz et al., 2014). Yet while various baseflow signatures exist, many of them do not

explicitly provide information about processes (e.g. the BFI as discussed above), are difficult to

compare between catchments (e.g. non-normalised flow percentiles; Price et al., 2011), or are

associated with methodological uncertainty (e.g. recession characteristics; Stoelzle et al., 2013;

Dralle et al., 2017; Jachens et al., 2020). Hence, we still need to identify the most informative

and robust baseflow signatures. And we also need to better understand the relationship between

signatures and catchment characteristics which would enable a clearer linkage to baseflow

generation processes (Addor et al., 2018; McMillan, 2020).

1.1.3 Baseflow generating processes – controls and mechanisms

As a way to organise our knowledge of catchment hydrological processes, we adapt the classifica-

tion framework by Wagener et al. (2007) and distinguish between:

- forcing, that is the climatic input a catchment receives;

- catchment form, that is (mostly) static catchment characteristics such as geology;

- catchment function, that is the actions of a catchment on the water and energy it receives.

Catchment functions are further divided into partition, storage, and release (Wagener et al.,

2007). Figure 1.3 shows a conceptual diagram that applies this framework to baseflow generating

processes. In the next paragraphs, we will explain the different catchment functions with a focus

on baseflow, and review our current understanding of how form and forcing control catchment

function.

When water falls onto a catchment, it will be partitioned depending on forcing characteristics

and catchment form. It might be intercepted (and eventually evaporated), stored as snow, run off

to a stream or a lake, or infiltrate. This partitioning can be seen as the first control on baseflow

generation, as it determines how much water is going into each store. Especially infiltration

characteristics of a catchment have a key influence on baseflow generation as they determine
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Figure 1.3: Conceptual diagram showing natural baseflow processes (taken from Chapter 4). The
terminology follows Wagener et al. (2007) who distinguish between forcing, catchment form, and
catchment function in the form of partition, storage, and release.

recharge (Neff et al., 2005; Naylor et al., 2016). This is supported by various studies that found

soils (Boorman et al., 1995; Schneider et al., 2007; Santhi et al., 2008) and land use (Zhang and

Schilling, 2006) to be important controls on baseflow generation.

Storage in different parts of a catchment is a key control on catchment functioning in

general, and baseflow generation in particular (McNamara et al., 2011; Buttle, 2016). Following

McDonnell and Woods (2004) we can distinguish between water that is stored (a) in surface

water bodies, (b) as snow or ice, and (c) in the subsurface. Here we mostly focus in storage in

the subsurface, in particular groundwater. Storage in the subsurface can be in soils (including

saprolite), unconsolidated or consolidated sediments, weathered bedrock (regolith), and porous

or fractured bedrock (Pelletier et al., 2016; Rempe and Dietrich, 2018). Water might be stored

preferentially in certain parts of a catchment, such as in the proximity of the river where flow

paths converge (e.g. in the alluvium; Price, 2011; Cartwright et al., 2014; Käser and Hunkeler,

2016). Various studies could link baseflow to different storage sources, such as surface water

bodies (Beck et al., 2013; McLaughlin et al., 2014; Ameli and Creed, 2017), snowmelt (Beck
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et al., 2013; Safeeq et al., 2013; Addor et al., 2018), and also to various catchment characteristics

related to subsurface storage capacity, such as soils (Boorman et al., 1995; Schneider et al., 2007;

Santhi et al., 2008), geology (Farvolden, 1963; Tague and Grant, 2004; Bloomfield et al., 2009;

Pfister et al., 2017; Carlier et al., 2018), geology-vegetation groups (Lacey and Grayson, 1998), or

topography (Santhi et al., 2008; Sayama et al., 2011; Price et al., 2011).

Eventually, water will be released from a catchment. Some water is released quickly after a

storm, for example as overland flow. Most water is released via evapotranspiration which exceeds

global continental runoff (Rodell et al., 2015). Since plants transpire water stored in soil and

groundwater, transpiration is in direct competition to recharge and baseflow. The remaining

stored water will be released via different flow paths. Even the water that is released quickly

during storms is often made up of stored water (Kirchner, 2003; Berghuijs et al., 2017). Water

released between rainfall events is entirely made up of stored water, but the relationship between

the age of the released water (i.e. the transit time) and the hydraulic response time is not well

understood (Harman, 2019). But also the hydraulic response itself is a matter of active debate, in

particular the nature of the storage-discharge relationship (i.e. recession characteristics, see Eq.

(1.3)). Recession characteristics have been related to hillslope groundwater hydraulics and thus

hydraulic subsurface properties (e.g. Brutsaert and Nieber, 1977; Troch et al., 2013), landscape

heterogeneity (Harman et al., 2009; Harman and Sivapalan, 2009), continuous groundwater

recharge (Fenicia et al., 2006), and variability in antecedent wetness or evapotranspiration

(Tashie et al., 2019, 2020). In some catchments, substantial amounts of water might also come

from or leave to neighbouring catchments as regional groundwater flow, which is difficult to

quantify but crucial to close the water balance (Schaller and Fan, 2009; Fan, 2019).

While different aspects of catchment form have shown to influence baseflow generation (e.g.

soils and geology as described above), a lot of that knowledge is fragmented and place-specific

(Beck et al., 2013). Partly this is due to our limited ability to observe the subsurface (Beven, 2012),

resulting in limited information about subsurface properties, particularly at larger scales. But we

also lack a thorough understanding of how heterogeneous subsurface properties upscale to the

catchment scale, how multiple catchment characteristics (and processes) interact, and how that

affects catchment response (Sivapalan, 2005; McDonnell et al., 2007). For example, differences in

topography can affect recharge and hydraulic gradients. This can alter the hydrological response

even if the hydraulic properties of the subsurface are the same (Carlier et al., 2019). Flow at the

catchment scale also tends to be preferential, and hence a small part of the subsurface might

have a disproportionally large impact on the catchment response (Beven and Germann, 1982).

The strong influence of climatic forcing on catchment response at long-term, seasonal, and

event scales (Budyko, 1974; Berghuijs et al., 2014; Knoben et al., 2018) further complicates

catchment comparison, particularly at large (continental to global) scales. The same geology

might respond differently if it is forced by a different climate. Many studies have shown that

climate is a strong control on average baseflow behaviour at larger scales (Van Dijk, 2010; Peña-
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Arancibia et al., 2010; Beck et al., 2013). Furthermore, seasonal climatic variability can affect

baseflow (Zimmer and Gannon, 2018) and recession characteristics (Tashie et al., 2019, 2020),

and thus complicate the linkage between (static) catchment attributes and baseflow response.

One way to tackle this problem is to analyse sub-climates (and seasons) individually. Ultimately,

however, theories that integrate climate and landscape characteristics to explain catchment

response would be worthwhile. Such theories would both serve as evidence of a thorough scientific

understanding and be of practical use as they would allow for transferability in space and time

(Dooge, 1986; Sivapalan, 2005; Wagener et al., 2007).

1.1.4 Modelling baseflow

Modelling is mostly carried out for two reasons. First, models are useful scientific tools that can

help to test our theories and hypotheses, and to explain and understand hydrological phenomena.

Second, models are practical tools that enable us to predict unknowns in space and time, and

thereby inform water resources management and decision making (Kirchner, 2006; Beven, 2012).

While a good fit to the data might be deemed enough for some purposes, we generally want

models to be a realistic representation of hydrological processes (Kirchner, 2006; Clark et al.,

2017). From a scientific modelling perspective this is fairly obvious (even though our conception

of a realistic representation of hydrological processes might differ). But also practical applications

require models that credibly represent processes, particularly if we want to extrapolate in space

and time.

Models vary hugely in their complexity and type. There are various terminologies describing

models, many of them rather ill-defined. There are purely data-based models that predict long-

term system signatures such as the BFI based on catchment characteristics (Beck et al., 2013).

Then there are spatially explicit, three-dimensional models based on small scale physical princi-

ples (e.g. Richards equation; Carlier et al., 2019). Many hydrological models are of intermediate

complexity and describe the dominant aspects of catchment response (e.g. groundwater discharge)

in a spatially lumped or semi-distributed, and temporally varying, way using interconnected

storage elements (Fenicia et al., 2011). These models are often called conceptual models. Yet

despite terminological differences, all models are to some degree conceptual and contain empirical

elements (Hrachowitz and Clark, 2017).

All models – independent of their type – face some key challenges that repeatedly appear

in the literature. They should be consistent with observations (which is perhaps the broadest

definition of physically based; see Beven, 2002), they should adequately represent the dominant

hydrological processes and their heterogeneity, and both their structure and their parameters

should be based on (or at least constrained by) process understanding rather than calibration

(Sivapalan, 2005; Kirchner, 2006; Clark et al., 2017; Hrachowitz and Clark, 2017). Furthermore,

models – already imperfect themselves – are always fed with imperfect data and consequently

result in uncertain predictions (Beven, 2012; McMillan et al., 2012; Hrachowitz and Clark, 2017).
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So how to choose an appropriate hydrological model? We can build (and calibrate) models in

a step-wise fashion based on our process understanding and diagnostic signatures (McMillan

et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011; Hrachowitz et al., 2014). This might allow us to constrain the

model structure (in particular the number and arrangement of its subsurface stores and their

parameterisations) to match recession characteristics (McMillan et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011), or

to put prior constraints on BFI and groundwater losses to neighbouring catchments (Hrachowitz

et al., 2014). The advantage of such an approach is that we explicitly test our hypotheses, allowing

for falsification and targeted model improvement (Clark et al., 2016). The disadvantage is the

relatively large effort (data collection, data analysis, model implementation) which hampers its

application to large samples of catchments.

Alternatively, we can compare multiple (existing) model structures and parameter sets

and choose the one(s) that perform best according to some performance criteria. We might

then check whether certain model structural elements and parameter values relate to certain

catchment characteristics and our perceptual understanding of these catchments (Fenicia et al.,

2014; Stoelzle et al., 2015; Knoben et al., 2020). For example, Stoelzle et al. (2015) found that

certain models worked better for certain geologies, and that there is some conceptual agreement

between model structure and calibrated parameter values and aquifer type. Fenicia et al. (2014)

compared multiple model structures and could relate the best fitting model structure to bedrock

permeability and the presence of multiple aquifers. While the tested models might be seen as

multiple hypotheses (Fenicia et al., 2014), such an approach is less explicit. It can happen that

no model or multiple models are adequate, and it is not necessarily clear why certain models

perform well (or poorly).

A lot of effort has gone into transferring model structures and parameter values to ungauged

catchments (i.e. regionalisation; Sivapalan, 2003; He et al., 2011; Wagener and Montanari, 2011;

Hrachowitz et al., 2013). Modelling ungauged catchments remains a challenge and is closely

related to our limited ability to specify model structures and estimate parameter values a priori

(Duan et al., 2006; Clark et al., 2017). Partly, this is because the translation of physiographic

similarity into hydrological similarity is not straightforward (He et al., 2011) and we currently

lack the necessary understanding of how heterogeneous landscape properties and climate interact

to form catchment response (Sivapalan, 2005; Wagener et al., 2007). Partly, this is because to date

we cannot observe catchment characteristics well enough, particularly subsurface characteristics

(Beven, 2012). As a result, correspondence between physiographic and hydrological similarity

has often been limited to small (well studied) regions (e.g. Fenicia et al., 2014). In summary,

advancements in baseflow modelling are impeded by similar challenges as our understanding of

baseflow generation processes (outlined in Section 1.1.3). There remains a need for process-based

theories and models that can be transferred to other places and to the future (McDonnell et al.,

2007; Wagener et al., 2010).
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1.2 Research objectives

The overall aim of this thesis is to better understand baseflow generation at the catchment

scale (≈ 10–10000 km2) across different climate zones and landscapes. We adopt a comparative

hydrology approach (Falkenmark and Chapman, 1989), which has been advocated by many

authors as a means to find new theories of hydrology at the catchment scale (Sivapalan, 2005;

McDonnell et al., 2007; Wagener et al., 2007; Harman and Troch, 2014). Investigating large

samples of catchments allows us to explore catchment (dis-)similarity and patterns that would

remain hidden if we would only study catchments in isolation. Comparative hydrology hence

presents a powerful approach to generate findings that can be regionalised and thereby transcend

– to some extent – the uniqueness of place (Beven, 2000).

With the advent of more and more large sample datasets (for a recent overview see Addor et al.,

2020) we are given the opportunity to study large scale patterns in an unprecedented manner.

Most large sample datasets – including the ones we use here – contain precipitation, potential

evapotranspiration, and streamflow data, as well as a wide range of catchment attributes. Large

sample tracer data or groundwater level data are far less widespread, and hence we focus on the

study of streamflow data. We also limit our analyses to catchments that are mostly free from

human impacts to avoid a conflation of natural and human-induced processes. We argue that

before we can assess human impacts, we should first understand mostly natural systems.

Specifically, we are motivated by the following inter-related questions:

(1) How can we quantify baseflow in a meaningful way?

(2) Which climate and catchment attributes influence baseflow generation?

(3) How can we model baseflow adequately for large samples of catchments?

These three questions are not addressed individually in each research chapter, but to a

different extent in all chapters throughout this thesis. We think that none of these questions has

a definite answer, nor can they be answered separately. Thus, this thesis does not aim to provide

specific answers to these questions. Rather, we aim at improving our understanding of baseflow

generation at the catchment scale by letting us guide by these questions.

With regard to (1), we use and compare multiple hydrological signatures that focus on baseflow.

As each baseflow signature aims at describing a certain aspect of baseflow response, it will be

useful in a different context. While a complete description of baseflow based on streamflow data

alone is impossible, using a variety of signatures can give us a more complete picture of the

baseflow response. In particular, the relationship between different baseflow signatures might

help us to better distinguish between hydrologically different catchments.

When addressing (2) for many catchments across different climate zones and landscapes, we

face some key challenges. First, we need to better disentangle the roles of climatic forcing and

catchment form (see Section 1.1.3). This might be done by using signatures that explicitly relate
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streamflow response to climatic forcing, as they focus more explicitly on the transformation of the

climate input into catchment output. Alternatively, we can analyse regions with a similar climate

individually, and then try to combine the regional results through the use of a generic framework.

Second, we need to make sure that the climate and catchment attributes contain information

that is hydrologically relevant. Only if an attribute describes the hydrologically relevant aspects

of a catchment, will it be possible to link it to catchment response.

Regarding (3), we focus on relatively simple conceptual models. From a practical point of

view, simple models allow us to keep the computational demand manageable when studying

large samples of catchments. Simple models allow us to focus on general patterns, rather than

place-based details. That is, they allow us to balance depth with breadth (Gupta et al., 2014).

This leads to more robust and hence potentially transferable conclusions. Focusing on simple

models also allows us to avoid using (potentially) over-parameterised models that rely heavily on

calibration and that are hard to falsify. Such models in combination with calibration often offer

limited hydrological insight and their deficiencies are hard to diagnose (e.g. Kirchner, 2006).

1.3 Thesis outline

The thesis is divided into three research chapters, a conclusion chapter, and several appendices.

Below we give an overview of the thesis structure and short descriptions of the three research

chapters. Figure 1.4 shows how the three research chapters relate to the three research questions

outlined in Section 1.2.

Chapter 2:

How does mean 

baseflow vary with 

climate and landscape?

Chapter 4:

Which catchment 

attributes control 

baseflow generation?

Chapter 3:

How does climate 

seasonality translate into 

streamflow seasonality?

(2) Catchment 

Attributes

(3) Hydrological 

Models

(1) Baseflow 

Signatures

Figure 1.4: Overview that roughly illustrates how the research chapters relate to the three
research questions outlined in Section 1.2. The grey-scale indicates the approximate extent to
which each question is covered in this thesis; darker colours indicate stronger coverage.
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Chapter 2: How does mean baseflow vary with climate and landscape?
The Budyko hypothesis (Budyko, 1974) states that the ratio between mean actual evapotran-

spiration and precipitation is primarily a function of the aridity index (the ratio between mean

potential evapotranspiration and precipitation). In Chapter 2, we investigate whether the base-

flow fraction (the ratio between mean baseflow and precipitation) is similarly strongly controlled

by aridity. We compare hundreds of (non-snow dominated) catchments from the United States

and the United Kingdom to explore how climate and landscape factors control baseflow fraction.

We explain the observed patterns using a simple annual water balance model.

Chapter 3: How does climate seasonality translate into streamflow seasonality?
In Chapter 3, we introduce hydrological signatures describing the translation of climate sea-

sonality into streamflow seasonality. We represent climate (precipitation minus potential evapo-

transpiration) and streamflow time series by their annual Fourier mode, that is by sine waves.

We then use the amplitude ratio and the phase shift between these two sine waves as seasonal

signatures. We calculate the seasonal signatures for hundreds of catchments in the UK and the

US and explore how they vary with climate and catchment attributes. We also use the signatures

to evaluate two conceptual hydrological models. The seasonal signatures offer an alternative view

at seasonal streamflow dynamics and complement baseflow signatures such as the BFI.

Chapter 4: Which catchment attributes control baseflow generation?
In Chapter 4, we investigate the relationship between catchment attributes and several baseflow

signatures for hundreds of catchments in the US. Specifically, we ask why catchment attributes

such as geology descriptors have shown little explanatory power when used to predict baseflow

signatures in recent large sample studies. By reviewing literature from several US regions, we

compile regional knowledge that helps to explain regional baseflow patterns. We contrast this

regional knowledge with information contained in often used large scale maps to explore if these

maps contain sufficient information to predict baseflow response. We also explore how the use of

multiple baseflow signatures can help to better identify different baseflow sources. To organise

the findings from diverse regions, we propose and apply a framework based on perceptual models.

Chapter 5: Summary and outlook
In Chapter 5 we summarise the findings of this thesis, discuss their overall connection, and point

at future research directions.

Appendices
Appendices A, B, and C contain Supporting Information for Chapters 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Appendix D contains information on TOSSH: A toolbox for streamflow signatures in hydrology.

Appendix E contains information on an opinion paper about the Budyko framework.

Appendix F contains the author’s CV.
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Note on equations

Some equations appear in multiple chapters of this thesis. They are labelled separately so that

each chapter is self-contained.
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IS THERE A BASEFLOW BUDYKO CURVE?

This chapter has been published as a research article in Water Resources Research. Slight

modifications have been made to better fit the general layout of this thesis. We thank

Gemma Coxon and Jim Freer for discussions and for assisting with the UKBN2 data. We

acknowledge the comments from the associate editor and three anonymous reviewers, that

helped to clarify and improve this chapter.

SJG, RAW, and NJKH conceptualised the research project. SJG performed the formal

analysis. SJG prepared the manuscript with contributions from all co-authors.

Citation: Gnann, S. J., Woods, R. A. and Howden, N. J. K. (2019). Is there a baseflow

Budyko curve? Water Resources Research, 55(4):2838–2855. https://doi.org/10.1029/

2018WR024464

2.1 Introduction

Baseflow is defined as flow derived from groundwater and other delayed sources and thus sustains

streamflow also during dry periods (Hall, 1968; Smakhtin, 2001). Understanding how baseflow

varies with changing climate and landscape properties is crucial for various issues related to

water quantity and quality (e.g. Smakhtin, 2001; Price, 2011; Beck et al., 2013; Buttle, 2018).

Population growth is linked to an increase in freshwater demand for agriculture, industry and

human consumption, and water shortages pose a threat even in humid regions (Price, 2011).

Baseflow is essential for ecosystem functioning and provides habitat for stream biota (Poff et al.,

1997; Price, 2011). Furthermore, baseflow is important with respect to water quality issues

(chemistry, temperature) such as effluent-load from wastewater treatment plants (Smakhtin,
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2001; Ficklin et al., 2016). If we want to understand how humans impact baseflow, we need to

understand what determines baseflow under (near-)natural conditions.

Many studies found that baseflow is correlated with climate and landscape properties such as

soils, geology, topography, and vegetation, but a universal relationship or general theory is yet to

be found (Price, 2011). Geology was found to be the key variable in various regional studies (e.g.

Neff et al., 2005; Longobardi and Villani, 2008; Bloomfield et al., 2009). Similarly, soil classes

(which are correlated with geology) were used to explain baseflow variability in the UK (Boorman

et al., 1995) and Europe (Schneider et al., 2007). Schneider et al. (2007) found that soils were less

influential towards southern Europe, which might be attributed to differences in topography and

climate. Van Dijk (2010) explored catchments in Australia and concluded that climate was the

most important control on baseflow, while Lacey and Grayson (1998) found that for southeastern

Australia vegetation-geology groups were the main influence. In summary, the studies that found

landscape properties to be most influential were usually of regional nature and thus investigated

catchments with relatively similar climates. Continental studies and the first global study by

Beck et al. (2013) led to somewhat inconclusive results. While some key landscape and climate

characteristics could be identified, the underlying processes remain to be explained. The influence

of lakes (Neff et al., 2005) and snow (Beck et al., 2013), that is, baseflow generating mechanisms

different than groundwater discharge, further complicates the analysis.

Baseflow is usually quantified by the baseflow index (BFI), the long-term ratio between

baseflow and total streamflow. Alternatively, we can use the baseflow fraction KB (Sivapalan

et al., 2011), defined as the ratio between mean annual baseflow Q̄b and precipitation P̄ (cf. to the

runoff ratio, the ratio between total streamflow Q̄ and precipitation P̄). KB has the advantage

that it relates baseflow to precipitation, a climate input that is (mostly) independent of catchment

form. The similarity to the runoff ratio allows us to investigate KB in the context of the Budyko

hypothesis. A disadvantage of KB is that we need both streamflow and rainfall data.

The Budyko hypothesis (Budyko, 1974) is a widely applied empirical top-down approach in

catchment hydrology (Wang et al., 2016). It hypothesises that the ratio between mean annual

actual evapotranspiration Ēa and precipitation P̄ is primarily a function of the ratio between

mean annual potential evapotranspiration Ēp and precipitation P̄, that is, the aridity index

ϕ = Ēp/P̄. As Ēa is usually not available, Q̄ might be used instead (Andréassian and Perrin,

2012). Figure 2.1a shows a Budyko-type plot for catchments in the US and the UK (data sources

will be explained in Section 2.2.2). The catchments fall relatively close to a single curve, the

so called the Budyko curve, for which various model equations exist (see e.g. review by Wang

et al., 2015). Is there a similar behaviour for baseflow, that is, a baseflow Budyko curve? That

is, is the aridity index the primary control on baseflow fraction? Wang and Wu (2013) modelled

the relationship between baseflow fraction and aridity by means of a Budyko-type curve that

approaches unity for increasing humidity. Similarly, Sivapalan et al. (2011) reported "that the

fraction of precipitation partitioned to slow flow is highest in wet catchments (as high as 0.7) and
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decreases with increasing aridity". Both studies analysed MOPEX data (Duan et al., 2006), that

is data from the contiguous US. Redoing this analysis with data from the US and the UK reveals

a different behaviour. We can see from Figure 2.1b that the fraction of precipitation that becomes

baseflow does not always increase with decreasing aridity index but decreases for many humid

catchments.
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Figure 2.1: Budyko-type curves relating (a) mean annual runoff ratio Q̄/P̄ to mean aridity index
Ēp/P̄ and (b) mean annual baseflow fraction Q̄b/P̄ to mean aridity index Ēp/P̄. US catchments
are denoted by orange circles, UK catchments are denoted by purple triangles. Catchments with
significant snow fractions were removed.

The data presented in Figure 2.1 suggest that the influence of climate aridity on baseflow

fraction is not straightforward or universal. This reinforces the variability in the literature on

the relative importance of climate and landscape characteristics. Is there a way to quantify

and/or parameterise these relative importances? Can we disentangle the influences of different

causal factors such as forcing and catchment form? How can we model baseflow variability in

a process-based way? As a framework for addressing these questions, we will use the revised

Ponce-Shetty model (Ponce and Shetty, 1995a,b; Sivapalan et al., 2011) to model the catchment

water balance at the annual scale. The Ponce-Shetty model has been described as a functional

model (Sivapalan et al., 2011) as it focuses on how water is partitioned, stored, and released, that

is, a catchment’s functions (Black, 1997; Wagener et al., 2007). This approach is promising as it

goes beyond mere empiricism by representing processes such as the partitioning of water at the

annual scale. The processes and the respective parameters are arguably highly abstracted and

connecting emergent parameters to catchment characteristics remains challenging (Sivapalan

et al., 2011). This approach, however, allows us to investigate large samples of catchments and

thus enables us to explore catchment (dis-)similarity and patterns which eventually might be

synthesised to new catchment-scale theory (Sivapalan, 2005; McDonnell et al., 2007; Wagener

et al., 2007; Harman and Troch, 2014). In the face of environmental change (Milly et al., 2008),

process-based models that allow for extrapolation are more needed than ever (Wagener et al.,
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2010).

We will use the revised Ponce-Shetty annual water balance model to obtain and investigate a

theoretical model of baseflow fraction (and baseflow index) as a function of mean annual climate

variables (Sivapalan et al., 2011). We will fit the Ponce-Shetty model to catchments in the US

and the UK to obtain catchment-scale parameter values defining how water is partitioned at the

annual scale (Ponce-Shetty parameters; described in Section 2.2). We will then assess whether

this approach has the potential to explain the variability in baseflow fraction (and baseflow index)

shown in Figure 2.1b and the apparently differing behaviour exhibited by the catchments in the

UK.

2.2 Theory and data

2.2.1 Theory

2.2.1.1 Annual water balance model

The revised Ponce-Shetty model (Sivapalan et al., 2011) is a functional approach to water balance

modelling following Horton (1933), L’vovich (1979) and Ponce and Shetty (1995a,b). A catchment’s

annual water balance is conceptualised as a two-stage partitioning process. First, precipitation

P is partitioned into fast flow Q f (direct runoff and fast subsurface flow) and wetting W (water

that is being stored). The stored water is then further partitioned into vaporisation V (water

returned to the atmosphere) and baseflow (slow flow) Qb. Fast flow and baseflow combined yield

total streamflow Q. Inter-annual water storage change and other water gains or losses such as

inter-catchment groundwater flows are assumed to be negligible. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of

the model.

1

2

Precipitation P

Wetting W

Baseflow Qb

Vaporisation V

Fast flow Qf

Streamflow Q

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the Ponce-Shetty model indicating the two partitioning stages (2.1) and
(2.2).
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The balance equations for the two partitioning stages are:

P =Q f +W (2.1)

W =Qb +V (2.2)

The balance equations for the whole catchment are:

P =V +Q (2.3)

Q =Q f +Qb (2.4)

These balance equations are used to determine V (from Eq. (2.4)) and W (from Eq. (2.1)). Data

sources for Q and P and the estimation of Q f and Qb are described in the following subsections.

2.2.1.2 Baseflow estimation

To obtain an estimate of fast flow and baseflow we perform a hydrograph separation using

digital filtering techniques. Following Troch et al. (2009) who reported that the choice of the filter

has no significant influence on annual water balance metrics (they analysed the Horton index),

many subsequent studies used only one hydrograph separation technique (e.g. Sivapalan et al.,

2011; Harman et al., 2011). Since in the original Troch et al. (2009) paper only 33 catchments

were analysed, we perform a comparative analysis of baseflow separation methods for all the

catchments investigated here. We use the one-parameter Lyne-Hollick digital filter (Lyne and

Hollick, 1979) which is applied forwards, backwards and forwards again using a filter parameter

of 0.925. As an alternative, we test the UK Institute of Hydrology (UKIH) smoothed minima

method (Institute of Hydrology, 1980). Both filters have the advantage of being only minimally

parameterised (one parameter) and thus being easily applied to a large sample of catchments.

Knowing P, Q (both measured), Q f , Qb (both estimated), we can then calculate V and W .

2.2.1.3 Ponce-Shetty equations

Based on empirical observations Ponce and Shetty (1995a) presented a mathematical model

of the two-stage partitioning which was re-introduced by Sivapalan et al. (2011). The form of

the equations follows the curve number runoff equation (NRCS, 2004), which is an empirical

equation that satisfies conservation of mass. The idea of two competing processes (here: fast

flow vs. wetting and baseflow vs. vaporisation) was later generalised by means of the so called

proportionality hypothesis and the Maximum Entropy Production (MEP) principle was identified

as a possible thermodynamic basis for this mathematical form (Wang and Tang, 2014; Wang

et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016).
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The first partitioning stage is modelled as follows:

Q f =
0, if P ≤λPWp

(P−λPWp)2

P+(1−2λP )Wp
, if P >λPWp

(2.5)

W =
P, if P ≤λPWp

P − (P−λPWp)2

P+(1−2λP )Wp
, if P >λPWp

(2.6)

P →∞, Q f → P −Wp, W →Wp (2.7)

where λP is the fast flow initial abstraction coefficient and Wp is the wetting potential. Their

product λPWp is the fast flow generation threshold. This form is convenient as λP ranges between

zero and unity (Ponce and Shetty, 1995a). The second partitioning stage is modelled as follows:

Qb =
0, if W ≤λWVp

(W−λW Vp)2

W+(1−2λW )Vp
, if W >λWVp

(2.8)

V =
W , if W ≤λWVp

W − (W−λW Vp)2

W+(1−2λW )Vp
, if W >λWVp

(2.9)

W →∞, Qb →W −Vp, V →Vp (2.10)

where λW is the baseflow initial abstraction coefficient and Vp is the vaporisation potential. Their

product λWVp is the baseflow generation threshold.

Figure 2.3 shows curves derived from the Ponce-Shetty model equations. Both the P-W-plot

(Figure 2.3a) and the W-V -plot (Figure 2.3c) start at the origin and approach a limit (their

potentials). The wetting potential Wp can be seen as some sort of storage capacity of a catchment.

The vaporisation potential Vp can be seen as some sort of energy limit (somewhat analogous to

potential evapotranspiration). The P-Q f -plot (Figure 2.3b) and the W-Qb-plot (Figure 2.3d) start

to rise after a certain threshold and then rise without a (theoretical) limit. The precipitation

threshold is a minimum amount of rainfall required to generate fast slow. The baseflow threshold

is a minimum amount of wetting required to generate baseflow. This reflects the idea that if

there is only little rain (or wetting), the water will not reach the stream and evaporate (e.g.

interception). The physical meaning of these parameters is somewhat ambiguous as they are

emergent parameters representing processes over a large area (catchment) and over a long time

(years). Links to physical (observable) catchment characteristics remain to be explored, but will

be discussed qualitatively in Section 2.4.

2.2.1.4 Rescaled form of the Ponce-Shetty equations

In order to compare between catchments the (mean annual) Ponce-Shetty variables can be

normalised using the Ponce-Shetty parameters (Sivapalan et al., 2011). We define two rescaled
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Figure 2.3: Example L’vovich-type curves: (a) precipitation-wetting curve (Eq. (2.6)), (b) wetting-
vaporisation curve (Eq. (2.9)), (c) precipitation-fast flow curve (Eq. (2.5)), (d) wetting-baseflow
curve (Eq. (2.8)). The dotted lines indicate the lines through the origin, which (in theory) cannot
be exceeded. The dashed lines indicate the potentials. The ticks indicate the thresholds.

driving variables: rescaled (mean annual) precipitation P̃ and a rescaled vaporisation potential

Ṽp.

P̃ = P̄ −λPWp

(1−λP )Wp
(2.11)

Ṽp = Vp −λWVp

(1−λP )Wp
(2.12)

2.2.1.5 Catchment indices

We define two catchment indices: the baseflow fraction KB (note that this definition is slightly

different from the usual definition as it includes the parameter λWVp) and the baseflow index

BFI.

KB = Q̄b

P̄ −λWVp
(2.13)

BFI= Q̄b

Q̄
(2.14)

We can approximate these indices using the rescaled driving variables (Eq. (2.11) and Eq.

(2.12)) (for the full derivation of KB see Sivapalan et al., 2011, and for the derivation of BFI see
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Appendix A):

KB = P̃
(1+ P̃)(P̃ + Ṽp + ṼpP̃)

(2.15)

BFI= 1
(1+ P̃)(1+ Ṽp)

(2.16)

These expressions can be used to model the observed catchment indices (Eq. (2.13) and Eq.

(2.14)). These equations are functions of two variables (Ṽp and P̃) and not just a single variable

such as aridity (which might be defined here as rescaled aridity index ϕ̃= Ṽp

P̃ ). Note that in the

derivation of these equations we assume a parameter K = λPWp−λW Vp
(1−λP )Wp

(not presented here for

brevity) to be zero. This assumption led to insignificant differences which is consistent with

Sivapalan et al. (2011).

2.2.2 Data

We use data from the contiguous US and Great Britain. CAMELS (Newman et al., 2015; Addor

et al., 2017) includes daily precipitation, potential evapotranspiration and streamflow data,

as well as a wide range of catchment attributes for 671 catchments in the contiguous US.

The UK Benchmark Network (UKBN2) (Harrigan et al., 2017) describes catchments in the

UK that are near-natural. It consists of 146 catchments whereof 8 catchments in Northern

Ireland are not considered. The data is obtained from different sources. Daily streamflow data,

catchment characteristics and catchment boundaries are obtained from the NRFA (National River

Flow Archive, 2019), precipitation data from CEH-GEAR (Tanguy et al., 2016), and potential

evapotranspiration data from CHESS-PE (Robinson et al., 2016). We trim the daily data to

contain only full water years (starting 1 October). We then aggregate daily data to obtain annual

data, which are used to calibrate the Ponce-Shetty model for each catchment. For all other

calculations we use mean annual data, that is, data averaged over all full water years. To obtain

a suitable dataset we remove some of the catchments according to the following criteria:

- Catchments with areas smaller than 10 km2 as measurement errors and catchment delin-

eation errors tend to be significant for very small catchments.

- Catchments with records shorter than 15 years as calibrating the Ponce-Shetty model

requires many annual values. This threshold is chosen to remove some rather short and

thus potentially unreliable records, while trying to keep enough catchments for the ongoing

analysis.

- Catchments where snow and lakes are influential, as these processes are not considered

in the Ponce-Shetty model. We remove catchments with fractions of precipitation falling

as snow > 0.2 and catchments with significant surface water bodies. The latter is done by

removing UKBN2 catchments with FARL < 0.8 (a parameter quantifying the influence of

lakes and reservoirs) and CAMELS catchments with frac_water > 0.05.
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- Catchments with runoff ratios larger than unity in any year of record (Q/P > 1), resulting

in negative vaporisation values (V < 0), as this indicates significant water balance issues

and thus violates the assumptions of the Ponce-Shetty model.

The final dataset consists of 571 out of 817 catchments.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Baseflow estimation

Table 2.1 shows several metrics comparing results obtained using the Lyne-Hollick filter (Lyne

and Hollick, 1979) and the UKIH method (Institute of Hydrology, 1980). The two methods

show good agreement. While the choice of filter might have a significant impact on individual

catchments, it does not alter the overall results. We continue using the baseflow estimates

obtained by using the Lyne-Hollick filter.

Table 2.1: Comparison of mean annual baseflow Q̄b, Ponce-Shetty parameters, KB and BFI using
different baseflow separation techniques (Lyne-Hollick filter and UKIH method). The relative
error (RE) is defined as RE=

∣∣∣1− xa
xb

∣∣∣. The absolute error (AE) is defined as AE= |xa − xb|.

Q̄b [mm] Wp [mm] λP [-] Vp [mm] λW [-] KB [-] BFI [-]
Pearson correlation 1.00 0.84 0.98 0.95 0.97 0.99 0.93
Spearman correlation 1.00 0.99 0.96 0.99 0.95 0.99 0.96
Median RE 0.07 0.05 0.17 0.05 0.31 0.07 0.07
Median AE 11 159 0.01 147 0.00 0.01 0.03

2.3.2 Parameter estimation and uncertainty

The Ponce-Shetty parameters are fitted to each individual catchment by means of a non-linear

least squares fitting algorithm, whereby λP and λW are restricted to be between zero and unity

(their theoretical limits), and Wp and Vp are restricted to be between 0 mm and an upper limit.

We choose an (arbitrary) upper limit of 50000 mm which is deemed high enough to not affect

the parameter estimation. An even higher limit does not affect the estimated parameter values

except for very few catchments with Wp and/or Vp values which are (almost) at the limit. The

problem that some of the obtained parameter values are at the upper limit is discussed in the

next paragraph. We can use two values for the wetting W to fit the second partitioning stage.

Either the observed W obtained from Eq. (2.1) or the modelled W following from the fitted model

for the first partitioning stage (Eq. (2.6)). Following (Sivapalan et al., 2011) we use the modelled

W to obtain an internally consistent water balance.

To fit a meaningful parameter set, the catchments should exhibit their functional behaviour

(Sivapalan et al., 2011). If the vaporisation values (wetting values) are far away from the
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vaporisation potential (wetting potential), we will have a roughly linear relationship and hence

fitting the functional form is not possible (see Figure 2.4a). This can be seen especially for Vp

in arid catchments (e.g. in the middle of the US). In these catchments, the obtained potentials

are at the specified upper limit (50000 mm). Similarly, being at the potential all the time does

not allow us to fit a functional relationship either; this can be seen especially for Vp in humid

catchments (e.g. along the west coast of the UK). In these catchments the obtained initial

abstraction coefficient is unity (see Figure 2.4b). We remove these catchments from the analysis

because the Ponce-Shetty model is unable to describe them adequately.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of catchments (station numbers in brackets) with fitted W-V -curves. (a) Co-
leto Creek, Texas (08176900): extremely high Vp, Vp not identifiable. (b) Aire, Yorkshire (27035):
V always approximately equal to Vp, λW not identifiable. (c) Bear Creek, Texas (08158810): Vp
and λW identifiable. (d) Pincey Brook, Essex (38026): Vp and λW identifiable.

Table 2.2 shows overall statistics for the parameter estimation after having removed the

catchments described in the last paragraph. The parameter uncertainty (in the form of 95%

confidence intervals) is particularly high for extremely large values for either of the potentials

(À 10000 mm). These large values are consistently uncertain, which coincides with Sivapalan

et al. (2011) who found that for some catchments the (apparently very high) potentials could

not be properly identified. The confidence intervals for λP and λW need careful interpretation,

as these two parameters have heavily skewed distributions (most catchments have parameter

values close to zero). We do not remove catchments with high uncertainty from the analysis as a

threshold would necessarily be subjective, which leaves us with 545 catchments for the ongoing

analysis.
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Table 2.2: Parameter statistics and uncertainty for all catchments used in the analysis. CI 95%
denotes the 95% confidence interval. Rel. CI 95% denotes the relative confidence limits, that
is, the confidence limits normalised by the parameter values. Spearman denotes the Spearman
correlation of the relative confidence limits with the parameter values.

Min Median Max Median CI 95% Median Rel. CI 95% Spearman
Wp [mm] 756 3044 42857 1591 0.50 0.32

λP [-] 0 0.05 0.64 0.12 >1 -0.91
Vp [mm] 316 2911 44652 2264 0.74 0.49
λW [-] 0 0.02 0.91 0.13 >1 -0.91

2.3.3 Maps of Ponce-Shetty parameters and baseflow metrics

Figure 2.5 shows maps of the fitted parameters for CAMELS catchments. The patterns agree

well with Sivapalan et al. (2011) who used MOPEX catchments. High wetting potentials Wp can

be seen in the middle of the US (Great Plains), in the east (southern parts of the Appalachians),

south east (around Florida) and in parts of the central north (Michigan). High vaporisation

potentials Vp can be seen in the middle of the US (Great Plains) and in all southern regions.

The fast flow thresholds WpλP are high in the south, the south east and in the middle of the US

except for the north. The baseflow thresholds VpλW are similarly high in most of these areas, but

also in some catchments along the west coast. The spatial similarity of the thresholds is reflected

by a significant rank correlation of 0.61 between WpλP and VpλW .

Figure 2.6 shows maps of the fitted parameters for UKBN2 catchments. On average, the

values are lower than for the CAMELS catchments, especially for Vp, which is consistent with

generally lower vaporisation intensities (cf. to Ep). High wetting potentials Wp can be found in

the south west, the south, the middle (the Midlands) and along the south eastern coast. The

vaporisation potentials Vp are high in the south, especially in the south east. High WpλP can

be found in the south east and for a few catchments in the north. High VpλW can be found in

catchments scattered throughout the UK, most notably all along the west coast and in the south

east.

Figure 2.7 shows maps of KB and BFI for CAMELS and UKBN2 catchments. Generally, KB

is lower than BFI as it compares Q̄b to P̄ rather than Q̄, which is always lower than P̄. This is

reflected in the ranges of values shown in Figure 2.7. While in some regions both KB and BFI are

rather high (e.g. in the eastern US and in the south west of the UK), in other regions BFI can

be high while KB is rather low (e.g. in the southern US and in the middle of the US and in the

south east of the UK), which broadly agrees with Santhi et al. (2008) who found that catchments

with high BFI can still have low baseflow volumes. This coincides with the maps showing the

Ponce-Shetty parameters (Figures 2.5 and 2.6). Catchments with high KB generally have a high

Wp, low WpλP and low Vp. Catchments with high BFI also occur in areas with high Vp.
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Figure 2.5: The fitted parameters for CAMELS catchments: wetting potential (a), fast flow
threshold (b), vaporisation potential (c), and baseflow threshold (d). Crosses denote catchments
where some of the parameters could not be identified properly.
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Figure 2.6: The fitted parameters for UKBN2 catchments: wetting potential (a), fast flow thresh-
old (b), vaporisation potential (c), and baseflow threshold (d). Crosses denote catchments where
some of the parameters could not be identified properly.

2.3.4 Baseflow variability with climate variables

Figure 2.8 shows how the baseflow fraction varies with the rescaled climate variables. To show

the dependence of KB on both P̃ and Ṽp we make use of a contour plot (see Figure 2.8a). We

plot P̃ and Ṽp on the x- and y- axes, respectively, and use contours to represent the model for

KB (Eq. (2.15)) and coloured dots to represent the observed KB values (Eq. (2.13)). Figure 2.8b,
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Figure 2.7: KB (a) and BFI (b) for CAMELS and UKBN2 catchments. Note that the colour scales
are different to reflect the range of the values. Crosses denote catchments where some of the
parameters could not be identified properly. Note that the maps of the US and the UK are not to
the same scale.

shows an equivalent plot using the ratio between P̃ and Ṽp (rescaled aridity index ϕ̃) with some

example model curves with either fixed P̃ or Ṽp, respectively – this is comparable to common

Budyko-type plots. To get a better understanding it is useful to recall how a contour plot of the

rescaled aridity index would look like, which is shown in Figure 2.8c. The line through the origin

represents a rescaled aridity index of unity, above that line (top left) are humid catchments,

below that line (bottom right) are arid catchments. Note that we are using rescaled variables and

hence we are not looking at the common aridity index. P̃ is a relative rainfall amount and Ṽp is a

relative vaporisation potential, both rescaled by their thresholds and the wetting potential of the

catchment. The general notion that low ϕ̃ indicates humid (energy-limited) catchments and that

high ϕ̃ indicates arid (water-limited) catchments is still valid.

The contours in Figure 2.8a start parallel to the line through the origin and thus parallel to

the rescaled aridity index. They start to bend for higher values of P̃ (humid side of the plot) and

become perpendicular to the rescaled aridity index. This demonstrates that a catchment having

a certain rescaled aridity index can have very different values of KB. Roughly, if both P̃ and Ṽp
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Figure 2.8: (a) Contour plot of KB as a function of the rescaled vaporisation potential Ṽp and
rescaled precipitation P̃ (Eq. (2.15)). The dots indicate the observed values (Eq. (2.13)). (b) KB as
function of the ratio between Ṽp and P̃ (i.e. rescaled aridity index ϕ̃). The black and grey lines
(solid and dashed) are example model curves with either fixed Ṽp or P̃. The dots indicate the
observed values. (c) Logarithm of the rescaled aridity index ϕ̃ as a function of Ṽp and P̃. The
grey line denotes a rescaled aridity index of unity (log equals zero). (d) Different regions of the
KB contour plot are annotated, a more detailed explanation is given in Section 2.4.
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are low, we get a rather high KB and if both are high, we get a rather low KB. The contours are

not just bending on the humid side (top left), they are also indicating higher gradients and thus

a high variability in KB. In contrast, there is relatively little variation on the arid side (bottom

right), that is, most of the catchments have a similar KB. The observed values (represented

by coloured dots) agree well with the model contours (median absolute error = 0.02, median

relative error = 0.14). This can be expected, since the model has sufficient degrees of freedom to

fit the data well (the Ponce-Shetty model is fitted to each individual catchment). The Budyko-type

plot shown in Figure 2.8b reflects these observations with a tight ensemble of curves for arid

catchments and a spread out ensemble of curves for humid catchments. The observed values

agree with this general behaviour, they are tight for arid catchments and scattered for humid

catchments.

Figure 2.9 shows how BFI varies with P̃ and Ṽp. The contours shown in Figure 2.9a are

symmetric around the line through the origin. The BFI is highest for low values of both P̃ and Ṽp

and gets lower for both higher P̃ and Ṽp. The observed values agree well with the model contours

(median absolute error = 0.05, median relative error = 0.14). Again, this can be expected, since

the model has sufficient degrees of freedom to fit the data well. Figure 2.9b shows that there is

no clear relationship between BFI and the rescaled aridity index. This is in agreement with the

observed values, which are scattered over most areas of the plot.

Figure 2.9: (a) Contour plot of BFI as a function of the rescaled vaporisation potential Ṽp and
rescaled precipitation P̃ (Eq. (2.16)). The dots indicate the observed values (Eq. (2.14)). (b) BFI
as function of the ratio between Ṽp and P̃ (i.e. rescaled aridity index ϕ̃). The black and grey lines
(solid and dashed) are example model curves with either fixed Ṽp or P̃. The dots indicate the
observed values.
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2.4 Discussion

The ranges of the parameter values (see Table 2.2) are in general agreement with Sivapalan

et al. (2011) who also used a non-linear least squares method, and Harman et al. (2011) who

used a Bayesian framework. The high parameter uncertainty for some catchments and problems

in parameter identifiability might have two reasons. As described before, it could simply be a

consequence of not having sufficient data to meaningfully fit the Ponce-Shetty model. It could,

however, also indicate that the Ponce-Shetty model is not adequate for certain catchments. Even

a good fit does not necessarily mean that the model is correctly representing the processes,

which are arguably very simplified. We assume inter-annual water storage change as well as

other water gains and losses to be negligible. This might not be a valid assumption for every

catchment investigated here, and hence adds uncertainty to the parameter estimation. To assess

the influence of inter-annual water storage change we alternatively calculated 3-year averages

and calibrated the Ponce-Shetty model to these. This leads to overall similar parameter values

(Pearson correlations: Wp: 0.86, λPWp: 0.81, Vp: 0.79, λWVp: 0.67). There are, however, problems

associated with averaging. Extreme years, which are especially important to fit the Ponce-Shetty

model, are averaged out and thus information is lost. Furthermore, by averaging and fitting a

non-linear function, we introduce some bias ("the average of the function will not be the function

of the average inputs", see Rouholahnejad Freund and Kirchner, 2017). This makes it difficult to

tell whether inter-annual water storage change is the cause for the deviations in the parameter

values. For now we argue that the model fits our data sufficiently well for the purpose of this work.

Being capable of explaining the observed variations in baseflow further corroborates the model’s

suitability. For specific places, however, the uncertainty might be very large and conclusions or

predictions should therefore be made with care. It would be interesting to see whether more

detailed modelling approaches would lead to the emergent behaviour inherent in the Ponce-Shetty

theory and/or similar parameter values.

From Figure 2.8 we can see how KB varies with P̃ and Ṽp. Generally, KB cannot be described

by a single Budyko-type curve, but by a continuum of curves that depend on the catchment’s

(Ponce-Shetty) parameters. KB is consistently low for high rescaled aridity values, which can be

attributed to relatively high amounts of vaporisation (KB is dominated by the second partitioning

stage, i.e. Vp). The behaviour of KB is more complicated for humid catchments. Starting at

the origin of Figure 2.8a and moving along the y-axis towards more humid catchments, KB

first increases, then reaches a peak and decreases again. This decrease can be attributed to an

exhausted wetting potential leading to "saturation excess fast flow" (KB is dominated by the

first partitioning stage, i.e. Wp). This was already recognised by Milly (1994) who stated that

finite water storage capacity and finite permeability are possible causes for runoff. In such humid

catchments, an increase in precipitation thus mainly leads to an increase in fast flow, which

agrees with Harman et al. (2011) who found that fast flow elasticities are clearly larger than

baseflow elasticities in humid catchments. Similarly, Trancoso et al. (2017) found that "higher
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precipitation in tropical regions may be generating more overland flow, which tends to reduce the

slow component [...]". Baseflow fraction can hence be low for both arid and humid catchments,

but for different reasons. This may help to explain the diversity of results from empirical studies

on controls on baseflow.

Figure 2.9 shows how the BFI varies with P̃ and Ṽp. The magnitude of P̃ and Ṽp rather

than the ratio between them determines the BFI. If both P̃ and Ṽp are low, BFI is high. That

means that at the first partitioning stage precipitation becomes mainly wetting, and at the second

partitioning stage this wetting becomes mainly baseflow. If either P̃ and Ṽp are high, we obtain a

lower BFI. In the first case, most of the precipitation becomes fast flow and thus the BFI is low. In

the second case, most of the precipitation becomes wetting, but most of that wetting evaporates,

so that Qb and thus the BFI will be rather low. In comparison to KB, BFI is highly variable also

for high rescaled aridity. Low amounts of baseflow (compared to precipitation) can lead to a high

BFI if the amount of fast flow is even lower. This explains most of the differences between KB

and BFI (see Figures 2.5 and 2.6 and the description in Section 2.3.3).

The results show that KB (and BFI) is influenced by the magnitude of P̃ and Ṽp and not just

their ratio. This explains the scatter especially for humid catchments (see Figure 2.8b). While an

aridity index is certainly useful, it can be restrictive in cases where the magnitude of precipitation

is important. This agrees for example with Berghuijs et al. (2017) who found that runoff is most

sensitive to changes in precipitation and this sensitivity is not captured by only looking at the

aridity index. Similarly, the ratio between precipitation and the wetting potential (≈ P̃) explains

most of the variability in baseflow fraction which the aridity index could not explain (see Figure

2.8a, especially region II, and Figure 2.10).

Especially in humid catchments, the ratio of precipitation to a catchment’s wetting potential

can be a major control on baseflow. Given the same climate, a catchment with a higher wetting

potential will have a higher baseflow fraction and BFI. This is a possible explanation for the

partly inconclusive results found in studies before. Regional studies with similar climate could

relate the amount of baseflow to a catchment’s form, mostly soils (Boorman et al., 1995) and

geology (Neff et al., 2005; Longobardi and Villani, 2008; Bloomfield et al., 2009). These attributes

are parametrised by the Ponce-Shetty parameters (especially Wp), yet in a rather abstract way

which so far eludes a quantitative linking to landscape characteristics. Continental (Schneider

et al., 2007; Van Dijk, 2010; Trancoso et al., 2017) and global studies (Beck et al., 2013, 2015)

found catchment form to be less influential and often couldn’t come to conclusive results, as it is

neither climate nor form alone that lead to a certain catchment response, but their interaction.

Figure 2.10 shows the Q̄b/P̄ vs. Ēp/P̄ plot (from Figure 2.1) with catchments stratified and

coloured according to their wetting and vaporisation potentials, respectively. Three different

ranges of Wp are shown and they form three somewhat distinct point clouds. The remaining

variation can be attributed to differences in the thresholds, the rather broadly defined categories

and differences in the magnitude of Ēp and P̄. The cloud with the lowest Wp exhibits the lowest
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Figure 2.10: Scatter plots of mean annual baseflow fraction Q̄b/P̄ vs. mean aridity index Ēp/P̄.
CAMELS catchments are denoted by circles, UKBN2 catchments are denoted by triangles.
Catchments are highlighted according to their wetting potential Wp: (a) low wetting potentials,
(b) medium wetting potentials, and (c) high wetting potentials. Darker shading indicates higher
vaporisation potential Vp. All units are in mm.
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baseflow fraction and vice versa. High values of KB are usually associated with low values of Vp

(indicated by the lightness of the colours). We can also see that CAMELS and UKBN2 catchments

do not generally behave differently, but since certain catchment types occur predominantly in

the US or the UK, the CAMELS and UKBN2 point clouds appear to be different. Very humid

catchments with rather low Wp are mostly located in the UK and they are most clearly deviating

from the point cloud representing CAMELS catchments (see also Figure 2.1).

We did not include catchments with significant snow fraction or lakes. While these catchments

might be seen as having an "extended" wetting potential (storage), they represent conceptually

different processes, for which additional explanatory variables might be needed. These processes

might be added as an additional partitioning stage to the model to make it more universal.

Especially the snowy catchments show an increase in KB for increasing humidity almost up

to unity (not shown here), which could explain, for example, why Wang and Wu (2013) used a

baseflow Budyko model that approaches unity. Snowy catchments might be considered to have

virtually unlimited storage potential as the snowpack can grow continuously, and thus baseflow

fractions in these catchments can get very high.

The Ponce-Shetty parameters are emergent, rather abstract properties and relating them

to catchment characteristics might not be straightforward. The Ponce-Shetty parameters are

lumping a variety of processes and characteristics, notably soils, geology, vegetation, topography,

and climate seasonality. This means that for now, the presented model can only explain and

predict annual baseflow variability in gauged catchments where the model was calibrated. It

might be used to investigate the effects of a changing climate (e.g. changing precipitation) on

baseflow in different types of (gauged) catchments (cf. Buttle, 2018). A transfer to ungauged

catchments requires a regionalisation procedure. Qualitatively, links between parameters and

catchment characteristics can be seen. Vp is correlated with energy availability (comparable to

potential evapotranspiration), yet it rather emerges from the interaction of the available energy

with vegetation and other catchment characteristics. Large wetting potentials can be seen in

moorland and wetland areas (e.g. south west UK, Florida) and in the presence of major aquifers

(e.g. Chalk in southern England, Great Plains aquifer). A quantitative linking of the Ponce-Shetty

parameters to landscape properties or other regionalisation approaches are, however, beyond the

scope of this work.

2.5 Conclusions

The present work shows that there is no single baseflow Budyko curve, that is, in general

baseflow fraction cannot be modelled as a function of an aridity index alone. Even if samples

of catchments seem to form a single curve, this might be misleading as many of them might

actually sit on different curves (see Figure 2.9b). The influence of catchment water storage on

long-term water balance has long been recognised (e.g. Milly, 1994). The approach employed
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here incorporates that in a simple way by modelling baseflow fraction as a function of two

variables. A rescaled precipitation, that is the ratio between precipitation and a catchment’s

wetting potential, and a rescaled vaporisation potential. These two variables reflect the two-stage

partitioning underlying the Ponce-Shetty model, namely the partitioning between fast flow and

wetting, and the subsequent partitioning between slow flow and vaporisation. Depending on the

climatic regime, one of these partitioning stages dominates. In arid catchments, baseflow fraction

is mainly limited by high amounts of vaporisation. In humid catchments, baseflow fraction is

mainly limited by the storage capacity of a catchment.

The differences between CAMELS (US) and UKBN2 (UK) catchments shown in Figure 2.1b

and Figure 2.10 have two main causes. Firstly, using aridity as a ratio is restrictive. Catchments

with a similar aridity index usually have lower precipitation and vaporisation intensities in the

UK than in the US. Secondly, the wetting potentials in the UK differ from the ones in the US.

Most of the very humid catchments in the UK have rather low wetting potentials, that is, they

are (almost) fully saturated and a large fraction of precipitation runs off quickly to the stream.

This difference is, however, not a clear distinction as it can be seen from Figure 2.10. Catchments

in the US and the UK do not behave fundamentally differently, they rather happen to have

predominantly different characteristics.

Baseflow (a catchment function) can be seen as the result of climate interacting with landscape

(forcing acting on form, cf. Wagener et al., 2007). To explain baseflow variability in a process-

based way, we should try to disentangle forcing and form, knowing that this might only be

partially possible as catchment form (and function) may reflect a co-evolution with climate forcing.

The Ponce-Shetty approach partly disentangles forcing and form, yet in a rather abstract way.

Furthermore, the parameters still lump together a variety of processes that are not only reflecting

catchment form (e.g. topography, geology, vegetation, etc.), but also climate (e.g. seasonality,

storminess). Intra-annual climate variability can have a significant impact on such lumped

parameters (Roderick and Farquhar, 2011; Berghuijs and Woods, 2016).

Using large samples of catchments allows us to detect and explain (dis-)similarities and

patterns and to synthesise already available data (Falkenmark and Chapman, 1989; Sivapalan,

2005; Harman and Troch, 2014). While large sample hydrology arguably neglects many details,

synthesising data to find new theory has proven to be a fruitful approach that – besides improved

understanding – might help to constrain models (Shafii et al., 2017), to transfer knowledge

to ungauged catchments (Hrachowitz et al., 2013) and to deal with predictions under change

(Wagener et al., 2010; Ehret et al., 2014). It is essential to include a variety of catchments,

both in terms of climate and landscape characteristics, which is exemplified by the "unexpected

behaviour" of UK catchments in this work. Even more data are needed to corroborate the theory,

to understand more of the details (e.g. Ponce-Shetty parameters) or to detect limitations of the

presented approach, which eventually advances our understanding.

Simple approaches such as the Ponce-Shetty model are useful as they are easily applied to
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large samples. They also allow us to better understand the model’s dynamics and stop us from

being lost in the calibration stage. We acknowledge that there is a danger in being too simple or

simple due to lack of understanding (cf. Schwartz et al., 2017), which might partly be true for the

hydrograph separation approach and the Ponce-Shetty model here. We are confident, however,

that the chosen methods are appropriate for the present work as they are capable of explaining

the observed phenomena and thus help to improve our understanding of how baseflow varies

with climate and landscape.
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3
HYDROLOGICAL SIGNATURES DESCRIBING THE TRANSLATION OF

CLIMATE SEASONALITY INTO STREAMFLOW SEASONALITY

This chapter has been published as a research article in Hydrology and Earth System Sci-

ences. Slight modifications have been made to better fit the general layout of this thesis. We

thank Wouter Knoben for help with MARRMoT, helpful discussions, and helpful comments

on an earlier version of this chapter. We also thank Gemma Coxon for assisting with the data.

We acknowledge the comments from the associate editor and three anonymous reviewers,

which helped to clarify and improve this chapter. Parts of this work were carried out using

the computational facilities of the Advanced Computing Research Centre of the University

of Bristol (http://www.bris.ac.uk/acrc/).

SJG, NJKH, and RAW conceptualised the research project. SJG performed the formal

analysis. SJG prepared the manuscript with contributions from all co-authors.

Citation: Gnann, S. J., Howden, N. J. K. and Woods, R.A. (2020). Hydrological signatures

describing the translation of climate seasonality into streamflow seasonality. Hydrology and

Earth System Sciences, 24(2):561–580. https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-24-561-2020

3.1 Introduction

The annual course of the Earth around the Sun leads to seasonal cycles in climate in many

places. Seasonal patterns in precipitation, evapotranspiration, and snowfall, as well as the

characteristics of the catchment a stream drains, often result in a distinct seasonal streamflow

regime (Cayan et al., 1993; Regonda et al., 2005; Berghuijs et al., 2014). The seasonal flow regime

is closely linked to water chemistry and water quality (DeWalle et al., 1997; Vega et al., 1998).
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CHAPTER 3. SEASONAL HYDROLOGICAL SIGNATURES

Streamflow seasonality plays a crucial role for biological systems and ecosystems (Colwell, 1974;

Poff et al., 1997; Poff and Zimmerman, 2010). Low flows are typically seasonal, and droughts

– albeit a more general phenomenon than low flows – often occur during the low flow season

and thus are to some degree predictable (Smakhtin, 2001; Peters et al., 2003). From a more

applied point of view, the seasonal streamflow regime is crucial for water resources management,

agriculture, and hydropower generation (Weingartner et al., 2013; Laaha et al., 2013; Svensson,

2016; Harrigan et al., 2018). This is reflected in the increased application and development

of seasonal forecasting methods (Shi et al., 2008; Svensson, 2016; Harrigan et al., 2018). In

summary, for many applications the mean seasonal regime is of high importance and thus

deserves attention.

In this work we focus on the average seasonal hydrological response of snow-free catchments.

We do not focus, for instance, on the seasonality of events (e.g. storms), noting, however, that the

seasonal water balance can have an impact at event scales (Berghuijs et al., 2014). In snow-free

areas, the seasonality of the flow regime is primarily driven by the incoming forcing, that is, the

seasonality of precipitation (water) and potential evapotranspiration (energy). Given a certain

forcing, the flow regime of a catchment is determined by a catchment’s form and function, that

is, by how much water can infiltrate, how much water can be stored, and how slowly that water

is being released. Since groundwater recharge and thus groundwater discharge are often very

seasonal (Jasechko et al., 2014), many hydrogeological studies focus on seasonality, or more

specifically on how seasonal recharge is propagated through an aquifer system (Townley, 1995;

Erskine and Papaioannou, 1997; Peters et al., 2003; Obergfell et al., 2019). Slowly responding,

groundwater-dominated catchments closely resemble the aquifer system feeding the stream. Un-

derstanding the seasonal streamflow regime is therefore particularly important for understanding

slow (groundwater-driven) dynamics in catchments.

Different aspects of hydrological behaviour, such as streamflow seasonality, can be quantified

by summarising metrics now mostly called hydrological signatures (McMillan et al., 2017). The

use of such summarising metrics is not new, and they have been used extensively in ecohydro-

logical studies (e.g. Clausen and Biggs, 2000; Olden and Poff, 2003) and hydrological studies

(e.g. Jothityangkoon et al., 2001; Farmer et al., 2003). Hydrological signatures offer a way to

quantify hydrological similarity. This makes them useful for catchment classification (Wagener

et al., 2007; Sawicz et al., 2011), for hydrological process exploration (McMillan et al., 2014), and

for predictions in ungauged basins (Yadav et al., 2007; Hrachowitz et al., 2013; Westerberg et al.,

2016). Hydrological signatures can also be used to guide diagnostic model evaluation (Gupta

et al., 2008; Peel and Blöschl, 2011; Euser et al., 2013; Hrachowitz et al., 2014; Shafii and Tolson,

2015), as they offer a potentially more meaningful and fit-for-purpose alternative to the typically

used statistical metrics such as the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE; Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) or

the Kling-Gupta efficiency (KGE; Gupta et al., 2009).

There are many hydrological signatures and we therefore need guidelines for signature selec-
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tion (McMillan et al., 2017; Addor et al., 2018). Some of these guidelines refer to more technical

aspects: the uncertainty in a signature should not be larger within a catchment than between

catchments (identifiability), a signature should be insensitive to the data sources (robustness),

and a signature should be comparable across (heterogeneous) catchments (consistency; McMillan

et al., 2017). When using combinations of signatures, the different signatures should also contain

different information, that is, they should not be redundant (Olden and Poff, 2003; Addor et al.,

2018). From a more hydrological perspective, a signature should be meaningful at the relevant

scale (representativeness) and a signature should relate to and increase our knowledge of hydro-

logical function (discriminatory power; McMillan et al., 2017). Since (hydro-)climatic signatures

such as the mean flow are already well understood, we should try to explain and use signatures

that tell us more about catchment functioning (Addor et al., 2018), such as signatures that relate

climate input to catchment output.

There is a multitude of hydrological signatures focusing on seasonality. Climate seasonality

is accounted for by (hydro-)climatic signatures such as the (co-)seasonality of precipitation and

potential evapotranspiration (Milly, 1994; Knoben et al., 2018). Streamflow seasonality can be

characterised by the Pardé coefficients (Weingartner et al., 2013) or the regime curve, which

is related to the slow flow component of the flow duration curve (FDC; Yokoo and Sivapalan,

2011). Seasonal signatures related to streamflow timing are the half flow date and the half flow

interval (Court, 1962), and the date of each annual one-day maximum (or minimum; Richter et al.,

1996). Seasonal streamflow signatures focusing on low flows are for example the seasonality

index, which measures the mean day of low flow occurrence and the intensity of seasonality, or

the seasonality histogram, which shows the occurrence of low flows in each month (Laaha and

Blöschl, 2006). Colwell’s predictability is another measure describing periodic signals (Colwell,

1974), mostly used in ecological studies. It consists of constancy (how variable the intra-annual

flow regime is) and contingency (how persistent the inter-annual flow regime is). All of these

signatures describe (parts of) the seasonality of either climate or streamflow, yet none of them

look at how climate seasonality translates into streamflow seasonality. As the transformation of

climate input into streamflow is, after all, what we are trying to understand, investigating the

seasonal aspect of that seems worthwhile. Relating streamflow to climate input also removes the

arbitrariness of picking a start date (e.g. by defining a water year), which is a limitation of many

signatures that relate flows to a date (e.g. the half flow date).

In this work, we propose the use of hydrological signatures based on how catchments attenuate

the seasonal climate input (forcing). We approximate the input signal to a catchment (the forcing)

by precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration and the output signal from a catchment by

streamflow. We quantify the seasonal components of both signals by fitting sine waves to them,

that is, we extract their (annual) Fourier modes. As the period is fixed (one year), the incoming

sine wave and the outgoing sine wave differ only in their amplitude, their phase and their mean.

As the mean is rather a measure of the annual water balance, we are primarily interested in
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amplitude and phase. The differences in amplitude and phase are used as signatures describing

the steady-state response of a catchment to periodic forcing. This idea is similar to the approach of

Peters et al. (2003) who investigated drought propagation through groundwater using sinusoidal

recharge, and to the approach of Obergfell et al. (2019) who used the seasonal behaviour as an

additional signature in recharge estimation. The approach is also similar to approaches in transit

time modelling (e.g. McGuire and McDonnell, 2006; Kirchner, 2016). Instead of focusing on the

velocity of water particles, we, however, focus on the hydraulic response to periodic forcing, that

is the celerity of the input "wave" of hydraulic potential (Harman, 2019). The proposed signatures

are essentially also spectral domain signatures (Montanari and Toth, 2007), focusing only on a

certain meaningful period – the annual period.

While there are other methods that quantify input-output relations, we propose the use of

the seasonal signatures for several reasons. The seasonal signatures can be related to conceptual

linear reservoirs (this will be outlined in Section 3.2), that is, they can be interpreted in terms

of simple conceptual model structures and parameter values (the reservoir time constants or

response times). This gives them some hydrological interpretability (cf. discriminatory power;

McMillan et al., 2017). Furthermore, by quantifying the delay between seasonal climate input and

catchment output, we obtain a time scale that focuses on seasonal and thus rather slow dynamics.

This might make it a valuable addition to methods focusing on event scales (e.g. recession

analysis) and to other slow flow signatures such as the baseflow index (BFI), or the flow duration

curve and parts thereof (e.g. Q95), which focus on volumes and frequencies, respectively. Lastly,

the signatures do not require any parameters, they can be estimated directly from precipitation,

potential evapotranspiration and streamflow data, which makes it straightforward to apply them

to large samples of catchments.

In the following, we will first define the seasonal signatures, and we will present analytical

solutions describing the response of linear reservoirs to periodic forcing (Section 3.2). Second,

we will calculate the seasonal signatures for a range of catchments in the UK and in the US

(Section 3.4, the data sources are presented in Section 3.3). We will explore how they relate to

hydro-climatic forcing and catchment form, and we will interpret the underlying hydrological

processes as well as limitations of the approach (Section 3.5). Finally, we will present an example

application, in which we test whether two commonly used hydrological models (IHACRES, GR4J)

can reproduce the observed ranges of seasonal signatures in the UK. This modelling experiment

aims at exploring whether the signatures can be used as an additional source of information in

model evaluation (Section 3.5.4).
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Extracting seasonal components from time series

3.2.1.1 Quantification of periodic components

To analyse the periodic components (Fourier modes) of time series we first need to quantify these

components. While we could investigate the whole frequency spectrum of our time series and

see how this is altered by a catchment (Montanari and Toth, 2007), we will focus on a period

T of one year. The annual period has a clear physical meaning as it is the period the Earth

moves in its orbit around the Sun, which is directly linked to the energy input to the Earth

system. Furthermore, the annual mode is the strongest mode in the vast majority of catchments

investigated here (see Appendix B for further details). The input to a catchment, the forcing

F, is approximated by precipitation P minus potential evapotranspiration Ep (F = P −Ep). We

use Ep to avoid the need for a model or additional data which would be needed to obtain actual

evapotranspiration Ea. This might be particularly problematic in water-limited catchments,

where actual evapotranspiration is much smaller than potential evapotranspiration, and in

catchments where precipitation and potential evapotranspiration are out of phase. We will

discuss that in Section 3.5. The seasonal component of the forcing Fsin is given by (Milly, 1994):

Fsin = F̄
(
1+δF sin

(
2π
T

t+φF

))
(3.1)

where F̄ is the mean, δF is the ratio between the amplitude and the mean (the dimensionless

amplitude), and φF is the phase (with respect to a reference date) of the seasonal forcing

component. The output from a catchment is approximated by streamflow Q. The seasonal

component of streamflow Qsin is given by:

Qsin = Q̄
(
1+δQ sin

(
2π
T

t+φQ

))
(3.2)

where Q̄ is the mean, δQ is the ratio between the amplitude and the mean, and φQ is the phase

(with respect to the same reference date) of the seasonal streamflow component.

Since we know the period T of interest, we need to quantify the mean, the amplitude and

the phase of the periodic components. There are different methods to fit a sine curve of a certain

period to data, that is, to extract Fourier modes. We have compared two sine curve fitting, namely

multiple linear regression and a method that makes use of the cross-covariance of two sine waves.

Both methods lead to virtually the same results. A description and a comparison of the methods

is shown in Appendix B. For the rest of the analysis, we will use results obtained by means of

multiple linear regression (details on the fitting method can be found in Appendix B).

3.2.1.2 Calculation of seasonal signatures

Once we have extracted the seasonal components from our time series (precipitation minus

potential evapotranspiration, streamflow), we can quantify how the outgoing sine wave Qsin has
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been altered by the catchment by comparing it to the incoming sine wave Fsin. We define two

metrics, the amplitude ratio and the phase shift, which together we call seasonal signatures. The

amplitude ratio A is the ratio between the seasonal streamflow amplitude δQQ̄ and the seasonal

forcing amplitude δF F̄:

A = δQQ̄
δF F̄

(3.3)

Given a closed long-term water balance, the amplitude ratio should theoretically always be

between zero and unity, that is, the streamflow amplitude cannot be larger than the forcing

amplitude. The phase shift φ is the difference between the phase of the seasonal streamflow

component φQ and the phase of the seasonal forcing component φF :

φ=φQ −φF (3.4)

The phase shift should theoretically always be positive (the input should lead the output) and

smaller than one year.

3.2.2 Linear reservoir theory

The derivations presented here all rely on the assumption of a linear time-invariant system (see

e.g. Dooge, 1973, for an overview of linear theory of hydrological systems). This implies that

forcings of different wavelengths are not influencing each other. The assumption of linearity is

invalid for most real systems, yet it is still widely made as it can yield useful insights.

A linear reservoir is described by:

Q = S
τ

(3.5)

where Q [mm d−1] is the outflow from the reservoir, S is storage [mm] and τ [d] is a time constant

describing how fast (slow) the reservoir responds. Conservation of mass requires:

dS
dt

=Qin −Q (3.6)

where Qin is the inflow to the reservoir.

3.2.2.1 Periodic forcing of a linear reservoir

If we approximate the seasonal input to a linear reservoir by a sine wave of period T (e.g. one

year), we can combine Eq. (3.1), Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6) to obtain:

dQsin

dt
= F̄
τ

(
1+δF sin

(
2π
T

t+φF

))
− Qsin

τ
(3.7)

We might neglect the (initial) phase if we choose a starting time t that is aligned with the seasonal

forcing component (φF = 0). It can be shown that the steady state response of a linear reservoir to
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a sinusoidal input signal is a damped and phase shifted version of the input signal (see Appendix

B for a more detailed derivation; or Eriksson, 1971; Peters et al., 2003):

Qsin(t)= F̄
(
1+δF A sin

(
2π
T

t+φ
))

(3.8)

where A is the amplitude ratio and φ is the phase shift induced by a single linear reservoir.

A = 1√
1+ (2π τ

T )2
(3.9)

φ= arccos

 1√
1+ (2π τ

T )2

= arccos(A) (3.10)

We can rewrite Eq. (3.8) as follows:

Q(t)= Q̄
(
1+δQ sin

(
2π
T

t+φ
))

(3.11)

In a mass conserving system in steady-state, the mean of the output should equal the mean of

the input. If the means obtained from data are different, either the forcing term is inaccurate

(e.g. due to differences between actual and potential evapotranspiration) or the streamflow term

is inaccurate (e.g. due to other losses or gains). The product of input amplitude and amplitude

ratio equals the output amplitude (δF F̄ A = δQQ̄).

From Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.10), we can see that the amplitude ratio and the phase shift are

given by A and arccos(A), respectively. Since A is fully defined by the ratio between τ and T, and

T is usually known (e.g. one year), we can theoretically use A to determine the time constant τ of

the reservoir. This requires the identification of both the seasonal components of the input and

output signal of that period (see Section 3.2.1), and assumes the system to behave as a single

linear reservoir. Theoretically, we could also apply the theory to other periods than one year, but

for the reasons stated above we only investigate the annual period.

The amplitude ratio A and the phase shift arccos(A) can be plotted against each other for

various values of τ as shown in Figure 3.1. This results in a characteristic curve which captures

the response of all single linear reservoirs. Different time constants τ (as proportions of the period,

here one year) lead to different positions on the curve. For very fast reservoirs, the phase shift is

close to 0 days and the amplitude ratio is close to unity (that is, the signal is not attenuated at

all). For very slow reservoirs, the signal is phase shifted up to 91 days and the amplitude ratio

approaches 0. The maximum phase shift of about 91 days corresponds to a quarter of a period

(90 degrees). Mathematically, this can be explained by Eq. (3.10), as the arccosine of a quantity

between 0 and unity (such as A) ranges between 0 and 90 degrees.

Note the similarity of Figure 3.1 to Figure 3c in Kirchner (2016), which shows the relation-

ship between phase shift and amplitude ratio for gamma-distributed catchment transit time

distributions. An exponential transit time distribution (a special case of the gamma distribution)
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corresponds to a linear reservoir describing the velocity of particles. Similarly, a linear reservoir

describing the impulse response (the linear reservoir from Eq. (3.5)), that is, the celerity of the

incoming wave of hydraulic potential, corresponds to an exponential response time distribution

or an exponential unit hydrograph (cf. Eriksson, 1971; Dooge, 1973).
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Figure 3.1: Amplitude ratio against phase shift for a single linear reservoir for varying time
constants τ. Three example time constants are indicated by the symbols.

3.2.2.2 Combinations of linear reservoirs

Linear systems (Dooge, 1973) have the advantage that it is relatively straightforward to add more

components, that is, reservoirs. It is quite common to have serial and/or parallel combinations

in rainfall-runoff models. In theory, we can find analytical solutions for the amplitude ratio and

phase shift for all combinations of linear reservoirs (cf. to the transfer function approach of Young,

1998, who identifies combinations of reservoirs that fit the data best in an inductive way). There

are two basic arrangements, a serial arrangement of reservoirs and a parallel arrangement of

reservoirs.

3.2.2.3 Linear reservoirs in series

Linear reservoirs in series can be conceptualised as follows. Every outflow is the inflow to the

next reservoir. Hence, if the i-th reservoir has a time constant τi, the amplitude ratios A i are

multiplied and the phase shifts φi are added (see Appendix B for a more detailed derivation):

Atot =
n∏

i=1
A i (3.12)

φtot =
n∑

i=1
φi =

n∑
i=1

arccos(A i) (3.13)
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Figure 3.2 shows the amplitude ratio plotted against the phase shift similar to Figure 3.1,

but now with two linear reservoirs in series. The different lines are examples with fixed time

constants of the first reservoir. They all start from the black line (from the points marked by

the symbols in Figure 3.1), the characteristic curve for a single linear reservoir, which is the

lower limit. Then, as the time constant of the second reservoirs increases, the lines "move" left

and upwards, which corresponds to a decrease in amplitude ratio and an increase in phase shift.

For example, the red line (τ1 = 10 d) starts out with a phase shift of about 10 days, and ends

at a phase shift of about 101 days, which is an increase of about 91 days, the maximum phase

shift of the second reservoir. The lines cross each other as we allow τ2 to be larger than τ1. This

implies that sometimes a faster reservoir is followed by a slower one, and sometimes a slower

reservoir is followed by a faster one. The grey shaded area contains all possible combinations for

two reservoirs in series. The lower limit is a single linear reservoir. The upper limit corresponds

to two reservoirs with the same time constant (a two-reservoir Nash cascade), which equals a

gamma distribution with a shape parameter equal to 2 (Nash, 1957).
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Figure 3.2: Amplitude ratio against phase shift for two linear reservoirs in series. Each line
corresponds to a fixed time constant for the first reservoir (τ1), while the time constant of
the second reservoir varies (1 d ≤ τ2 ≤ 10000 d; it is increasing from right to left). The black
line indicates a single linear reservoir (the lower boundary). The grey line indicates the upper
boundary where τ1 = τ2. The shaded area contains all possible combinations of amplitude ratio
and phase shift for two linear reservoirs in series.

3.2.2.4 Linear reservoirs in parallel

Linear reservoirs in parallel result in a "mixture" of the outflows from each reservoir. The

resulting flow is a combination of sine waves of the same period, weighted by the fraction pi going

into each reservoir. For the sake of simplicity, we only consider two reservoirs in parallel. We

denote the fraction going into the second reservoir by p, and therefore the fraction going into the
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Figure 3.3: Amplitude ratio against phase shift for two linear reservoirs in parallel. (a) Each
line has a fixed time constant for the first reservoir (τ1), while the time constant of the second
reservoir varies (10 d≤ τ2 ≤ 10000 d; it is increasing from right to left). The fraction p going into
the second reservoir is 0.3. (b) Same as (a) with p = 0.6. (c) Same as (a) with p = 0.9. (d) Each
line has a fixed time constant for the first reservoir (τ1 = 1 d), and for the second reservoir (τ2).
The fraction p going into the second reservoir is varied (it is increasing from right to left). The
shaded area contains all the possible combinations of amplitude ratio and phase shift for two
linear reservoirs in parallel.

first reservoir by 1− p. Thinking of the second reservoir as the slow one, p might be compared to

the idea of the baseflow index (BFI), the volumetric ratio between baseflow and total streamflow

(Institute of Hydrology, 1980). For two reservoirs in parallel we get (see Appendix B for a more
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detailed derivation):

Atot =
√[

(1− p)A1 cosφ1 + pA2 cosφ2
]2 + [

(1− p)A1 sinφ1 + pA2 sinφ2
]2 (3.14)

φtot = arctan
(

(1− p)A1 sinφ1 + pA2 sinφ2

(1− p)A1 cosφ1 + pA2 cosφ2

)
(3.15)

Figure 3.3 shows the amplitude ratio plotted against the phase shift similar to Figure 3.1,

but now with two linear reservoirs in parallel. We show multiple plots to highlight the three

degrees of freedom: the two reservoir time constants and the fraction going into each reservoir.

The latter is highlighted in Figure 3.3d, but also visible in Figures 3.3a-c. The grey shaded area

contains all the possible combinations for two reservoirs in parallel. The upper limit is a single

linear reservoir. The lower limit is effectively given by the x- and the y-axis.

As an example, Figure 3.3a can be explained as follows: τ1 is always 1 d, the fraction p going

into the second reservoir is 0.3, and τ2 starts with a value of 10 d and then increases. So at first,

both reservoirs are rather fast and we get a high amplitude ratio and a small phase shift for

the combined sine wave (see Eq. (3.14) and Eq. (3.15)). Then, the second reservoir gets slower,

leading to a decrease in amplitude ratio and an increase in phase shift. As the second reservoirs

gets slower and slower, it will contribute less and less to the overall sine wave. For very high

values of τ2 (e.g. 10000 d), the sine wave coming out of the second reservoir is almost a straight

line, so the combined sine wave is primarily consisting of the sine wave coming out of the first

reservoir. Since only a fraction of 1− p = 0.7 of the total input has gone into the first reservoir,

the amplitude of the combined sine wave is approximately 0.7 times the input amplitude with a

very small phase shift, as the first reservoir hardly attenuates the signal.

3.2.3 Seasonal signatures as a diagnostic tool for evaluating hydrological
models

We use two conceptual rainfall-runoff models and we test whether the seasonal signatures can

be used as a diagnostic tool to assess model performance (Gupta et al., 2008). In particular, we

test whether the models are capable of reproducing the range of observed signatures without

calibrating them to streamflow data (cf. Vogel and Sankarasubramanian, 2003). This modelling

experiment is intended to test whether the proposed signatures have the potential to be a useful

additional source of information in model building and evaluation. We do not intend (or suggest)

that the presented evaluation approach can replace existing model evaluation methods. We limit

the analysis to two models and 40 catchments to keep the computational demand manageable.

We also limit the model evaluation to catchments in the UK, as the seasonal signatures are

unreliable in arid catchments (see Section 3.5). The subset of catchments is described in Section

3.3 and in Appendix B.

The first model is the IHACRES model (Identification of unit Hydrographs and Component

flows from Rainfall, Evaporation and Streamflow). It is conceptually relatively similar to the
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considerations in Section 3.2. It has a soil moisture store (non-linear deficit store), and two

parallel linear stores for fast flow and for slow flow (Croke and Jakeman, 2004). It has been used

in many modelling studies in Australia (Post and Jakeman, 1999) and also in the UK (Sefton and

Howarth, 1998). The second model is the GR4J model (modèle du Génie Rural à 4 paramètres

Journalier). It also has a parallel flow structure, but the internal parameterisation is different.

It contains more non-linearities and it has fixed internal parameters. Additionally, it has a

groundwater exchange parameter aimed at representing inter-catchment groundwater flows. It

has been used in many modelling studies in France (Perrin et al., 2003), in the UK (Smith et al.,

2019; Harrigan et al., 2018), and in the US (Oudin et al., 2018). We use the implementations of

the two models in the MARRMoT toolbox v1.2 (Knoben et al., 2019a), a Matlab toolbox containing

many hydrological models aimed at model comparison studies. The pure delay function in the

MARRMoT implementation of IHACRES is set to 0, making it (conceptually, not necessarily

numerically) equal to the version used by Croke and Jakeman (2004). In our modelling experiment,

IHACRES has therefore 6 parameters, and GR4J has 4 parameters. Detailed information on the

parameter ranges and on model warm-up periods can be found in Appendix B.

To test which ranges of seasonal signatures the two models can reproduce, we run a Monte-

Carlo sampling experiment. We sample parameter sets for both models using Latin Hypercube

sampling, an efficient sampling method (Cheng and Druzdzel, 2000) that assumes uniform prior

parameter distributions. With the parameter sets obtained, we run both models for each of the 40

catchments, that is, we use the same parameter sets for each catchment. To test for robustness, we

sample an increasing number of parameter sets (20000 parameter sets are considered sufficient,

see Appendix B for more information). We then use the modelled streamflow time series to

calculate three hydrological signatures per parameter set: the two seasonal signatures presented

here and the baseflow index (BFI). The resulting modelled signatures are compared to observed

signatures and explored in a rather general way, as we want to examine what the models can do

without actually calibrating them to streamflow data (cf. Vogel and Sankarasubramanian, 2003).

That is, we are not interested in finding the "best" parameter set, but in whether a certain model

(given certain parameter ranges) is generally capable of reproducing the signatures we observe.

3.3 Data

3.3.1 Data sources

We use catchment data from Great Britain and the United States. The data for the UK are

obtained from different sources. Daily streamflow data, catchment characteristics and catchment

boundaries are obtained from the NRFA (National River Flow Archive, 2019), precipitation data

from CEH-GEAR (Tanguy et al., 2016), and potential evapotranspiration data from CHESS-PE

(Robinson et al., 2016). For the model evaluation we select catchments that are part of the UK

Benchmark Network (Harrigan et al., 2017), which describes catchments in the UK that are near-
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natural. The subset of catchments is chosen to be representative of the UK, details are shown in

Appendix B. The data for the US are obtained from the CAMELS dataset (Newman et al., 2015;

Addor et al., 2017). CAMELS includes daily precipitation, potential evapotranspiration (we use

Daymet forcing data) and streamflow data, as well as a wide range of catchment attributes for

671 catchments in the contiguous US. We trim the daily data to contain only full water years

(starting 1 October) and we analyse data from 1989 to 2009. We also remove catchments with

missing records during that time period. While we need to pick a start date for the analysis, this

date does not influence the results (e.g. using 1 January as starting date would result in the same

phase shift).

3.3.2 Hydrological signatures and catchment attributes

We calculate different hydrological signatures and we use different catchment attributes, all

summarised in Table 3.1. The climate indices from Knoben et al. (2018) are based on monthly

averages and they need to be interpreted as follows. A moisture index Im of 1 indicates the most

humid (energy-limited) catchments, a moisture index of -1 indicates the most arid (water-limited)

catchments. A moisture index seasonality Im,r of 0 indicates catchments where the climate stays

constant throughout the year, a moisture index seasonality of 2 indicates catchments where the

climate switches between fully arid and fully humid within the year.

Table 3.1: Hydrological signatures and catchment attributes used in this study. 1Should in theory
be smaller than unity. 2Should theoretically always be positive and in practice be smaller than
one year. Further discussions on the possible ranges of the seasonal signatures can be found in
the text.

Name Description Unit Range Reference
Hydrological signatures
BFI Baseflow index [-] [0,1] Institute of Hydrology (1980)
A Amplitude ratio [-] [0,1]1 Eq. (3.3)
φ Phase shift [d] [0,365]2 Eq. (3.4)
Catchment attributes
Im Moisture index [-] [−1,1] Knoben et al. (2018)
Im,r Moisture index seasonality [-] [0,2] Knoben et al. (2018)
fs Snow fraction [-] [0,1] Knoben et al. (2018)
PROPWET Catchment wetness index [-] [0,1] National River Flow Archive (2019)
% fractured aquifer Fraction of highly produc-

tive fractured aquifer
[%] [0,100] National River Flow Archive (2019)

% carbonate rock Fraction of carbonate sedi-
mentary rock

[%] [0,100] Addor et al. (2017)
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3.4 Results

3.4.1 Extracting seasonal components from time series

First, we extract seasonal components from P−Ep (forcing) and Q (streamflow) for all catchments.

The resulting sine wave parameters are then used to calculate the amplitude ratios (Eq. (3.3))

and phase shifts (Eq. (3.4)), respectively. Figure 3.4 shows P −Ep and Q for two catchments

alongside their seasonal (sinusoidal) components. Both catchments experience a similar forcing,

but their response is very different. The Ericht at Craighall, a rather responsive catchment,

shows a seasonal streamflow component that is very similar to the seasonal forcing component.

In contrast, the East Avon at Upavon, a groundwater-dominated catchment, shows a strongly

attenuated seasonal streamflow component. For our seasonal signatures this would mean (a)

that the responsive catchment has a high amplitude ratio, that is, the streamflow amplitude is

almost as large as the forcing amplitude, while the groundwater-dominated catchment has a

low amplitude ratio. And (b) that the responsive catchment has a small phase shift, that is, it

responds quickly to the (seasonal) forcing, while the groundwater-dominated catchment has a

large phase shift.
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Figure 3.4: Climate input (P - Ep; blue) and catchment output (Q; orange) for two example
catchments in the UK, and their respective seasonal components. The time series are smoothed
using a 30-day moving mean. The Ericht is a rather responsive catchment (BFI = 0.47), while
the East Avon has a large baseflow component (BFI = 0.89). Note that for the bottom plots
("Seasonal") the mean values of the sine curves are set to zero.

3.4.2 Seasonal signatures of observed catchment data

To visualise the seasonal signatures, we plot the amplitude ratios and phase shifts in a similar way

as in Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. This is shown in Figure 3.5a for all UK catchments. These include
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catchments with human influences, such as groundwater abstractions, man-made reservoirs or

water transfers. The overall pattern in Figure 3.5a is very similar to the pattern using benchmark

catchments alone (grey dots). We therefore use all of the catchments, noting that a few catchments

might be unsuitable for individual analyses.

Figure 3.5a shows that most of the catchments fall below the solid grey line, the line which

indicates the type of response that could be simulated by a single linear reservoir (see Figure

3.5b). The area below the solid line can be simulated by two reservoirs in parallel. This would

be the most parsimonious way to reproduce the observed behaviour if we decide to construct

our model using linear reservoirs only. A few catchments plot above the solid line. For these

catchments, the most parsimonious way to reproduce the pair of observed amplitude ratio and

phase shift would therefore be two reservoirs in series. Very few catchments have an amplitude

ratio larger than unity. While this could be caused by various errors in the data, it is likely

due to erroneous catchment areas and/or the presence of inter-catchment groundwater flows

or water transfers. If a catchment receives more net rainfall than the surface catchment area

suggests (runoff ratio > 1), the amplitude in the output signal (streamflow) can be larger than

the amplitude in the (erroneous) input signal.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Amplitude ratio against phase shift for UK catchments. Grey dots indicate
benchmark catchments, red dots indicate the two catchments shown in Figure 3.4. Grey solid line
indicates a single linear reservoir, grey dashed line indicates the outer envelope for two reservoirs
in parallel. Note that both axes are limited (two catchments are not shown). (b) Theoretical areas
and limits for a single linear reservoir, two reservoirs in series, and two reservoirs in parallel.
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Figure 3.6: Amplitude ratio against phase shift for UK catchments. Grey solid line indicates a
single linear reservoir, grey dashed line indicates the outer envelope for two reservoirs in parallel.
Colours indicate (a) the moisture index, (b) the catchment wetness index, (c) the baseflow index,
and (d) the fraction of highly productive fractured aquifer. Note that both axes are limited (two
catchments are not shown).

Table 3.2: Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients between seasonal signatures and
catchment attributes for UK catchments.

Pearson Amplitude ratio Phase shift Im PROPWET BFI % fractured aquifer
Amplitude ratio 1.00 -0.60 0.80 0.74 -0.58 -0.49
Phase shift -0.60 1.00 -0.49 -0.50 0.66 0.58
Spearman Amplitude ratio Phase shift Im PROPWET BFI % fractured aquifer
Amplitude ratio 1.00 -0.80 0.82 0.78 -0.58 -0.51
Phase shift -0.80 1.00 -0.76 -0.75 0.77 0.60

3.4.3 Relationship between seasonal signatures and catchment attributes –
UK

Figure 3.6 shows pairs of amplitude ratios and phase shifts, coloured according to different hydro-

logical signatures and catchment attributes, respectively (explained in Table 3.1). Corresponding

correlation coefficients are shown in Table 3.2. Figure 3.6a shows a clear pattern between the
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moisture index and the seasonal signatures. Generally, the less humid the catchments, the lower

the amplitude ratio and the larger the phase shift. In other words, drier catchments attenuate the

incoming forcing signal more strongly. This might partly be because we use potential evapotran-

spiration as our forcing. Lower actual evapotranspiration than potential evapotranspiration leads

to a decreased input amplitude and thus to a higher amplitude ratio. Most of the very humid

catchments plot close together and the relationship between amplitude ratio and phase shift

seems to be almost linear. Less humid catchments (note that in the UK none of the catchments

are actually water-limited at the annual scale) show a larger spread, especially regarding the

phase shift. Figure 3.6b shows a very similar pattern between the catchment wetness index and

the seasonal signatures. Wetter catchments exhibit higher amplitude ratios and lower phase

shifts, and vice versa. The catchment wetness index is strongly correlated with the moisture index

(Spearman rank correlation of 0.94). Figure 3.6c shows a clear pattern between the baseflow

index and the seasonal signatures. In contrast to the moisture index, where the stratification

follows mostly the x-axis (amplitude ratio), the stratification follows mostly the y-axis (phase

shift). Catchments with high BFIs exhibit low amplitude ratios and large phase shifts, and vice

versa. Finally, in Figure 3.6d we can see that catchments underlain by highly productive fractured

aquifers exhibit (with a few exceptions) low amplitude ratios and large phase shifts.

3.4.4 Relationship between seasonal signatures and catchment attributes –
US

Figure 3.7 shows pairs of amplitude ratios and phase shifts for the US, coloured according to

different hydrological signatures and catchment attributes, respectively (explained in Table 3.1).

Corresponding correlation coefficients are shown in Table 3.3. Catchments with significant snow

fraction ( fs > 0.001) are removed, as snow presents another hydrological process which is not our

focus here. Generally, snow adds another storage process, and this is reflected in large phase

shifts observed in snowy catchments (see Appendix B). The non-snowy catchments in the US

show a similar trend to the catchments in the UK. Yet generally, the amplitude ratios are lower

and the phase shifts larger compared to the UK (note that the y-axes in Figure 3.7 differ in

their range from the y-axes in Figure 3.6). Humid catchments tend to have higher amplitude

ratios and smaller phase shifts (Figure 3.7a). Climate seasonality, indicated by the moisture

index seasonality (see Figure 3.7b), also influences the seasonal signatures. Catchments with

a larger moisture index seasonality, that is, a more variable monthly moisture index over the

year, tend to have smaller phase shifts. The BFI (Figure 3.7c) does not show such a clear pattern

as for the UK catchments (Figure 3.6c). Similarly, subsurface properties such as the fraction

of carbonate sedimentary rock (Figure 3.7d; and other attributes not shown here) only show a

weak relationship with the seasonal signatures. Catchments with larger fractions of carbonate

sedimentary rocks tend to have lower amplitude ratios and larger phase shifts. The overall

pattern, however, is rather scattered. Contrary to the UK, some of the catchments in the US plot
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Figure 3.7: Amplitude ratio against phase shift for CAMELS catchments. Catchments with
snow fraction fs > 0.001 are removed from the analysis. Grey solid line indicates a single linear
reservoir, grey dashed line indicates the outer envelope for two reservoirs in parallel. Colours
indicate (a) the moisture index, (b) the moisture index seasonality, (c) the baseflow index, and
(d) the fraction of carbonate sedimentary rock. Note that both axes are limited (12 catchments
are not shown) and that the range of the phase shift-axis is different from Figure 3.6.

Table 3.3: Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients between seasonal signatures and
catchment attributes for CAMELS catchments.

Pearson Amplitude ratio Phase shift Im Im,r BFI % carbonate rock
Amplitude ratio 1.00 -0.26 0.75 0.31 0.06 -0.16
Phase shift -0.26 1.00 -0.39 -0.51 -0.14 0.26
Spearman Amplitude ratio Phase shift Im Im,r BFI % carbonate rock
Amplitude ratio 1.00 -0.46 0.78 0.23 0.04 -0.15
Phase shift -0.46 1.00 -0.32 -0.64 0.06 0.36

outside the area that can be modelled by either two reservoirs in series or in parallel and some

catchments have phase shifts larger than 182 days, the approximate limit for two reservoirs in

series. These catchments are very arid and the low moisture seasonality index indicates that

most of the precipitation falls when potential evapotranspiration is highest (i.e. in summer).
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3.4.5 Seasonal signatures as a diagnostic tool for evaluating hydrological
models

In a similar fashion as for the observed catchment data, we now investigate the model runs using

IHACRES and GR4J. Figure 3.8 shows the resulting amplitude ratios and phase shifts for all

model runs, that is for 20000 parameter sets using data from a subset of 40 catchments in the UK.

These plots show which combinations of seasonal signatures (and BFI) can be obtained with each

model, given the forcing of 40 different catchments covering most of the hydro-climatic variability

of the UK, and given the parameter ranges chosen. They hence show the "signature space" of a

model in the dimensions given by amplitude ratio and phase shift (and BFI).

IHACRES (Figure 3.8a) shows a pattern that covers the area that can be modelled by two

reservoirs in parallel, and a large fraction of the area that can be modelled by two reservoirs

in series (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The BFI spans the whole range from 0 to 1. IHACRES can

reproduce the observed amplitude ratios and phase shifts, although one catchment sits just at

the boundary of the point cloud. GR4J (Figure 3.8b) covers a different signature space. The phase

shift never exceeds 110 days, the amplitude ratio often exceeds unity, and the BFI tends to be

high. GR4J can reproduce most of the observed amplitude ratios and phase shifts, except for

catchments with very large phase shifts. Furthermore, it struggles to simultaneously reproduce

the observed phase shifts and BFIs.

1

Figure 3.8: Amplitude ratio against phase shift for 40 catchments in the UK using 20000
parameter sets each for (a) IHACRES and (b) GR4J. The large dots show the observed signatures
of the 40 catchments used for the modelling experiment. Colours indicate the BFI. Note that both
axes are limited.

Both models sometimes yield phase shifts that are close to one year (not shown here), which

are effectively negative phase shifts. Negative implies that the periodic component of Q leads

the periodic component of P − Ep. This can happen if actual evapotranspiration Ea differs

considerably from potential evapotranspiration Ep, and hence most of the input seasonality

stems from P (and not Ep). This can be observed in a few catchments in the US (not shown here).
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It is only observed once in the UK (in a catchment with a man-made reservoir, not shown here),

and therefore we do not investigate these model runs further.

Figure 3.9: Distributions of different hydrological signatures resulting from the modelling experi-
ment. Each line stands for one of the 40 catchments and the colours indicate the corresponding
moisture index. The distributions of the modelled signatures are indicated by box-whisker-type
plots. The thick line spans from the 25th to the 75th percentile. The thin line spans from the 1st
(75th) to the 25th (99th) percentile. The dotted line indicates values below (above) the 1st (99th)
percentile. The circles indicate the observed signature values, while filled circles indicate that the
observed signature is inside the modelled signature space and vice versa. (a), (b), and (c) show
results for IHACRES. (d), (e), and (f) show results for GR4J. Model runs with amplitude ratios
lower than 0.01, amplitude ratios larger than 1.2, or phase shifts larger than 200 days have been
removed.

Figure 3.9 shows distributions ("one-dimensional signatures spaces") for three hydrological

signatures for the 40 catchments investigated here. These plots tell us which signature values a

model tends to produce (given a certain sampling scheme), the ranges of signatures a model can
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reproduce (given the parameter ranges chosen), and how (much) a signature varies with varying

forcing.

Figure 3.9 displays similar information as Figure 3.8, yet without considering interactions

between the three signatures. IHACRES can produce amplitude ratios from 0 to 1 and phase

shifts up to 182 days (which is the limit for two reservoirs in series) and larger. GR4J can

produce amplitude ratios that clearly exceed one, and cannot model phase shifts larger than

110 days (given the parameter ranges chosen). For both models, more arid forcing leads to lower

amplitude ratios and larger phase shifts, and vice versa. For the BFI (Figures 3.9c,f) we can see

that IHACRES covers the whole possible space (0 to 1) relatively evenly. GR4J tends to produce

very high BFIs for almost every parameter set. BFIs smaller than 0.5 are possible with GR4J,

but rather rare (or unlikely).

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Representation of seasonal components by sine waves and limitations
of the approach

A sine wave is a simple way of describing the seasonality of a signal. The results suggest that for

most of the catchments investigated here, this approach is reasonable and efficient. Figure 3.4

shows that the average seasonal pattern is captured by the fitted sine waves. Differences between

years cannot be captured by our approach, as we fit a single sine wave to describe the average

seasonal behaviour. To robustly capture the average seasonal behaviour, we need relatively long

time series. Comparing results from two different 10 year periods shows that the signatures are

robust for the majority of catchments, that is, their values do not differ substantially from one

time period to the other (details are shown in Appendix B).

The UK catchments and most of the US catchments exhibit a relatively strong unimodal

(climate) seasonality (see e.g. Knoben et al., 2018). In other climates with a less distinct seasonal

pattern, or with two seasons per year (Knoben et al., 2019b), our approach will not work. Semi-arid

and arid catchments also tend to have a less smooth seasonal input, as water availability is more

fragmented (Peters et al., 2003). Water-limited catchments can show a strong difference between

potential evapotranspiration and actual evapotranspiration, which limits the applicability of our

approach (we will discuss that later in more detail). We exclude catchments where precipitation

is falling as snow. While snowy catchments are typically also strongly seasonal (Schaefli, 2016),

this seasonality is mostly a climate phenomenon. It is rather related to temperature seasonality

and not to the response of a catchment to periodic forcing.

3.5.2 A perceptual model of the seasonal response of catchments in the UK

The results, in particular Figures 3.5 and 3.6 and Table 3.2, show clear patterns in the seasonal

signatures. We can see that the seasonal response in the UK can be simulated by either two
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reservoirs in series or two reservoirs in parallel. This does not mean that there are no other

configurations of more reservoirs leading to the same pairs of amplitude ratio and phase shift.

Rather, two reservoirs in series and in parallel, respectively, are the most parsimonious reservoir

configuration to reproduce the observed seasonal behaviour. Of course, two reservoirs in parallel

and two reservoirs in series, respectively, might be seen as "special cases" of a soil reservoir

followed by a fast and a slow reservoir, that is, a three-reservoir arrangement. Furthermore,

there might be concepts other than reservoirs which can explain the observed behaviour. Still,

the observed patterns, both where the catchments plot in the amplitude ratio vs. phase shift

plot (Figure 3.5) and how the catchment attributes relate to that (Figure 3.6), suggest that the

seasonal signatures are indeed a window into catchment functioning (Berghuijs et al., 2014) and

thus have discriminatory power (McMillan et al., 2017; Addor et al., 2018).

Figures 3.6a and 3.6b show how climate aridity and catchment wetness influence amplitude

ratio and phase shift. The observation that more humid catchments respond more quickly to

forcing (Figures 3.6a and 3.6b) concurs with our understanding of these catchments. Wetter and

therefore more saturated catchments partition the incoming water mostly into fast flow. The

hydrograph closely resembles the forcing, which can also be seen in Figure 3.4 for the responsive

Ericht river. The drier the catchments become, the more water is able to infiltrate and subsurface

properties become more important. This might explain why the spread becomes larger for less

humid and hence less saturated catchments. In less humid catchments, actual evapotranspiration

is more likely to deviate from potential evapotranspiration. This might be another reason for the

greater attenuation in drier catchments, as the actual input (P−Ea) is lower than the theoretical

one we compare to (P −Ep). In the UK, the assumption that Ea = Ep seems reasonable (see

Appendix B for further information). In more arid regions, such as parts of the US (see Section

3.5.3), this assumption is invalid.

The variability among UK catchments that cannot be explained by catchment wetness can

mostly be explained by subsurface properties and the associated response time of a catchment.

Catchments with high BFIs and thus large baseflow components show lower amplitude ratios and

larger phase shifts, that is a more damped and lagged response (Peters et al., 2003). This can also

be seen in Figure 3.4 for the groundwater-dominated East Avon river. The relationship between

BFI and the seasonal signatures (Figure 3.6c) is not surprising, yet since the relationship is not

unique, the seasonal signatures add another piece of information. In particular, the phase shift

adds a time scale, which quantifies how long – on average – the seasonal input is delayed to

become the seasonal output. While the phase shift is only a few days for the most responsive

catchments, in the slowest catchments the seasonal signal is shifted up to four months. Since

the BFI is rather a consequence of a catchment’s hydrological behaviour (as are the seasonal

signatures) than an attribute of a catchment, the BFI cannot be seen as a cause for the observed

patterns in the seasonal signatures. It cannot be used, for example, as a predictor in ungauged

catchments. A qualitative attribute that could theoretically be available in ungauged catchments,
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the fraction of highly productive fractured aquifer, reinforces the influence of the subsurface

(Figure 3.6d). Except for a few catchments, catchments underlain by such an aquifer exhibit

very large phase shifts. In fact, all the catchments above the single reservoir line are underlain

by highly productive aquifers. In these catchments, mostly underlain by Chalk, almost all the

incoming water infiltrates into the aquifer, and the fast flow component often is negligible. This

might explain why they do not behave like reservoirs in parallel, but rather like reservoirs in

series, for example, a soil reservoir (recharge) and a very slow groundwater reservoir. The few

catchments which are underlain by highly productive aquifers, but do not exhibit large phase

shifts, are typically overlain by rather impermeable drift, which stops water from infiltrating

into the aquifer below.

Many models frequently used (and some of them developed) in the UK have a parallel flow

structure, and catchments are usually conceptualised as having a fast and a slow component.

While parameterisations and model structures vary between models, an overall parallel flow

structure following a soil moisture module can be found in the PDM model (Moore, 2007), the

TOPMODEL modelling concept (consisting of two fast flow responses; Beven and Kirkby, 1979),

the IHACRES model (Croke and Jakeman, 2004), the GR4J model (Perrin et al., 2003), and many

others. These or similar models have been applied to many catchments in the UK by various

authors (e.g. Smith et al., 2019; Lane et al., 2019; Coxon et al., 2019). The seasonal signatures

suggest that for most of the catchments, particularly if they are not underlain by a highly

productive aquifer, a parallel model structure is a reasonable choice (at least for reproducing the

response to seasonal forcing). For some groundwater-dominated catchments, however, the fast

flow component seems to be rather unimportant. Many of these catchments, typically catchments

underlain by Chalk, could only be poorly modelled in national-scale modelling studies (Smith

et al., 2019; Lane et al., 2019; Coxon et al., 2019). While this might partly be due to water

balance problems (inter-catchment groundwater flows), it might also be due to an inadequate

model structure or inadequate parameter ranges. The most parsimonious reservoir configuration

to explain the seasonal behaviour of these catchments (phase shifts > 91 days) would be two

reservoirs in series, for example, a soil or unsaturated zone reservoir transforming the incoming

forcing into recharge, and a (linear) groundwater reservoir. At least one of these reservoirs would

need to be very slow to obtain such large phase shifts (cf. Figure 3.2). For these groundwater-

dominated catchments, a serial structure as it is also used in simple lumped groundwater models

(e.g. Peters et al., 2003; Obergfell et al., 2019), seems to be a reasonable choice (at least for

reproducing the response to seasonal forcing). As mentioned before, two reservoirs in parallel

and two reservoirs in series, respectively, might be seen as "special cases" of a soil reservoir

followed by a fast and a slow reservoir. For example, some of the catchments underlain by a

highly productive aquifer fall in the area that can be simulated by two reservoirs in parallel (see

Figure 3.6d). Their large phase shifts and their proximity to the "single reservoir line" suggest,

however, that the slow flow component is of particular importance and that large time constants
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(> 100 days) are required to model their behaviour.

In summary, the first control on the attenuation of the seasonal signal in the UK is the

partitioning between fast flow and slow flow. More saturated catchments partition more rainfall

into fast flow and hence lead to a higher amplitude ratio and to a smaller phase shift. The second

control are catchment subsurface properties, which determine the available storage and how

slowly water leaves the system. The slower the catchment responds, the larger the phase shift

and the lower the amplitude ratio. The Chalk catchments in the UK might be seen as an extreme

case where almost all the water infiltrates, and hence the response time of a single slow reservoir

(or perhaps two reservoirs in series) is the main control on the propagation of a periodic signal.

On the other end of the spectrum, there are fully saturated, very responsive catchments mostly

along the west coast of the UK, which behave almost like a single fast reservoir. Using conceptual

reservoirs is only one way to interpret the seasonal signatures. It is useful as many hydrological

models are built in that way. There might be, however, other possible ways of interpretation

which we do not consider here.

3.5.3 A hydro-meteorologically more diverse set of catchments – the
contiguous US

From Figure 3.7 and Table 3.3 it can be seen that for CAMELS catchments (US) the climate

indices explain most of the variability in the seasonal response. Again, more humid catchments

tend to create more fast flow, and hence they have high amplitude ratios and small phase

shifts. Catchments with a larger moisture index seasonality tend to have smaller phase shifts.

In these catchments precipitation and potential evapotranspiration are mostly out of phase.

Therefore, precipitation falls in more humid months, which might lead to a flashier response.

That means that both precipitation falling on wetter catchments and precipitation falling in

wetter months will be attenuated less. The influence of catchment form is much less pronounced

than in the climatically more homogeneous UK. Continental or global studies tend to identify

climate as the dominant hydrological driving force (Van Dijk, 2010; Beck et al., 2015), yet

regional studies often show other attributes such as geology to be important (for baseflow, see

e.g. Longobardi and Villani, 2008; Bloomfield et al., 2009). Our findings highlight anew that

generalising from global to regional scales, or from regional to global scales, is not straightforward.

Such scaling should ideally be done in a process-based way, or by analysing sub-climates, as

the dominance of climate might mask the influence of other factors at large scales. We can also

see that the attribute "fraction of highly productive fractured aquifers" (Figure 3.6d), which is

a hydrogeological classification available for the UK, shows a much clearer pattern than any

soil or geology attributes in the US (see e.g. Figure 3.7d which shows the fraction of carbonate

sedimentary rock; the same is true if we use for example, soil permeability for the UK). This might

partly be due to the more heterogeneous US climate which masks the influence of subsurface

properties to some degree. But it might also indicate that the soil or geology data used do not
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contain the hydrologically relevant soil or geology information. The hydrogeological classification

based on expert judgement available for the UK, even though it is only categorical, might be more

representative of the actual hydro(geo-)logical processes at the scale of interest. We therefore

cannot conclude that in the US catchment form does not play a role. We can merely say that the

catchment attributes used do not show clear patterns at the continental scale.

Some of the rather arid catchments in the US plot outside the area that can be modelled

by two reservoirs in series or in parallel (Figure 3.7). This either indicates that we would need

another reservoir in series to model the observed phase shift (three reservoirs in series would

result in a maximum phase shift of approximately 273 days), that (linear) reservoirs are not a

good description of the hydrological processes, or that the proposed signatures are unreliable for

these arid catchments. Since in water-limited catchments, actual evapotranspiration is typically

much smaller than potential evapotranspiration, the input signal we use is very likely a poor

proxy for the actual input signal. In very arid catchments (Im <−0.5, dark red dots in Figure

3.7a), particularly with low moisture seasonality index (Figure 3.7b), the results should therefore

be interpreted with care. It is unclear to what extent these large phase shifts are the result

of a poorly approximated input signal or actual catchment function. This compromises the

consistency (McMillan et al., 2017) of the seasonal signatures and makes them most suitable for

energy-limited catchments. A way to overcome this limitation would be the use of modelled or

measured actual evapotranspiration as input data. As this would require another modelling step

or additional data, we leave this for future work (see Appendix B for further information).

3.5.4 Can two common hydrological models reproduce the observed
seasonal signatures?

The ensemble of IHACRES simulations covers the observed range of amplitude ratios and

phase shifts, although one catchment sits just at the boundary of the point cloud (Figure 3.8a,

Figures 3.9a-c). The BFI pattern also roughly resembles the observed pattern (Figure 3.6c).

Catchments with low BFIs tend to have high amplitude ratios and small phase shifts and vice

versa. To explain the signature space of IHACRES, it is useful to recall the structure of the model.

IHACRES consists of a soil moisture deficit store, followed by two parallel linear reservoirs. It

thus approximately features the two examples introduced in Section 3.2, namely two reservoirs

in series or in parallel.

If one of the parallel reservoirs in IHACRES receives very little water (due to an extremely

high or low fraction p going into the slow reservoir), the whole system acts like two reservoirs

in series. The only difference is that the first reservoir is not a single linear reservoir. It is a

non-linear deficit store and thus different from the idealised linear reservoir. This might explain

why the upper boundary looks similar to the grey dashed line indicating two linear reservoirs

in series, yet not exactly the same. We did explore how non-linear reservoirs behave in terms

of amplitude ratio and phase shift and they seem to behave similar to linear reservoirs (see
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Appendix B). Another reason for IHACRES not covering the whole area might be the parameters

ranges (see Appendix B for details). The parameters ranges used are intended to be wide, yet

especially the fast reservoir is (to be indeed fast) limited to 10 days, which limits the theoretical

space to be smaller than shown in Figure 3.2.

If the soil moisture reservoir transmits water relatively quickly without much attenuation,

the whole system acts like two reservoirs in parallel. In summary, IHACRES is very similar to

the idealised arrangement we introduced in Section 3.2 and this can be seen in the model output.

It is therefore likely that IHACRES is capable of reproducing the observed seasonal signatures

for catchments in the UK (Figure 3.6) and for most of the catchments in the US (Figure 3.7).

Whether IHACRES can reproduce the seasonal signatures, other hydrological signatures and

achieve satisfactory statistical performance metrics simultaneously is to be explored and beyond

the scope of this chapter.

The ensemble of GR4J simulations covers most of the amplitude ratios and phase shifts

observed in the UK (Figure 3.8b, Figures 3.9d-f). Many of the model runs lead to amplitude

ratios higher than unity, which is caused by the groundwater exchange parameter, which allows

the model to import water in addition to incoming P. While this is possible (and can in fact be

observed; e.g. in Figure 3.6c the blue dot outside the grey boundaries is a catchment with water

transfer from a neighbouring catchment), it is observed very rarely in the catchments investigated.

Furthermore, a non-zero groundwater exchange parameter should ideally be associated with

actual water inputs or outputs (e.g. inter-catchment groundwater flows), and these inputs or

outputs are usually unknown. It is worth noting that many model runs that lead to signature

values at the boundaries of the signature space (e.g. low BFIs or large phase shifts) are associated

with large (positive or negative) values for the groundwater exchange parameter (not shown

here). This might further reduce the "realistic" signature space, as, for example, obtaining a low

amplitude ratio by removing water might be seen as "the right answer for the wrong reason".

No model run leads to a phase shift larger than about 110 days. GR4J also has a soil moisture

store followed by two parallel routing stores, that is, the overall model structure is similar to

IHACRES. The stores are, however, not linear reservoirs. In addition to that, GR4J has fixed

internal parameter values, such as the fraction of water going through the slow routing store,

which is set to 0.9. This might explain why the BFI tends to be very high, as it can be seen from

Figure 3.9f. Despite the tendency towards large BFIs, GR4J cannot produce phase shifts larger

than about 110 days given the parameter ranges used here. This might be due to a too narrow

range of the flow delay parameter (maximum 15 d). So, to model both the phase shift and the BFI

correctly, we might require a more flexible splitting between fast and slow routing and a means

to produce larger phase shifts (e.g. via a wider range for the flow delay parameter).

Figure 3.9 also shows how the seasonal signatures (and the BFI) vary with different input

(forcing). For both models, more humid catchments lead to higher amplitude ratios and smaller

phase shifts, and vice versa. This trend, not necessarily the values themselves, agrees with the
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observed behaviour shown in Figures 3.6a and 3.7a.

This analysis is necessarily incomplete for (at least) two reasons. First, we only looked at 40

catchments in the UK to limit the computational demand. Therefore, the conclusions are not

necessarily transferable to catchments outside the UK. More arid catchments (e.g. in the US)

might show a different behaviour (e.g. the catchments showing phase shifts larger than 182

days, see Figure 3.7). Second, the sampling scheme (Latin Hypercube sampling) explores only a

subspace of the actual parameter values (both because of the parameter ranges and because of the

finite amount of parameter sets). We also made an a priori decision of how to sample by choosing

Latin Hypercube sampling in the first place. This is inevitably subjective, and other sampling

schemes might lead to different results. This might especially affect the distributions of the

modelled signatures shown in Figure 3.9. Wider parameter ranges might change the ranges of the

resulting signature spaces. As we use rather wide ranges based on recent literature (see Appendix

B for details), our results should (at least) be representative of current modelling practice. This

kind of analysis and the seasonal signatures can therefore help to select (or not select) models a

priori, without calibrating them to streamflow data (cf. Vogel and Sankarasubramanian, 2003).

This might be particular helpful for large sample studies where often a certain model structure is

chosen a priori, even if it might be inadequate for the catchment sample investigated (Addor and

Melsen, 2019).

3.6 Conclusions and outlook

We have tested seasonal hydrological signatures aimed at representing how climate seasonality

is translated into streamflow seasonality, both approximated by sine waves. The damping (the

amplitude ratio) and the phase shift of the incoming sine wave have been used to quantify

how catchments respond to seasonal forcing. The presented signatures follow the guidelines of

McMillan et al. (2017). The signatures are identifiable, robust, and consistent (see Appendix B

for further information). They are representative and have discriminatory power as they exhibit

explicable, hydrologically interpretable patterns, particularly for energy-limited catchments

(Figures 3.6 and 3.7). They can be related to conceptual model structures (arrangements of

linear reservoirs, Figure 3.5), and the model evaluation (Figure 3.8) has shown that we can

indeed observe this theoretical behaviour in model outputs. As we use precipitation minus

potential evapotranspiration as a proxy for the input to a catchment, the seasonal signatures

are unreliable for water-limited catchments. To use the seasonal signatures in water-limited

catchments we would need to estimate actual evapotranspiration. The current approach is

therefore only suitable for energy-limited, non-snowy catchments with a distinct unimodal

seasonality, such as catchments in the UK.

We have found that the propagation of the seasonal input through a catchment depends

both on climate and catchment form. Climate aridity and seasonality, and corresponding annual
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and seasonal catchment wetness, drive the partitioning of the incoming forcing into fast and

slow flow. Catchment form, such as subsurface properties, influences how strongly the seasonal

input gets attenuated. This is particularly visible in the UK, where the hydrogeological clas-

sification available (fraction of highly productive aquifer) can explain the very slow response

of some catchments. The seemingly more dominant (and less clear) role of climate in the US

highlights that scaling from regional to continental (or global) scales is not straightforward

and requires thoughtful, ideally process-based approaches. Or in the words of Turner (1989),

"conclusions or inferences regarding landscape patterns and processes must be drawn with an

acute awareness of scale". Nonetheless, the clear link to climate and aquifer characteristics in the

UK suggests that the signatures might be useful for catchment classification and for predictions

in ungauged catchments, as long as potential evapotranspiration is an adequate proxy for actual

evapotranspiration.

The model evaluation has shown that the signatures have the potential to be used as a

diagnostic tool. GR4J could not reproduce the observed combinations of phase shift and BFI,

pointing towards structural deficiencies of the model for certain catchments. As the seasonal

signatures are relatable to conceptual model structures (arrangements of reservoirs), we could

– given sufficient data – also build models based on inference from observed values of the

signatures, and not just test existing model structures. This could be done in a stepwise fashion,

starting with the seasonal time scale and then adding more complexity if needed (Jothityangkoon

et al., 2001; Farmer et al., 2003; McMillan et al., 2011). It would be a step towards model

structure identification based on hydrological reasoning, that is, getting the right answers for

the right reasons (Kirchner, 2006). If we decide on a certain model structure (e.g. two reservoirs

in series), we can then use the presented theory to estimate time constants of the reservoirs

(the parameters). This could be used as additional constraint in the calibration process. If the

time constants obtained from the seasonal signatures differ from time constants obtained by

other means, for example, by calibrating the model using a metric such as KGE, this might be

indicative of limitations of typical modelling approaches (Fowler et al., 2018). It might be that

the slower annual signal is exciting different parts of the catchments than events (individual

peaks or recessions) do, which we typically calibrate to.

The idea of exploring a model’s signature space (following the approach of Vogel and Sankara-

subramanian, 2003) perhaps deserves more attention. It allows to explore models systematically

and it can reveal whether a model can simulate the ranges of hydrological signatures we obtain

by analysing catchment data. Similar to sensitivity analysis, it allows us to explore and to better

understand how a model works, which parameters are important for which signature, and what

output behaviour a model can generate in general – without (and before) calibration. While we

limited this analysis to a few signatures, in future studies we should focus on testing whether

a model can simultaneously reproduce multiple signatures focusing on different aspects of the

hydrological system (Euser et al., 2013; Hrachowitz et al., 2014).
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INCLUDING REGIONAL KNOWLEDGE IMPROVES BASEFLOW

SIGNATURE PREDICTIONS IN LARGE SAMPLE HYDROLOGY

This chapter has been published as a research article in Water Resources Research. Slight

modifications have been made to better fit the general layout of this thesis. This chapter

is the result of a research visit to San Diego State University, supervised by Dr. Hilary

McMillan. We thank Ryoko Araki for many discussions and Gemma Coxon for help with the

extraction of catchment attributes. We acknowledge the comments from the editor, Michael

Stoelzle, and one anonymous reviewer, that helped to clarify and improve this chapter.

SJG, HKM, RAW, and NJKH conceptualised the research project. SJG performed the formal

analysis. SJG prepared the manuscript with contributions from all co-authors.

Citation: Gnann, S. J., McMillan, H. K., Woods, R. A. and Howden, N. J. K. (2020). Including

regional knowledge improves baseflow signature predictions in large sample hydrology. Water

Resources Research, 56:e2020WR028354. https://doi.org/10.1029/2020WR028354

4.1 Introduction

A stream reflects the catchment it drains. Its mean discharge is mostly controlled by climatic

forcing (Budyko, 1974), and so are many response characteristics at shorter time scales (Berghuijs

et al., 2014; Knoben et al., 2018). Yet we see striking differences in the hydrological response from

catchments forced by a very similar climate (Farvolden, 1963; Tague and Grant, 2004; Pfister

et al., 2017). These differences are typically attributed to differences in a catchment’s form, such

as the underlying geology (e.g. Price, 2011). Especially the slow response of a catchment (e.g.

baseflow, recessions) is thought to carry the signature of the subsurface in which water is stored
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and from which it is eventually released.

Many studies could relate baseflow signatures to catchment attributes, such as soils (Boorman

et al., 1995; Schneider et al., 2007; Santhi et al., 2008), geology (Farvolden, 1963; Tague and

Grant, 2004; Bloomfield et al., 2009; Pfister et al., 2017; Kuentz et al., 2017; Carlier et al., 2018),

geology-vegetation groups (Lacey and Grayson, 1998), land use (Zhang and Schilling, 2006), or

topography (Santhi et al., 2008). A lot of that knowledge is, however, fragmented and place-

specific (Beck et al., 2013). This is reflected in results from recent large sample studies (Beck

et al., 2013, 2015; Addor et al., 2018); while climate indices were the dominant predictors of most

hydrological signatures, baseflow signatures were harder to predict, and non-climatic catchment

attributes (e.g. geology attributes) could not significantly improve these predictions.

So, why is it so difficult to link catchment attributes (catchment form) to hydrological response

(catchment function), despite extensive evidence that these attributes are important? We might

argue that every place is unique (Beven, 2000) and that synthesising the diversity of catchments

around the globe is impossible. There are, however, examples of hydrological similarity (e.g.

Budyko, 1974; Berghuijs et al., 2014) which suggest that we can transfer knowledge across places

through a comparative hydrology approach (Falkenmark and Chapman, 1989). When we compare

many catchments, it is important to balance "depth with breadth" (Gupta et al., 2014), and to

acknowledge place-specific processes (uniqueness) within general theories (similarity). Bridging

this gap between the local and global scale is not just important for the advancement of our

scientific understanding, but also for practical applications that require knowledge at regional

scales (e.g. water resources management; Wagener et al., 2010).

The main aim of this chapter is to investigate the following question. Why have non-climatic

catchment attributes shown limited explanatory power in recent large sample studies, even for

hydrological signatures that are generally thought to be controlled by these catchment attributes

(e.g. baseflow index; see Beck et al., 2013, 2015; Addor et al., 2018)? We hypothesise that this is

due to limitations in:

(a) the catchment attributes we use to inform our analyses, and

(b) the hydrological signatures we use to describe the hydrological response.

The input data (a), in particular non-climatic catchment attributes, might not reflect the

catchment characteristics that are regionally important, thus limiting their explanatory power.

This might be because the resolution of the data is too coarse to capture the relevant spatial

variability, or because of imperfect upscaling methods (Addor et al., 2018). While some catchment

attributes nominally represent soils or geology, they might not represent the relevant hydrological

aspects of soils or geology (Beck et al., 2013). As discussed by Addor et al. (2018), sometimes

catchment attributes are simply not (yet) available, even though they have shown to be important.

Lastly, data uncertainty might complicate a linkage to the hydrological response even if an

attribute is theoretically relevant (Beck et al., 2013, 2015; Addor et al., 2018, 2020).
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Hydrological signatures (b) that have limited discriminatory power (McMillan et al., 2017), or

are highly uncertain (Westerberg et al., 2016), will be difficult to link to catchment attributes

and hydrological processes (see also McMillan, 2020). For example, the baseflow index is not only

associated with methodological uncertainty, but also with conceptual uncertainty as it lumps

together various processes, such as lake outflow, snowmelt, and groundwater discharge (e.g. Parry

et al., 2016; Stoelzle et al., 2020). Therefore, it is possible that catchment attributes, even if they

were hydrologically relevant, will not be good predictors of such a signature.

To address hypotheses (a) and (b) we review regionally relevant literature which we contrast

with information contained in a large sample dataset. We use the CAMELS dataset (Newman

et al., 2015; Addor et al., 2017) in our analysis, which consists of several hundred catchments in

the contiguous US (for a brief description see Section 4.2.3). The CAMELS dataset has been used

in many recent studies (e.g. Addor et al., 2018; Kratzert et al., 2019; Jehn et al., 2020) and we

deem it representative of many large sample datasets (for a recent review see Addor et al., 2020).

As a way to better synthesise regionally relevant knowledge, we propose the use of standard-

ised perceptual models of catchment function (see Black, 1997; Wagener et al., 2007). Standardised

perceptual models offer a qualitative yet systematic way to communicate our understanding of

hydrological systems. We view these perceptual models as a first step to formalise the relationship

between catchment attributes and hydrological signatures. Developing a perceptual model of a

region might point at datasets worth collecting and allows us to synthesise and communicate

soft information (e.g. expert knowledge) in a more systematic way. These perceptual models will

evolve continuously and may be updated (or rejected) as we learn about processes and places (see

e.g. McGlynn et al., 2002; Shanley et al., 2015). The perceptual model framework is introduced in

more detail in Section 4.2.2.

In summary, the aim of this chapter is to demonstrate how limitations in input data and

hydrological signatures can obscure relationships between catchment attributes and hydrological

signatures. To organise the findings from different regions, we propose a framework based on

perceptual models that enables a systematic comparison of attribute-signature relationships.

4.2 Methods and datasets

4.2.1 Literature review and case study regions

We argue that large scale datasets of catchment attributes must reflect deep, region-specific

knowledge. Therefore, we selected eight contrasting US regions where an initial literature review

has indicated that non-climatic catchment attributes influence the streamflow response (Neff

et al., 2005; Zimmer and Gannon, 2018; Tague and Grant, 2004; Adamski et al., 1995; Woodruff

and Abbott, 1979; Winter, 1999), shown in Figure 4.1. In each region we explore regionally

relevant literature, field knowledge and availability of datasets that characterise this knowledge

but that have not previously been used in US-wide approaches such as the CAMELS dataset.
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Figure 4.1: Map of the contiguous US indicating the approximate regions of the case studies.
Note that some regions might be different to the whole region of the same name (e.g. Appalachian
Mountains). The map shows elevations and surface water bodies (data sources are described in
Section 4.2.3).

The literature review will be the basis of both our perceptual models (described in Section

4.2.2) and the catchment attributes (described in Section 4.2.3) that are used to better understand

several baseflow signatures (described in Section 4.2.4). We found many references that have – to

our knowledge – rarely been considered in this context; possibly due to their local or regional scope,

because they do not directly stem from hydrology (but from related fields such as geomorphology),

or because they are scientific reports rather than journal papers. In particular, reports and

datasets from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) or State Agencies contain useful

information about the places we investigate here. Figure 4.2 outlines our methodological approach,

which is described in more detail in the upcoming sections.

4.2.2 Perceptual models

As a way to formalise the relationship between catchment attributes and hydrological signatures

we propose to use standardised perceptual models based on the framework of Wagener et al.

(2007). Wagener et al. (2007) distinguish between forcing (incoming water and energy), catchment

form (e.g. soils and geology), and catchment function (the actions of the catchment on the

incoming water and energy). Catchment functions are further divided into partition, storage,

and release. As water is partitioned into different stores, and these stores release water in

different ways, partition, storage, and release depend upon each other and cannot be viewed in

isolation. Nevertheless, they provide a useful framework to organise our knowledge of catchment

hydrological processes. Figure 4.3 shows a general perceptual model that gives an overview of
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Figure 4.2: Overview of our methodological approach. The boxes correspond to Sections 4.2.1-4.2.4,
where the notations are defined. The Roman numerals indicate the order in which the steps are
carried out.

the catchment functions we explore in this chapter. This serves as a standard model that is

adapted for each of the case studies shown in Figure 4.1 – an approach similar to the concept of

hydrological landscapes (Winter, 2001). Drawing from the diagrammatic concepts of Falkenmark

and Chapman (1989), we also try to approximately quantify the relative magnitude of the fluxes

associated with the different catchment functions (e.g. release in the form of baseflow).

4.2.3 Datasets

4.2.3.1 CAMELS

Hydro-meteorological data, catchment shapefiles, and catchment attributes are obtained from the

CAMELS dataset (Newman et al., 2015; Addor et al., 2017). CAMELS includes daily precipitation

P, potential evapotranspiration Ep (catchment-averaged forcing data are based on the Daymet

dataset, one of three gridded precipitation products used in CAMELS; see Newman et al., 2015)

and streamflow data Q, a wide range of catchment attributes, and catchment shapefiles for 671

mostly natural catchments (i.e. minimal land use changes or disturbances, minimal human water

withdrawals; Newman et al., 2015) in the contiguous United States. The catchment attributes

from CAMELS that are used in this chapter are summarised in Table 4.1.

4.2.3.2 Additional catchment attributes

We use several datasets that are not (yet) contained in CAMELS. They are summarised in Table

4.1. We use these datasets to calculate new catchment attributes which are provided with this

chapter. Details on the calculation of catchment attributes can be found in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.3: Perceptual model framework following Wagener et al. (2007) applied to natural
baseflow processes, illustrating the catchment functions that control baseflow generation. The
width of the arrows indicates the amount of water partitioned into and released from different
stores. Note that this is not intended to represent any real catchment, but to serve as a general
overview. We show refined perceptual models for each of the case studies in Section 4.3.

4.2.4 Baseflow signatures

We use three baseflow signatures to characterise the slow response of a catchment: two different

baseflow indices (BFIs), and the median recession exponent βm. These three signatures are

correlated, but do provide independent information (see Appendix C for details).

4.2.4.1 Baseflow indices

Baseflow Qb is defined as the portion of streamflow Q that is derived from groundwater and other

delayed sources (Hall, 1968; Smakhtin, 2001). Baseflow is typically quantified by the baseflow

index (BFI), the ratio between mean baseflow Q̄b and mean total streamflow Q̄.

BFI= Q̄b

Q̄
(4.1)
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Table 4.1: Datasets used in this chapter, both for visualisation and analysis. "Datasets in
CAMELS" refers to datasets in CAMELS that we use or refer to in this chapter. Links to
the datasets are provided in Appendix C.

Dataset name Attributes Reference
CAMELS Hydro-meteorological data Newman et al. (2015); Addor et al. (2017)

Catchment shapefiles
Catchment attributes

Datasets in CAMELS
STATSGO Soil texture, soil depth Miller and White (1998)
GLiM Geological classes Hartmann and Moosdorf (2012)
GLHYMPS Geol. permeability, porosity Gleeson et al. (2014)
Additional datasets
HydroSHEDS Digital elevation model Lehner et al. (2008)
Generalized Glacial Limit Lines Glacial areas National Atlas of the United States (2005)
Physiographic Divisions of the US Physiographic provinces Fenneman and Johnson (1946)
USGS Geological Map Geological classes, age Horton et al. (2017)
Principal Aquifers of the US Aquifer extents U.S. Geological Survey (2003)
MGS Sinkhole Points Sinkhole locations Missouri Geological Survey (2018)
TWDB Major Aquifers Major aquifer extents Texas Water Development Board (2020)
National Wetlands Inventory Surface water bodies U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (2020)

We estimate baseflow with the help of the smoothed minima method (UKIH method; Institute

of Hydrology, 1980). The method is particularly sensitive to one parameter, the time window N

over which the streamflow minima are calculated (default: N = 5 days). To address this problem,

Stoelzle et al. (2020) calculated the BFI for a continuous range of time window values. They then

used the obtained range of BFIs (which they termed Delayed Flow Index; DFI) to distinguish

between different baseflow sources. We follow this idea and calculate two BFIs. A "standard"

BFI5 using a baseflow estimate Qb,5 obtained with a time window of 5 days; and a BFI90 using a

baseflow estimate Qb,90 obtained with a time window of 90 days. BFI5 aims at separating events

from inter-event baseflow and BFI90 aims at separating seasonal variations from more stable

(multi-annual) baseflow. Increasing the value beyond 90 days has relatively little effect on the

resulting BFI for most of the catchments analysed here. Note that BFI90 is strongly correlated

with the normalised 5% flow quantile Q5/Q̄ (Spearman rank correlation ρs = 0.95).

4.2.4.2 Recession exponent

Recession analysis has been used extensively to quantify the drainage behaviour of catchments

(Brutsaert and Nieber, 1977; Roques et al., 2017; Jachens et al., 2020; Tashie et al., 2020). It is

often assumed that the relationship between the rate of change of streamflow and streamflow

follows a power law.

− dQ
dt

=αQβ (4.2)

where α and βm are parameters that can be obtained by fitting Eq. (4.2) to recession data.

There are numerous methodological choices that can impact the resulting parameter values (e.g.

Stoelzle et al., 2013; Dralle et al., 2017; Jachens et al., 2020). We extract recession segments
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Table 4.2: Overview of catchment functions, corresponding regions, key catchment characteristics,
associated hydrological processes, and relevant datasets (see Table 4.1 for details on the datasets).
N/A indicates that we did not find suitable datasets. *Datasets contained in CAMELS.

Function Regions Catchment
characteristics

Hydrological processes Datasets

Partition Great Lakes Region, Upper
Mississippi Valley

Soil and sediment
texture, glacial history

Infiltration, groundwater
discharge

STATSGO*, Generalized
Glacial Limit Lines

Appalachian Mountains Soil stratigraphy Infiltration N/A
Storage Oregon Cascades Subsurface maturity

(volcanic rock)
Groundwater storage USGS Geological Map

Ozarks Plateau Subsurface maturity
(carbonate rock)

Groundwater storage USGS Geological Map,
MGS Sinkhole Points

Edwards Plateau Weathering
characteristics

Groundwater storage TWDB Major Aquifers

Release Ozarks Plateau, Edwards
Plateau

Losing/gaining streams Regional groundwater
flow

N/A

Prairie Pothole Region,
Florida

Lakes and wetlands Discharge from surface
water bodies

National Wetlands
Inventory

The contiguous US Baseflow source (e.g.
snow)

Snowmelt, discharge from
surface water bodies

Snow fraction*, National
Wetlands Inventory

that are strictly decreasing ( dQ
dt < 0), remove the first day, and only keep recession segments of 5

days or longer (Jachens et al., 2020). We calculate the derivative dQ
dt by using the exponential

time stepping scheme proposed by Roques et al. (2017). We then use a weighted least square

regression approach to fit a line in log-log space to individual recession segments (for details see

Roques et al., 2017). We use the median exponent βm to describe a catchment’s average recession

behaviour. We do not use the parameter α as it is strongly influenced by seasonal variations in

catchment wetness and evapotranspiration (e.g. Dralle et al., 2015; Tashie et al., 2020).

4.2.4.3 Visual inspection of hydrographs

For each region, we show hydrographs to contrast catchments with a different hydrological

response. We use the two baseflow estimates Qb,5 and Qb,90 to divide the hydrograph into fast

flow and two baseflow components. Note that while we divide the hydrograph into three parts,

the value of BFI5 "contains" BFI90, that is, it resembles the commonly used BFI (Institute of

Hydrology, 1980). These two baseflow components do not necessarily relate to any single baseflow

source (or hydrological process), but they are rather meant to emphasise differences in baseflow

response between catchments. These hydrographs are complemented by perceptual models, as

outlined in Section 4.2.2.

4.3 Results

In Section 4.2.2 we have introduced three catchment functions: partition, storage, and release. In

the next sections, we explore the processes that control these functions in the regions shown in

Figure 4.1. A summary is given in Table 4.2.
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4.3.1 Partition

4.3.1.1 Soil and sediment texture control partitioning: regions covered by glacial
deposits

Extensive parts of the north and north eastern US were covered by ice during past glaciations.

Glacial erosion and deposition have resulted in thick (tens to hundreds of meters) sediment layers

covering the underlying bedrock (e.g. Larson and Schaetzl, 2001). We can distinguish between

areas glaciated during the most recent glaciation (Wisconsin) and areas glaciated during earlier

glaciations (Pre-Wisconsin; see Figure 4.4a). The border between these two areas (Wisconsin and

Pre-Wisconsin) roughly aligns with the border between the Great Lakes Region and the Upper

Mississippi Valley (see Figure 4.1). Comparing these two regions shows that soil and sediment

texture – rather than bedrock properties – control baseflow generation in glacial regions.

The US part of the Great Lakes Region is dominated by glacial deposits such as till and

unconsolidated sediments which often mask the underlying geology (Larson and Schaetzl, 2001).

The hydrology of the region is strongly influenced by the composition of soils and sediments

(i.e. the soil parent material; Neff et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2013; Naylor et al., 2016). Soils and

sediments in the Great Lakes Region tend to be coarse, particularly in the regions that were

located deep within the glaciated area (e.g. Michigan).

While most parts of the Upper Mississippi Valley were glaciated in the past, they were not

glaciated during the Wisconsin glaciation (see Figure 4.4a). During this ice-free period, meltwater

and precipitation draining via the Upper Mississippi created a fluvial landscape (Bettis et al.,

2008) with a more developed surface drainage network than in the Great Lakes Region. Soils

and sediments in the Upper Mississippi Valley are finer than in the Great Lakes Region, with

larger clay and silt contents and less sand.

Soil and sediment texture are a key control on the hydraulic properties of the subsurface, and

thus affect recharge (Naylor et al., 2016) and baseflow (Neff et al., 2005). Sandy soils enable high

infiltration rates and thus allow for a lot of recharge. Sandy aquifers provide a lot of groundwater

discharge which can sustain continuous baseflow, but also allows for continuous recharge as

subsurface saturation is less likely to occur. A sand-rich catchment is illustrated in Figure 4.4d,f

which shows a perceptual model and a hydrograph of a typical Great Lakes catchment. Finer soils

with higher clay content limit infiltration as well as groundwater discharge, leading to a flashier

response. A clay-rich catchment is illustrated in Figure 4.4c,e which shows a perceptual model

and a hydrograph of a typical Upper Mississippi Valley catchment. Figure 4.4b shows that clay

and sand fraction (STATSGO data contained in CAMELS) are a strong control on the hydrological

response in catchments that were glaciated in the past. Since soils are strongly related to their

parent material (Naylor et al., 2016), the soil classification will also reflect sediment texture and

thus also characterises deeper layers in these regions. Therefore, to predict baseflow signatures

across the US, we should include catchment attributes that delineate previous glacial extents.

If we want to characterise or model catchments in glacial areas, we should include information
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about soils and sediments rather than bedrock.

4.3.1.2 Soil stratigraphy controls partitioning: the Appalachian Mountains in North
Carolina

The Appalachian Mountains in North Carolina consist of the Blue Ridge Mountains in the west,

which transition into the lower Piedmont in the east (see Figure 4.5a). Both regions are underlain

by a relatively old, complex mixture of different lithologies (predominantly metamorphic and

classified accordingly in GLiM and thus CAMELS). Soils and bedrock are deep and highly

weathered (Zimmer and Gannon, 2018). As the topography transitions from steep (Blue Ridge)

to shallow (Piedmont), soils and unconsolidated sediments become thicker. Yet despite having

a deeper critical zone, Piedmont catchments generate less baseflow and Zimmer and Gannon

(2018) hypothesised that this is due to continuous shallow impeding layers.

In the Piedmont, continuous clay-rich impeding layers can lead to perched water tables and

thus to a more flashy response. In the Blue Ridge Mountains, these impeding layers are less

continuous and thus allow for more recharge. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5d,f which shows

perceptual models for both regions (following Zimmer and Gannon, 2018). The corresponding

hydrographs (Figure 4.5b,c) show a similar seasonal Qb,5 for both catchments, but the more

stable baseflow component Qb,90 is almost absent in the Piedmont catchment, indicating a lack

of or disconnection from deeper storage. This agrees with Zimmer and Gannon (2018) who found

that baseflow amounts in the Blue Ridge are larger and seasonally more stable. The hypothesised

dominance of soil stratigraphy over soil texture in this region is supported by the fact that

none of the soil textural attributes in CAMELS are strongly correlated with any of the baseflow

signatures (ρs(BFI5, fclay)=−0.18; ρs(BFI5, fsand)= 0.15).

In-depth regional studies such as Zimmer and Gannon (2018) can help to bridge the gap

between the local and continental scale, and they can point out potentially useful datasets such

as datasets that describe soil stratigraphy. The importance of soil stratigraphy (e.g. impeding

layers) and soil structure (e.g. macropores) has also been highlighted elsewhere (e.g. Price, 2011;

Naylor et al., 2016; Fatichi et al., 2020), but there are currently no readily available large scale

datasets describing soil stratigraphy.

4.3.2 Storage

4.3.2.1 Subsurface maturity of volcanic rock: the Oregon Cascades

The western slopes of the Oregon Cascades can be divided into two main geological units, the

Western Cascades and the High Cascades (Tague and Grant, 2004). While both are underlain

primarily by volcanic rock, and classified accordingly in CAMELS, they differ markedly in

their appearance and hydrology. The High Cascades consist of young and highly permeable

volcanic rock. They have a poorly developed surface drainage system and drain primarily via
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Figure 4.4: (a) Map of the glacial areas showing CAMELS catchments coloured according to BFI5
and two example catchments. (b) Scatter plot showing BFI5 as a function of clay and sand fraction
(ρs(BFI5, fclay)=−0.70; ρs(BFI5, fsand)= 0.68). Hydrographs of the two example catchments with
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with high sand fractions. The width of the arrows indicates the amount of water relative to a
normalised precipitation input.
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the subsurface and springs. The Western Cascades are much older and deeply weathered. The

landscape is steep, dissected, and there is an extensive surface drainage network fed by shallow

subsurface stormflow (Tague and Grant, 2004; Jefferson et al., 2010). The general lithological

category (volcanic igneous rock) is therefore not enough to understand the regional hydrology,

and we need to understand the geomorphological evolution of the region and the maturity of the

subsurface.

The differences between Western and High Cascades are reflected in the hydrology of the

streams draining them, with a flashier response in Western Cascade streams and a more damped

response with sustained summer low flows in High Cascade streams (Tague and Grant, 2004;

Tague et al., 2008; Jefferson et al., 2010). This can be seen in Figure 4.6c-f, which shows perceptual

models and hydrographs for two catchments primarily located in either the Western or the High

Cascades. Note that both streams show two annual peaks, one in winter when precipitation is

highest, and one in late spring due to snowmelt.

We can classify the Oregon Cascades similar to Tague and Grant (2004) by using geological

age data contained in the USGS geology map (more details can be found in Appendix C). We

classify volcanic (igneous) rocks younger than 2 Ma (million years) as High Cascades, volcanic

rocks older than 8 Ma as Western Cascades, and volcanic rocks between 2 Ma and 8 Ma as mixed.

The resulting map is shown in Figure 4.6a. Catchments in the High Cascades show higher BFI90

values, indicating sustained low flows. To show quantitatively how geological age influences low

flows, we extracted the mean age of each catchment’s geology from the USGS geology map, which

is plotted against BFI90 in Figure 4.6b. We also show the corresponding snow fractions to point

out that they do not cause the differences in BFI90. While the overall sample size is small (n = 12),

particularly for the High Cascades, our results agree with many other studies (e.g. Tague and

Grant, 2004; Tague et al., 2008; Jefferson et al., 2010; Safeeq et al., 2013). This shows that a

simple classification as volcanic rock is insufficient to characterise these catchments, but that

accounting for the maturity of the landscape by means of geological age data can help to better

link catchment geological attributes to baseflow signatures.

4.3.2.2 Subsurface maturity of carbonate rock: the Ozarks

The Ozarks are located primarily in Missouri, with smaller parts in Arkansas, Kansas, and

Oklahoma. The Ozarks are underlain by different types of carbonate and other sedimentary rock

(Adamski et al., 1995), and they are classified primarily as carbonate rock in CAMELS. Literature

about the Ozarks shows, however, that the region consists of different carbonatic units which

differ in their age, composition, and degree of karstification, and thus their hydrology (Harvey,

1981; Adamski et al., 1995; Hays et al., 2016). To differentiate between the different aquifer

units we make again use of the geological age data from the USGS geology map. We can divide

the Ozark Plateaus aquifer system (delineated from the USGS Aquifer Map) into two units, one

being older than 360 Ma (the end of the Devonian, roughly resembling the Ozark aquifer) and
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one being younger than 360 Ma (roughly resembling the Springfield Plateau aquifer; Adamski

et al., 1995; Hays et al., 2016), shown in Figure 4.7a.

Catchments inside the aquifer system (coloured areas in Figure 4.7a) generate more baseflow

than catchments outside the aquifer system. Within the aquifer system, catchments underlain

by the Ozark aquifer (the dark brown area in Figure 4.7a) generate the highest amounts of

baseflow. This agrees with other studies which state that the dissolution of rocks and hence the

degree of karstification is greater in the Ozark aquifer than in the Springfield Plateau aquifer

(Harvey, 1981; Adamski et al., 1995; Hays et al., 2016). This difference is illustrated in Figure

4.7c-f, which shows hydrographs and perceptual models for two catchments underlain by the

Springfield Plateau aquifer and the Ozark aquifer, respectively. The catchment underlain by the

Ozark aquifer (Figure 4.7d,f) has a more stable baseflow component stemming from an extensive

subsurface flow network. Figure 4.7f indicates another typical karst feature, namely groundwater

flow between (surface) catchments. This is common in the Ozarks (Kleeschulte, 2000; Mugel

et al., 2009) and will be discussed in Section 4.3.3.1.

Distinguishing between the different aquifer units allows us to better explain the hydrological

response in this area. But we can go a step further by looking at typical features of mature karst

landscapes such as springs and sinkholes (Harvey, 1981; Adamski et al., 1995). To assess the

degree of karstification we extracted the number of sinkholes per catchment from a map of the

Missouri Geological Survey. Figure 4.7b shows that sinkhole density strongly correlates with

BFI5 for catchments in the Ozarks in Missouri. Sinkholes are therefore a useful and measurable

surface feature that indicate subsurface maturity, which might be particularly useful in ungauged

catchments. However, while other sinkhole datasets exist (e.g. for Florida), limited availability of

good quality sinkhole data might limit this approach to certain regions (here Missouri).

4.3.2.3 Erosion of rocks with different weathering characteristics: the Edwards
Plateau

The Edwards Plateau region in central Texas can be divided into the Edwards Plateau proper

and the Texas Hill Country (Wilcox et al., 2007). They are bounded to the south-east by the

Balcones Fault Zone which gave rise to high relief and has resulted in a complex geological

structure. These regions roughly align with the aquifers of the Edwards-Trinity aquifer system

obtained from the Texas Water Development Board (TWDB), which are shown in Figure 4.8a.

The Edwards-Trinity aquifer is the principal aquifer in the Edwards Plateau, the Trinity aquifer

is the principal aquifer in the Hill Country, and the Edwards aquifer is the principal aquifer in

the Balcones Fault Zone (Barker and Ardis, 1996). The regional climatic gradient (more humid in

the east), differences in relief (higher in the east), as well as regional groundwater flows towards

the east, have led to increased erosion towards the east, resulting in the dissected landscape of

the Texas Hill country (Woodruff and Abbott, 1979; Barker and Ardis, 1996), shown in Figure

4.8a. This hydrogeological diversity is not reflected in CAMELS, which classifies the whole region
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primarily as carbonate rock.

The Edwards-Trinity aquifer provides baseflow even during periods with little rainfall. This

is illustrated in Figure 4.8c,e which shows a hydrograph and a perceptual model for a catchment

in the Edwards Plateau proper. In the Texas Hill country, the upper parts of the Edwards-Trinity

aquifer have been eroded, exposing the Glen Rose formation which consists of a sequence of

limestone and dolomitic beds with varying weathering potentials (Wilcox et al., 2007; Woodruff

and Wilding, 2008). This leads to a stepped topography consisting of steep risers and flat treads.

Wilcox et al. (2007) and Woodruff and Wilding (2008) showed that the steep risers have deeper

soils and weathered regolith and thus act as stores and zones of subsurface flow, whereas the

treads create more fast flow. This is illustrated in Figure 4.8d,f which shows a hydrograph and

a perceptual model for a catchment in the Texas Hill Country. Storage in the steep risers only

provides intermittent baseflow, leading to an ephemeral flow regime.

The difference between the Edwards Plateau proper and the Texas Hill Country can be shown

more quantitatively when the catchment fraction underlain by the Edwards-Trinity aquifer

(delineated from the TWDB aquifer map) is plotted against BFI90 (Figure 4.8b). Catchments

outside the Edwards-Trinity aquifer have low to zero BFI90, whereas most catchments underlain

by the Edwards-Trinity aquifer have a high BFI90. A few catchments that have a very low BFI90

also have a particularly low runoff ratio (indicated by light colours in Figure 4.8b), likely because

they lose water in the Balcones Fault Zone. The Balcones Fault Zone acts as a major recharge

zone for the confined aquifer in the south (Woodruff and Abbott, 1979; Schaller and Fan, 2009),

which might explain the low BFI90 values of some catchments that extend into it (see Figure

4.8a). We therefore also need to account for groundwater losses and gains, which is discussed in

Section 4.3.3.1. While the aquifer map of Texas contains useful information, it is also unique to

the region and needs to be interpreted with the help of regional knowledge. A next step would

therefore be the integration of this knowledge into a more widely applicable classification (see

discussion in Section 4.4.4).

4.3.3 Release

4.3.3.1 Losing and gaining catchments: the Ozarks and the Edwards Plateau

Catchments are often regarded as closed systems, where incoming water leaves either via evapo-

transpiration or stream discharge. Groundwater discharge from or to neighbouring (topographic)

catchments is, however, common (Schaller and Fan, 2009; Fan, 2019). This is especially true

for karst landscapes, such as the Ozarks Plateau (Kleeschulte, 2000; Mugel et al., 2009) or the

Edwards Plateau (Woodruff and Abbott, 1979; Schaller and Fan, 2009). Since groundwater losses

and gains can affect baseflow signatures (see Figure 4.8b), we tried to estimate regional ground-

water flows via the water balance (see Schaller and Fan, 2009) using actual evapotranspiration

estimates from two different products: MODIS (Mu et al., 2011) and GLEAM (Miralles et al.,

2011; Martens et al., 2017); details can be found in Appendix C. We did not use the resulting
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Figure 4.8: (a) Map of outcrop areas of the Edwards-Trinity aquifer system showing CAMELS
catchments coloured according to BFI90 and two example catchments. (b) Scatter plot showing
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estimates as they do not conclusively agree with information on losing and gaining catchments

we found in the literature (e.g. Kleeschulte, 2000; Mugel et al., 2009, for the Ozarks), likely

due to uncertainty in all water balance components (see e.g. Khan et al., 2018, for actual evapo-

transpiration). Instead we note that it will be important to obtain reliable estimates of regional

groundwater flow to better understand baseflow signatures.

4.3.3.2 Lakes and wetlands: the Prairie Pothole Region and Florida

Lakes and wetlands are important functional units of hydrological systems. There is currently no

dataset that explicitly describes surface water bodies in CAMELS (there is only a soil attribute

named "water fraction"). If baseflow originates from surface water bodies, subsurface character-

istics alone cannot explain the baseflow response. We explore two regions, the Prairie Pothole

Region and the state of Florida, both shaped by their surface water bodies yet located in different

climate zones. Both regions show a similar and distinct combination of baseflow signatures which

reflects wetland connectivity.

The Prairie Pothole Region was formed by the last glaciation and the region (shown in Figure

4.1) aligns well with the boundaries of the Wisconsin glaciation (shown in Figure 4.4). Potholes

provide storage that buffers against floods and provides baseflow, usually in connection with the

shallow groundwater system (Winter, 1999; McLaughlin et al., 2014; Cohen et al., 2016; Ameli

and Creed, 2017; Neff and Rosenberry, 2018). Fast surface connections occur only during large

events and originate from wetlands near the stream. Slow subsurface connections originate from

wetlands throughout the catchment, including geographically isolated ones (McLaughlin et al.,

2014; Ameli and Creed, 2017). A perceptual model depicting the hydrology of the Prairie Pothole

Region is shown in Figure 4.9c. The corresponding hydrograph shown in Figure 4.9a lacks a

very fast response, illustrating the flood buffering effect of potholes. Baseflow is substantial but

intermittent, which is indicated by a moderate BFI5 and very low BFI90. Recession exponents

βm close to 1 – the lowest of all CAMELS catchments – indicate fast late recessions, reaffirming

the intermittent nature of baseflow in this region. Wetland connectivity decreases during drying

(both due to evapotranspiration and discharge), as deeper layers tend to be less permeable (Cohen

et al., 2016), and hence the flow ceases once the water levels have dropped below permeable

layers (fill and spill; Cohen et al., 2016).

Florida is underlain by the Floridan aquifer system, a carbonate rock aquifer system that

is confined by a clay rich layer in most places (Schiffer, 1998). This confining layer is overlain

by unconsolidated sediments which make up the surficial aquifer system. Many lakes have

developed from sinkholes, which mostly occur in places where thin or discontinuous sediment and

clay layers expose the underlying carbonate rock. If the confining clay layer is intact, the Floridan

aquifer system has limited influence on streams. This is the case for most of the CAMELS

catchments in Florida, which lie almost exclusively in areas with thick sediment cover. In these

catchments, hydrological connectivity is closely linked to the shallow aquifer system and depends
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on the thickness and hydraulic properties of soils and sediments (Schiffer, 1998; Winter, 1999).

A perceptual model of such a catchment is shown in Figure 4.9d. Similar to the Prairie Pothole

Regions, the corresponding hydrograph (Figure 4.9b) lacks a very fast response and baseflow is

substantial but intermittent.

As lakes can have a strong impact on the hydrological response of a catchment, we need

to include information on surface water bodies in large sample datasets (see also Beck et al.,

2013). In the next Section 4.3.3.3, we show that the fraction covered by surface water bodies

(derived from the National Wetlands Inventory; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2020) can be used

to distinguish between hydrologically different catchment groups (e.g. surface water dominated).

But it is likely that more detailed information about wetland type and wetland geographic

distribution will help to better understand baseflow signatures in catchments influenced by

surface water bodies.
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Prairie Pothole Region & Florida

Figure 4.10: Scatter plots of median recession exponent βm vs. BFI5 (ρs = 0.42 for all catchments).
Subplots show catchments where water is primarily stored in (a) in surface water bodies (>1% of
area classified as lake or wetland delineated from the National Wetlands Inventory; ρs = 0.15
for the subgroup); (b) as snow (>30% precipitation falling as snow; ρs = 0.07); and (c) in the
subsurface (ρs = 0.72). Note that each catchment only belongs to one class, with surface water
bodies being the first criterion and snow being the second criterion. Note that the y-axis is capped.
Similar plots for other signature combinations are shown in Appendix C.

4.3.3.3 Release characteristics of different baseflow sources: surface water bodies,
snow, and the subsurface

Baseflow can originate from different sources, but a single signature such as BFI5 cannot

distinguish between these different sources. For example, substantial amounts of baseflow

indicated by a moderate BFI5 can be found in many regions (e.g. Oregon Cascades, Edwards

Plateau, Prairie Pothole Region, Florida). But a moderate BFI5 in conjunction with fast release

dynamics indicated by a very low βm is very typical for the surface water dominated catchments

of the Prairie Pothole Region and Florida (see Section 4.3.3.2). If a catchment attribute (e.g. rock

type) is important for one but unimportant for another baseflow source (e.g. groundwater storage

and wetland storage), it might be difficult to link that attribute to a single signature such as

BFI5. We therefore explored the relationship between two signatures, BFI5 and βm, for different

baseflow sources. We can divide the CAMELS catchments into three groups (McDonnell and

Woods, 2004); catchments where water is primarily stored (a) in surface water bodies, (b) as snow,

and (c) in the subsurface. To visualise how baseflow release dynamics are related to the amount

of baseflow released, we plot the median recession exponent βm against BFI5, shown in Figure

4.10.

While many catchments in the Prairie Pothole Region and Florida show a similar combination

of BFI5 and βm, there is no clear pattern for surface water dominated catchments in general

(Figure 4.10a). The fact that BFI5 and βm form an uncorrelated point cloud shows that similar

amounts of baseflow can be associated with very different baseflow dynamics and hence with

different hydrological processes. Lakes and wetlands interact with local groundwater systems and

are strongly influenced by seasonal climate and vegetation dynamics (Winter, 1999). Therefore,
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we will need to better understand these complex, typically regional processes to understand the

relationship between surface water bodies and baseflow beyond the case studies shown here.

Snow dominated catchments (Figure 4.10b) form a relatively distinct point cloud with high

BFI5 values and comparatively low βm values. This is probably a consequence of the seasonal

nature of snowmelt, which only provides baseflow for a few months in spring and summer. For

example, catchments in the High Cascades (Figure 4.6d) show lower βm values than catchments

in regions with similarly significant subsurface storage such as the Ozarks (Figure 4.7d). As the

partitioning of snowmelt will also depend on the subsurface, understanding baseflow processes

in snow dominated regions requires the inclusion of both snow and groundwater processes (e.g.

Tague and Grant, 2004; Safeeq et al., 2013).

In catchments where water is primarily stored in the subsurface, BFI5 and βm are strongly

correlated (Figure 4.10c). High baseflow amounts (high BFI5) are mostly associated with slow

late recessions (high βm), that is, stable low flows. This can be seen in many of our case studies,

such as the Great Lakes Region (Figure 4.4d), the Appalachian Mountains (Figure 4.5c), or the

Ozarks (Figure 4.7d). The remaining variability indicates that also for this subgroup, similar

amounts of baseflow can be associated with different baseflow release dynamics, possibly related

to different geological settings.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Region-specific knowledge is underutilised in large sample studies

Large scale catchment attributes often do not reflect region-specific hydro(geo-)logical knowledge.

But a wealth of – currently underutilised – region-specific qualitative and quantitative infor-

mation exists and it can help us to better understand the link between catchment attributes

and baseflow processes. The case studies shown here are not limited to single catchments, but

often describe states or larger regions. This suggests that a better characterisation of both sur-

face and subsurface properties will also improve our understanding at continental and global

scales. Finding this information requires a creative and open search, including journal articles

from related fields (e.g. geomorphology), articles from regional journals, grey literature such

as technical reports from agencies (e.g. USGS), as well as communication with experts. While

these additional information sources come with limitations such as a lack of external review, they

proved very useful and – based on our judgement – are often of similar quality as externally

reviewed academic literature. Synthesising and sharing this information requires a systematic

approach, and here we have proposed and applied a framework based on standardised perceptual

models.

Standardised perceptual models offer a means to formalise the relationship between catch-

ment attributes and hydrological signatures. They have the advantage that they allow us to

share qualitative or place-specific information in a systematic way (see Wagener et al., 2020).
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We can use perceptual models to state explicitly how we think a system works, and this can

then be developed into a testable hypothesis (c.f. Winter, 2001). If a postulated relationship

between a hydrological signature and a catchment attribute is not supported by data, we can

either reject (or revise) our perceptual model, or try to find other, more relevant data or updated,

potentially improved datasets (see Figure 4.2). Of course, perceptual models are (by definition)

subjective and some disagreement will be inevitable. But disagreement can be a useful starting

point for progress, and the continuous refinement (or rejection) of these models should be seen as

a learning process about processes and places (c.f. Beven, 2007).

4.4.2 Multiple baseflow signatures are needed to distinguish between
different baseflow sources

Baseflow is typically defined as the portion of streamflow that is derived from groundwater and

other delayed sources (Hall, 1968; Smakhtin, 2001). But baseflow signatures such as the BFI

are often used without explicitly linking them to different baseflow sources. This is problematic

as transferring information in both space and time requires knowledge about the processes

that generate baseflow. For example, if we want to assess the impact of warmer temperatures

on baseflow, we need to understand how that affects both snow and groundwater processes

(e.g. Safeeq et al., 2013). Figure 4.10 shows how different sources of baseflow can lead to very

different dynamics, even if the estimated amount of baseflow (quantified by BFI5) is the same. In

many catchments, the stable baseflow component BFI90 shows a much clearer link to geological

characteristics than BFI5 (e.g. in the Oregon Cascades, see Figure 4.6). The combination of

different signatures as well as meaningful subgroups can help us to explicitly link baseflow

signatures to hydrological processes. This might also help us to identify relationships between

baseflow signatures and geology that are otherwise hidden.

4.4.3 Limitations: data uncertainty and hydrological signature selection

An advantage of large sample hydrology is that regional patterns make it less likely to draw wrong

conclusions based on a few anomalous catchments (Gupta et al., 2014). At the same time, data

errors can hide patterns if a hydrological signature is sensitive to these errors (Westerberg and

McMillan, 2015). This applies both to catchment attributes (Addor et al., 2018, 2020) and hydro-

meteorological data (Westerberg and McMillan, 2015). For example, regional groundwater flow

can affect hydrological signatures (e.g. Figure 4.8b). But uncertainty in all hydro-meteorological

data, particularly in actual evapotranspiration, makes it very difficult to quantify this effect.

This substantiates the need for uncertainty estimates which large sample datasets often lack (c.f.

Addor et al., 2020).

We have limited our analysis to three signatures: BFI5, BFI90 and βm. This is just one possible

set of signatures and they will not capture the whole range of baseflow processes. For example,

a wider range of BFI values as suggested by Stoelzle et al. (2020) might lead to a more refined
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characterisation of the slow response of different catchments. Furthermore, analysing seasonal

differences in both baseflow and recession behaviour might reveal more about the influence of

climatic and topographic boundary conditions on the storage-discharge relationship (e.g. Zimmer

and Gannon, 2018; Tashie et al., 2019). The baseflow estimation and the recession analysis are

also associated with methodological uncertainty (e.g. Stoelzle et al., 2013; Dralle et al., 2017).

We did not perform an extensive comparison of different signature calculation methods, but we

compared the signature calculation methods used here with a few alternative methods (Lyne and

Hollick, 1979; Brutsaert and Nieber, 1977); details can be found in Appendix C.

4.4.4 Next steps

4.4.4.1 Viewing catchments as systems with a history

We have seen many examples where the geomorphological history of a region does not just give

us a glimpse into why a place is like it is, but also provides useful information that is hard to

observe directly. The volcanic Cascades evolve from being almost entirely groundwater dominated

towards having an efficient surface drainage network (Jefferson et al., 2010). The carbonatic

Ozarks evolve in the other direction, as the self-perpetuating dissolution of carbonate rock leads

to an increasingly efficient subsurface drainage network (Adamski et al., 1995; Hartmann et al.,

2014). The Edwards Plateau might be placed somewhere in between. There is an extensive karst

network below the ground, yet at the same time surface erosion has carved an extensive surface

drainage network into the landscape (Woodruff and Abbott, 1979). In glacial areas, we can see

the imprint of the glacial history in form of sediment composition, but also in form of fluvial

erosion induced by glacial meltwater (e.g. Upper Mississippi). The hydrology of the Appalachian

Mountains can be better understood by understanding the evolution and thus the architecture of

their critical zone (Zimmer and Gannon, 2018). Whether these results are transferable remains

to be explored. But we renew the argument that by viewing catchments as systems with a history

we might be able to learn more about their present state, and perhaps about how they will evolve

in the future (Harman and Troch, 2014; Troch et al., 2015). This does not necessarily imply a long

history of co-evolution, as the history of a catchment can be shaped by events (faulting, glaciation;

see e.g. Beven, 2015) and more recently increasingly by humans (Wagener et al., 2010)

4.4.4.2 Challenges for a geological classification at the continental scale

We have shown examples where a better characterisation of geological characteristics allows us

to better explain the hydrological response at the regional scale. When extending this approach

to larger scales, we will face several challenges. First, we need to merge the diverse regional

classifications into a coherent framework that reflects this diversity while being general enough to

be useful. Second, we need to translate qualitative information such as rock type into quantitative

hydrological properties or indices. Third, we need to account more explicitly for different climatic
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conditions as both long-term and short-term climatic conditions vary. For example, seasonal

variability can affect baseflow (Zimmer and Gannon, 2018) and recessions (Tashie et al., 2019),

and thus complicate the linkage between static catchment attributes and hydrological signatures.

Similarly, differences in topography can affect recharge and hydraulic gradients, and this can

alter the hydrological response even if the hydraulic properties of the subsurface stay the same

(Carlier et al., 2019). At the same time, topography is related to hydrologically relevant properties

of the subsurface itself (e.g. fractures; St. Clair et al., 2015; Prancevic and Kirchner, 2019).

Disentangling these different, potentially co-varying processes is challenging (Price, 2011), but

we will have to explicitly address them if we aim at a geological classification at the continental

scale.

4.4.4.3 How much regional information do we need to predict baseflow response at
the continental scale?

Our results suggest that the amount of regional information required to arrive at acceptable

continental scale predictions depends both on the spatial scale and on the regions covered. We

started by delineating different regions which typically covered large fractions of a state and

sometimes multiple states (≈ 104–105 km2). In some regions, a single attribute that characterises

the subsurface can explain most of the variability in baseflow response (e.g. sinkhole density in

the Ozarks, see Figure 4.7b). In other regions, more information is required, especially if baseflow

originates from multiple sources (e.g. wetlands and groundwater, see Section 4.3.3.3). Continental

scale predictions will require attributes that characterise all sub-regions (even though some of

the attributes might only be used for some regions).

One way to approximately specify the necessary level of detail for each region would be a sim-

ple classification of the main components of our hydrological system, that is, an initial perceptual

model. We might start with the three groups presented in Section 4.3.3.3 and distinguish between

water that is stored in surface water bodies, as snow, and in the subsurface (McDonnell and

Woods, 2004). If water is primarily stored in the subsurface, we might then further distinguish

between storage in soils, sediment layers, weathered bedrock, and so forth. Such a classification

could be informed by using previous glacial extents (see Section 4.3.1.1) or by a geomorphological

classification (e.g. an upland vs. lowland classification, see Pelletier et al., 2016).

4.4.4.4 How can our results help to understand and predict change?

In this chapter we have focused on understanding current baseflow response in mostly natural

catchments. This is a crucial first step, but ultimately we are also interested in understanding

and predicting the hydrological response under change. If we better understand the drivers of

baseflow generation, we can use this understanding to assess how these individual drivers and

the corresponding attributes respond to change, for example, when forced by a different climate.

Some attributes will be directly impacted by change (e.g. wetland extent, snow cover). Other
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attributes are mostly static themselves (e.g. geological attributes), but their interaction with

climatic forcing controls key hydrological processes (e.g. groundwater storage). Human impacts

can be an additional driver of baseflow response and might be assessed by including attributes

that characterise human interventions (e.g. land use changes; Zhang and Schilling, 2006).

Models that credibly predict change need to adequately represent the dominant hydrolog-

ical processes and ideally both model structure and model parameters should be informed by

process understanding rather than calibration (Sivapalan, 2005; Kirchner, 2006; Clark et al.,

2017). By linking baseflow response to catchment attributes via perceptual models, our results

could provide guidance on model building and a means to appraise model realism (c.f. Fenicia

et al., 2014). By showing that CAMELS catchment attributes do not contain all hydrologically

relevant information, we also show that we need better attributes if we want to identify model

structures or parameter values based on catchment attributes. This is reinforced by a recent

model intercomparison study using the same dataset which did not find a relation between model

structures and static catchment attributes (Knoben et al., 2020).

4.5 Concluding remarks

In the introduction, we asked why non-climatic catchment attributes have shown limited ex-

planatory power in recent large sample studies. We hypothesised that this is due to limitations

in (a) the input data we use to inform our analyses, and (b) the hydrological signatures we use to

describe the hydrological response. So what have we learned?

(a) We have found that region-specific knowledge is underutilised in large sample studies.

There are many sources of information that can help us to better understand regional

hydrological processes, and a key challenge will be to synthesise this information in a

useful way. We suggest that this is best done through a common framework underpinned

by perceptual models (i.e. "perceptual models of everywhere", cf. Beven, 2007).

(b) It is important to pay attention to the hydrological signatures we use, and we should try

to explicitly link them to hydrological processes. We have shown that the use of multiple

baseflow signatures – instead of a single BFI – and meaningful catchment subgroups

allows us to better distinguish between different baseflow sources. A thoughtful choice

of signatures will be crucial to meaningfully assess whether a catchment attribute is

hydrologically relevant.

We conclude that we will be able to better link hydrological signatures to catchment attributes

if we aim at a more systematic and hydrologically motivated selection of catchment attributes

and hydrological signatures.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Section 5.1 of this chapter is adapted from the abstracts of the three published works:

Gnann, S. J., Woods, R. A. and Howden, N. J. K. (2019). Is there a baseflow Budyko curve?

Water Resources Research, 55(4):2838–2855. https://doi.org/10.1029/2018WR024464

Gnann, S. J., Howden, N. J. K. and Woods, R. A. (2020). Hydrological signatures describing

the translation of climate seasonality into streamflow seasonality. Hydrology and Earth

System Sciences, 24(2):561–580. https://doi.org/10.5194/hess-24-561-2020

Gnann, S. J., McMillan, H. K., Woods, R. A. and Howden, N. J. K. (2020). Including re-

gional knowledge improves baseflow signature predictions in large sample hydrology. Water

Resources Research, 56:e2020WR028354. https://doi.org/10.1029/2020WR028354
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

5.1 Summary

Baseflow is an important water resource as it provides water between precipitation events. Base-

flow is also an important aspect of catchment functioning and thus a key element of hydrological

theory. Yet we still lack a thorough understanding of how climate and landscape properties

control baseflow generation. This thesis investigated baseflow generation across different climate

zones and landscapes through a comparative hydrology approach. Specifically, we were motivated

by the following three inter-related questions:

(1) How can we quantify baseflow in a meaningful way?

(2) Which climate and catchment attributes influence baseflow generation?

(3) How can we model baseflow adequately for large samples of catchments?

This thesis advances our knowledge in relation to all three questions and thereby improves

our understanding of baseflow generation at the catchment scale. To quantify baseflow, we used

several hydrological signatures that focus on different aspects of baseflow response. We explored

which climate and catchment attributes control these signatures, and we explored whether some

simple models can predict these signatures. The key findings of each chapter are summarised

below, followed by an overarching discussion.

Baseflow fraction is controlled by climate aridity and catchment storage capacity

Climatic forcing determines the water and energy available to a catchment and thus is a strong

control on all water balance components. We compared catchments in the US and the UK to

show that the aridity index (the ratio between mean potential evapotranspiration and mean

precipitation), despite being a strong control, cannot explain all the observed variability in

baseflow fraction (the ratio between mean baseflow and mean precipitation). We used a simple

annual water balance model (the so called Ponce-Shetty model) to explain how precipitation is

partitioned into baseflow and other water balance components. In humid catchments, baseflow

fraction is highly variable due to variations in a catchment’s wetting potential, a parameter

describing catchment storage capacity. Once a catchment’s storage is "full", excess precipitation

will result in fast flow. In arid catchments, most of the incoming precipitation evaporates, which

leads to lower variability in baseflow fraction. While the wetting potentials and other parameters

were obtained by fitting the Ponce-Shetty model to annual catchment data, their links to physical

properties remain to be explored. This currently limits the model’s applicability to gauged

catchments with sufficiently long records.
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Seasonal hydrological signatures help to better understand catchment functioning
and to evaluate model performance

In many places, climatic forcing varies systematically with the seasons, and so does streamflow.

Commonly used seasonal signatures consider climate or streamflow seasonality separately,

but not how climate seasonality translates into streamflow seasonality. Yet this translation is

insightful as it tells us more about catchment functioning, in particular about slower processes

related to baseflow generation. To analyse the translation of seasonal climate input (precipitation

minus potential evapotranspiration) into seasonal catchment output (streamflow), we represented

the two time series by their annual Fourier mode, that is by sine waves. A catchment alters the

input sine wave by reducing its amplitude and by shifting its phase. We used these quantities,

the amplitude ratio and the phase shift, as seasonal hydrological signatures and calculated them

for catchments in the UK and the US. Wet, rather impermeable catchments hardly attenuate the

seasonal climate input. Drier catchments, especially if underlain by a productive aquifer, strongly

attenuate the input sine wave leading to phase shifts up to several months. While these patterns

are very pronounced in the UK, they are less clear in the US. This is in part because we used

potential evapotranspiration, which restricts the applicability of the signatures to energy-limited

catchments. We then used the seasonal signatures together with the baseflow index to evaluate

two common hydrological models (IHACRES, GR4J) for a subset of UK catchments. We showed

that GR4J cannot reproduce the signatures and the baseflow index simultaneously, pointing at

structural deficiencies of the model. The signatures can therefore both be used to describe an

aspect of catchment functioning and as a diagnostic tool in model building and evaluation.

Regional hydro(-geo)logical knowledge highlights the importance of catchment form
on baseflow response

A catchment’s hydrological response is controlled by climatic forcing and by the landscape through

which water moves. It has, however, been proven difficult to link catchment characteristics (e.g.

geology) to catchment response (e.g. baseflow index) in recent large sample studies. We posed two

hypotheses why this might be the case: (a) the catchment attributes we use do not contain the

hydrologically relevant information; and (b) the signatures we use cannot sufficiently discriminate

between hydrologically different catchments. To test these hypotheses, we reviewed literature

from various regions in the US and compared our findings to information contained in a large US

dataset. We used standardised perceptual models to organise the findings from diverse regions

and to allow for a more targeted search for catchment attributes. We found a lot of regional

knowledge that is currently not represented in large scale datasets, but that is useful to better

understand baseflow response. We also showed that multiple baseflow signatures are needed

to better distinguish between different baseflow sources, such as the subsurface, surface water

bodies, and snow. This highlights the need for a more systematic and hydrologically motivated

selection of catchment attributes and hydrological signatures.
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5.2 Overarching remarks

In the introduction (Chapter 1), we discussed the rather loose definition of baseflow. Now, at the

end, we might ask whether we know more precisely what baseflow is, and where to go from here.

We have seen – both in this thesis and in many references cited herein – that baseflow is not

a crisp hydrological process, but a concept that is often used in different ways and sometimes

confusingly so. This might in part be explained by the historical development of hydrology, which

was often motivated by operational needs rather than scientific insights (e.g. Klemeš, 1986).

Consequently, some (terminological) confusion remains to this day, and will remain if we do not

clearly define what we mean by baseflow and discuss the inherent limitations of such a definition

(Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967; Hall, 1968).

Many baseflow signatures are based on a separation of streamflow into baseflow and fast flow,

and hence aim at quantifying the partitioning of water into different components (e.g. baseflow

fraction, baseflow index). Other signatures focus more on dynamics (e.g. the phase shift of the

annual cycle, recession characteristics). None of them are perfect, and in particular baseflow

separation methods cannot be evaluated as baseflow (defined as the slowly varying component

of streamflow) is not directly measurable (cf. Chapter 1). We have, however, seen that different

baseflow signatures are very useful to describe catchment response, and that these signatures

are often strongly related to landscape properties and hydrological processes. So, baseflow is still

a useful umbrella term for "flow that comes from delayed sources", particularly in comparative

studies. But we should move the emphasis towards understanding hydrological processes and

patterns, and try to explain how they relate to climate and landscape characteristics.

We have seen and used a wide range of hydrological signatures focusing on baseflow. While

multiple signatures are helpful to get a more nuanced picture of baseflow response, it certainly

cannot be the aim to create an ever increasing list of signatures. We should therefore aim at

identifying the most robust and the most informative signatures. Ideally, they should relate to

catchment functioning in a rather explicit way, making it more likely that they can be linked to

catchment form. In Chapter 2, we related mean baseflow to mean precipitation (the baseflow

fraction: Q̄b/P̄) instead of mean streamflow (the BFI: Q̄b/Q̄), which allowed us to investigate

baseflow within a catchment water balance context. In Chapter 3, we introduced seasonal

signatures, in particular the phase shift, to quantify seasonal input-output dynamics. These

signatures were based on theoretical considerations and thus we already had a framework at

hand that we could use to interpret the observed signatures. Lastly, in Chapter 4, we looked at

sub-regions with a similar climate. Having controlled for climate, two kinds of BFI – focusing on

seasonal and long-term baseflow, respectively – turned out to be strongly linked to catchment form.

Yet to identify different baseflow sources, we had to look at multiple signatures simultaneously. In

particular, combining the BFI (as a proxy for baseflow volume) with recession characteristics (as

a proxy for baseflow dynamics) allowed us to distinguish between different baseflow sources, such

as wetlands, snow, or groundwater. There will not be one perfect set of baseflow signatures, as
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their applicability depends on the climate, the catchment, and the problem at hand. But thinking

more carefully about signature selection will help us to better link hydrological signatures to

hydrological processes.

Data underpin our understanding, our theory, and our models. Calls for more – or rather

more informative – data have been widespread (e.g. Kirchner, 2006; Beven, 2019). We still know

very little about the subsurface as we can neither observe the medium nor the flow through it

at the scales of interest. It is therefore very likely that some advancements will only be made if

we get more data. But there is also a wealth of information that is available but not used (see

Chapter 4). Some of that information relates rather explicitly to properties that we are interested

in (e.g. hydrogeological classifications). Some of it, however, is only an indirect indicator of these

properties, such as sinkholes (see Chapter 4), dynamic stream networks (Godsey and Kirchner,

2014; Prancevic and Kirchner, 2019), or vegetation (Dralle et al., 2020). Such information requires

some theory to infer what we need to know. Independent of its type, the information we have is a

rather fragmented collection, often of regional scope and qualitative nature. This calls for more

research to systematise and synthesise this wealth of information, and ultimately combine it

into a more widely applicable and quantitative classification. We made some progress towards

utilising such information in Chapter 4 and found that this clarified the relation between baseflow

response and catchment form.

Modelling might be seen as the last step in a scientific investigation, which serves as a test

for our understanding and puts the learned into practice. We have used a simple annual water

balance model in Chapter 2 and we have evaluated two commonly used rainfall-runoff models

(IHACRES, GR4J) in Chapter 3. But overall we have paid rather little attention to models in this

thesis. This is not accidental. For how can we build models that realistically represent processes,

if many of the processes remain poorly understood? Clearly, we need to use models (especially

for practical purposes), even if the models we have are imperfect. Yet it might be worth to take

a step back and to ask more fundamental (and perhaps different) questions about hydrology.

Evaluating the realism (or fidelity) of any model – from bucket-type hydrological models to

machine learning methods – requires process understanding and good diagnostic signatures. And

predictions based on (widely available) catchment attributes, and hence predictions in ungauged

catchments, require informative catchment attributes and ways to make use of them. We spent

our effort on investigating these basic aspects needed for model development and understanding,

rather than on the modelling itself.

A main aim of (scientific) hydrology is to "simply" observe the landscape and to predict how

water will be partitioned, stored, and released. Linking hydrological signatures (that meaningfully

describe catchment response) to climatic and non-climatic catchment attributes – that is, linking

function to forcing and form – would enable us to map these signatures across the landscape

(and perhaps into the future). This would help us to identify hydrologically similar catchments

and provide a solid basis for catchment classification. It would also help us to build models that
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realistically represent the dominant hydrological processes without relying heavily on calibration.

Lastly, it would both present a demonstration of our hydrological understanding and a means

to make robust predictions in times of change. This thesis contributes to that aim, and while it

cannot reach it, provides answers that will hopefully bring us a few steps closer to it.

5.3 Directions for future research

There are several research ideas that either expand or build on this thesis. We have touched only

briefly on baseflow coming from snowmelt and surface water bodies. We have focused on natural

catchments and neglected human impacts and the effects of (often human-induced) land use or

climatic change on baseflow. These are certainly topics of high scientific and societal relevance

and thus a starting point for future research. However, the topics suggested below remain focused

on natural systems, as they are mostly based on the preceding research. As discussed above,

baseflow generation in natural catchments is still poorly understood. Hence, it remains necessary

and insightful to study baseflow generation in natural, mostly unchanging systems.

An uncalibrated annual water balance model

The parameter values of the Ponce-Shetty annual water balance model used in Chapter 2 were

obtained by fitting the model to annual catchment data. A next step would therefore be to

quantitatively link these parameters to catchment attributes. The wetting potential, which

turned out to be the key parameter, is notionally similar to catchment storage capacity. It

can be qualitatively linked to some landscape features (e.g. Chalk in the UK). But linking it

quantitatively to physical properties will (probably) not be straightforward. First, as Chapter

4 has shown, many catchment attributes available at large scales lack hydrologically relevant

information. It is likely that catchment attributes that fail to explain regional differences in BFI

will also fail to explain parameters such as the wetting potential. Second, the wetting potential

(and other parameters) might be partly influenced by climate characteristics, and hence might

differ between catchments with similar subsurface characteristics. For example, higher storm

intensities and more pronounced seasonality will likely lead to more fast flow, even if the storage

capacity is the same (see e.g. Milly, 1994). Third, we neglected carryover storage between years

(and between catchments), which might invalidate the model (or at least introduce error) in

many catchments. The vaporisation potential should be similar to potential evapotranspiration,

but they only show a medium correlation (Spearman rank correlation of 0.55). Also, potential

evapotranspiration is itself uncertain (e.g. because we use a reference crop to estimate it) and

that might further complicate such a linkage. More generally, such simple models which lump

together various processes might not allow for a one to one mapping between catchment attributes

and parameter values and it is unclear if such abstract parameters can be related to physical

catchment characteristics at all.
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Seasonal signatures in water-limited or snowy climates

The seasonal signatures introduced in Chapter 3 use potential evapotranspiration as a proxy

for actual evapotranspiration. They therefore can only be applied to energy-limited catchments

(with a seasonal cycle that can be reasonably described by a sine wave). We tested a simple actual

evapotranspiration estimate using the Budyko framework (Budyko, 1974), which mostly affected

the results in the US (see Appendix B). But this approach is rather crude and other options might

be more suitable. Ideally, we would like to use (mostly) measured and independently derived

actual evapotranspiration data (e.g. Martens et al., 2017), but data quality and availability of long

enough daily time series might not allow that. Instead, we could use a simple water balance model

to estimate actual evapotranspiration (see e.g. Pfister et al., 2017). Alternatively, there might be

analytical solutions for certain simplified cases (e.g. forcing a linear reservoir with constant PET).

Snowmelt inputs might also be modelled in a simple way to account for precipitation falling as

snow (see e.g. Woods, 2009). This would enable us to also use theses signatures in water-limited

or snowy climates.

Evaluating signature spaces of different hydrological models

In Chapter 3 we adapted a model evaluation approach following Vogel and Sankarasubramanian

(2003), which could be the starting point of a more extensive model comparison experiment (e.g.

using the MARRMoT toolbox; Knoben et al., 2019a). The approach works as follows. First, choose

a representative set of forcing data, that is, forcing data from catchments with different climate

characteristics. Second, run the chosen model with a sufficient amount of parameter sets aimed

at representing the whole (realistic) parameter space. Third, calculate the chosen hydrological

signatures for each model run. They form the signature space of a model, given the forcing space

and the parameter space. We can then explore which ranges of signatures a model can simulate

and whether that range covers the observed signatures – without calibrating it to streamflow

data. This could be particularly insightful if we use multiple signatures. As shown in Chapter

3, GR4J could mostly reproduce the range of observed BFIs, but it could barely reproduce any

of the observed combinations of phase shift and BFI. By comparing multiple model structures,

we could explore whether there are typical model structures that are good at modelling certain

(combinations of) signatures. We could also investigate more systematically how signature spaces

vary with forcing. This would allow us to test whether modelled signatures are controlled more by

forcing or by model structure (see Figure 5.1, which shows that for IHACRES, rising limb density

is strongly controlled by forcing, whereas BFI is not). There are some technical challenges that

need to be addressed, such as adequately sampling the parameter space and deciding whether

an observed signature space (in multiple dimensions) is inside the modelled signature space.

This might be challenging, particularly for models with many parameters, but we could draw

on extensive knowledge on parameter sampling, sensitivity analysis and model optimisation to

tackle these issues more efficiently.
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Figure 5.1: Two-dimensional signature space consisting of BFI and rising limb density (RLD).
The circled dots represent observed signatures of 50 catchments. The small dots represent
IHACRES model runs using the forcing of the same 50 catchments. The colours indicate forcing
characteristics using the RGB colour scheme suggested by Knoben et al. (2018). More red indicates
more arid catchments, more green indicates more seasonal catchments. (More blue would indicate
more snowy catchments, but the catchments here are snow-free.)

From hydraulic response times to transit times

In this thesis, we only used streamflow data to characterise catchment response. While there

are possibilities to infer baseflow sources if we consider information about climate (e.g. snow

fraction) or landscape characteristics (e.g. wetlands, productive aquifers), this is rather indirect

and often vague. Tracer data offer more explicit insights into water sources (Sprenger et al., 2019).

They also add another dimension to catchment functioning. Namely, how water flows through

a catchment, rather than how perturbations are propagated through a catchment (McDonnell

and Beven, 2014). Since most readily available large sample datasets do not (yet) contain tracer

data, we could start with collecting data from diverse regions which could then be used in a

comparative study (see e.g. McNamara et al., 2011; Staudinger et al., 2017; Cooke and Buttle,

2020). Such a study might tell us more about the sources of baseflow, about mechanisms of

(base-)flow generation, and it might support or challenge perceptual models based on streamflow

data alone, especially our conceptions of storage. Streamflow-based storage estimates typically

relate to dynamic storage (storage that is hydrologically active, i.e. filled up and released) and not

total storage (which can still affect water mixing and solute transport; McNamara et al., 2011;

Buttle, 2016; Staudinger et al., 2017; Dralle et al., 2018); note that the definitions relating to

storage types are partly inconsistent. But also dynamic storage can consist of storage that directly

drives discharge generation and storage that, while not driving discharge generation, supplies
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water for evapontranspiration (Dralle et al., 2018). Similarly, many studies showed that plant

water and stream water typically differ in their isotopic composition, challenging both traditional

storage and flow conceptualisations (see e.g. Sprenger and Allen, 2020, and references therein).

Especially during extreme conditions such as droughts, distinguishing between different types

of storage might become essential to understand catchment behaviour. For example, storage

that does not drive streamflow can be further depleted than it is visible from the streamflow

record, and hence introduce a "memory" of past drought events that affects drought recovery (e.g.

Fowler et al., 2020). While hydrometric analyses might shed some light on such processes (e.g

Dralle et al., 2018; Fowler et al., 2020), tracer (and other) data can help to independently test

such hypotheses, and yield crucial additional insights that advance our knowledge of catchment

functioning.

A geological classification for catchment hydrology

Geology can be a strong control on catchment response. For example, the different aquifer units

in the Edwards Plateau or the Ozarks can explain most of the regional variability in baseflow

response (see Chapter 4). Similarly, Bloomfield et al. (2009) showed how lithology controls BFI

in the Thames basin in the UK. These and many other examples use regional hydrogeological

classifications. Yet we do not possess a universal catchment classification that groups catchments

into geological classes that are hydrologically meaningful. This problem will not just go away by

using more detailed geological maps. We also need to know how geology controls hydrology. For

example, hydrologically young carbonate rock will be different to older, more karstified carbonate

rock. Such and other interactions between rock type (typically contained in geological maps) and

climate, topography, geomorphology, and tectonics, make such a classification a non-trivial task.

But mapping geological features into metrics that are relevant to hydrology (e.g. time scales,

storages) would be a huge advancement that could inform catchment classification, hydrological

model building, and predictions in ungauged catchments. As a first step, we could explore semi-

empirically how landscape metrics (e.g. rock type, landforms) control catchment response, and

whether we can find catchment groups that are both hydrologically and geologically similar.

Instead of a purely data-based approach, we could start with delineating catchment groups based

on a priori (qualitative) knowledge. For example, we know that tectonically active uplands, where

regolith is close to the surface, have a different subsurface architecture than lowlands covered by

thick sediment layers. Such landscapes are likely to be hydrologically different and thus require

different descriptors (e.g. primary hydraulic conductivity might be meaningless if most flow is

through fractures). Eventually, we would like – if they exist – simple mechanistic theories that

incorporate the relevant landscape attributes and their heterogeneity at the scale of interest. Yet

these might be different for different landscapes, so a semi-empirical grouping might be a good

starting point to delineate regions in which similar processes are at work.
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Perceptual models and subjectivity in science

Perceptual models can help us to discuss hydrological systems more systematically and to share

the often subjective and quantitative experience of hydrologists (e.g. Wagener et al., 2020). Since

perceptual models are by definition subjective and influenced by the background of a hydrologist,

would other hydrologists come up with different perceptual models as we did in Chapter 4?

Probably, but how different? Would we agree on the key processes (relevant for the purpose at

hand)? And if not, what conclusions would we draw from that? How would we evaluate process

realism (or fidelity) in models if we cannot agree on what a realistic process representation is?

Subjectivity is often thought (or perhaps hoped) to be outside the realm of science. However, we

make (and cannot avoid) decisions that are somewhat subjective (e.g. we stick to the models

we have experience with, even if they are not the most adequate; see Addor and Melsen, 2019).

Especially since Kuhn (1962), philosophers of science have started to pay more attention to

the social character of science and the role consensus plays in establishing scientific knowledge

(e.g. Oreskes, 2019). That is not to say that most science (or hydrology) is subjective and that

we should not strive for evidence-based knowledge. Yet it can only benefit us to be open about

(inevitable) subjective decisions, and about things we do not know, to avoid "appearance of

scientific knowledge where there is ignorance" (Klemeš, 1986). One aspect of that would be to

share and discuss our perceptual models. To address this question, we have started to work on a

"perceptual model survey" in which we ask hydrologists to draw perceptual models of the same

catchments. This survey aims at getting a snapshot impression of how our community thinks

about hydrological systems and at fostering a debate about perceptual models in general.
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A.1 Derivation of a theoretical equation for BFI

To obtain an equation for the BFI we make use of another catchment index presented in Sivapalan

et al. (2011), the runoff ratio KR :

KR = Q̄ f + Q̄b

P̄ −λWVp
(A.1)

KR can be approximated theoretically by:

KR = P̃(1+ Ṽp)

P̃ + Ṽp + ṼpP̃
(A.2)

We can write the BFI using KB and KR :

BFI= Q̄b

Q̄ f + Q̄b
= KB

KR
(A.3)

BFI= P̃(1+ P̃)−1

P̃ + Ṽp + ṼpP̃

(
P̃(1+ Ṽp)

P̃ + Ṽp + ṼpP̃

)−1

(A.4)

BFI= 1
(1+ P̃)(1+ Ṽp)

(A.5)

A.2 Data and code availability

The CAMELS dataset is available from https://ral.ucar.edu/solutions/products/camels.

Information about the UK Benchmark Network can be obtained from https://nrfa.ceh.ac.

uk/benchmark-network. Streamflow data and catchment attributes are available from https://

nrfa.ceh.ac.uk. CEH-GEAR precipitation data are available from https://doi.org/10.5285/

33604ea0-c238-4488-813d-0ad9ab7c51ca. CHESS-PE potential evapotranspiration data are
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available from https://doi.org/10.5285/8baf805d-39ce-4dac-b224-c926ada353b7.

Map colours are based on www.ColorBrewer.org by Cynthia A. Brewer, Penn State.
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B.1 The response of linear reservoirs to periodic forcing

The derivations in B.1.1–B.1.3 and the resulting equations are not novel. We think, however,

that presenting them altogether might be a useful overview for the interested reader. General

overviews on linear systems theory are given for example by Dooge (1973) for hydrology or by

Smith III (2007) for signal processing. The response of linear reservoirs to periodic forcing was

for example described by Eriksson (1971) or Peters et al. (2003).

B.1.1 Single linear reservoir

The outflow Q from a linear reservoir is described by Eq. (B.1):

Q = S
τ

(B.1)

Conservation of mass requires that the rate of change of storage S equals the inflow Q in minus

the outflow Q from the reservoir:
dS
dt

=Qin −Q (B.2)

For simplicity, we consider a simple sinusoidal input signal with unit amplitude, with zero phase

(i.e. aligned with the cycle of interest) and with zero mean. We also replace the period T by the

angular frequency ω= 2π
T .

Qin(t)= sin(ωt) (B.3)

Combining Eq. (B.1), Eq. (B.2), and Eq. (B.3) yields:

dQ
dt

+ Q
τ
= sin(ωt)

τ
(B.4)
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which is a first-order ordinary differential equation (ODE) that can be solved with the help of an

integrating factor exp(t/τ) and by using the product rule:

exp
(

t
τ

)(
dQ
dt

+ Q
τ

)
= exp

(
t
τ

)
sin(ωt)

τ
(B.5)

d
dt

(
exp

(
t
τ

)
Q

)
= exp

(
t
τ

)
sin(ωt)

τ
(B.6)[

exp
(

t
τ

)
Q

]t

0
= 1
τ

∫ t

0
exp

(
t
τ

)
sin(ωt)dt (B.7)

exp
(

t
τ

)
Q(t)−Q(0)= 1

τ

∫ t

0
exp

(
t
τ

)
sin(ωt)dt (B.8)

Since we are interested in the steady-state periodic response of our system, we set Q(0)= 0. We

can solve the integral on the right hand side using an integration rule (see e.g. Spiegel, 1968):

exp
(

t
τ

)
Q(t)= 1

τ

exp
( t
τ

)√
(1
τ
)2 +ω2

sin

ωt+arccos

1
τ

1√
(1
τ
)2 +ω2


 (B.9)

Q(t)= 1√
1+ (ωτ)2

sin

(
ωt+arccos

(
1√

1+ (ωτ)2

))
(B.10)

If we rewrite A = 1p
1+(ωτ)2

(Eq. (3.9)) and φ= arccos(A) (Eq. (3.10)), we obtain:

Q(t)= A sin(ωt+φ) (B.11)

Since the system is linear, other inflow amplitudes can be accounted for by scaling (multiplication)

and a non-zero mean by addition. We could also superimpose other inputs of different periods.

Note that we can obtain the same result using the transfer function approach in linear systems

theory, as for example described in Dooge (1973) or Smith III (2007).

B.1.2 Linear reservoirs in series

Linear reservoirs in series can be conceptualised as follows. The outflow from the first reservoir

is the inflow to the second reservoir, the outflow from the second reservoir is the inflow to the

third reservoir, and so forth. Let’s denote the outflow from the first reservoir by Q1:

Q1(t)= A1 sin(ωt+φ1) (B.12)

If we use Eq. (B.12) as inflow to the second reservoir (which is also the total outflow), we obtain:

dQ2

dt
+ Q2

τ2
= A1 sin(ωt+φ1)

τ2
(B.13)

This can be solved in a similar fashion as before (Eq. (B.4)) and we get:

Q2(t)= A1 A2 sin(ωt+φ1 +φ2) (B.14)
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If we continue to do this for n reservoirs, we get:

Qn(t)= A1 A2 . . . An sin(ωt+φ1 +φ2 + . . .+φn) (B.15)

Qn(t)=
n∏

i=1
A i sin

(
ωt+

n∑
i=1

φi

)
(B.16)

The total amplitude ratio is thus obtained by multiplication of all individual amplitude ratios

and the total phase shift by addition of all individual phase shifts. If all the reservoirs have the

same time constant (τ1 = τ2 = ·· · = τn), we obtain the so called Nash cascade (Nash, 1957).

B.1.3 Linear reservoirs in parallel

Linear reservoirs in parallel are the weighted sum of the outflow from each reservoir. The

resulting flow is hence a sum of sine waves of the same angular frequency, weighted by the

fraction pi going into each reservoir. For two reservoirs we can write:

Q12(t)=Q1(t)+Q2(t) (B.17)

where Q12 is the combined outflow from the two reservoirs Q1 and Q2. We can use Eq. (B.11) to

get the outflow from each of the two reservoirs:

Q12(t)= p1 A1 sin(ωt+φ1)+ p2 A2 sin(ωt+φ2) (B.18)

The sum of two sine waves (Eq. (B.18)) can be rewritten to obtain only one sine wave:

Q12(t)= p1 A1 sin(ωt+φ1)+ p2 A2 sin(ωt+φ2) (B.19)

Q12(t)= A12 sin(ωt+φ12) (B.20)

where the total amplitude ratio A12 (Eq. (3.14)) and the total phase shift φ12 (Eq. (3.15)) are

given by (see e.g. Smith III, 2007):

A12 =
√[

p1 A1 cosφ1 + p2 A2 cosφ2
]2 + [

p1 A1 sinφ1 + p2 A2 sinφ2
]2 (B.21)

φ12 = arctan
(

p1 A1 sinφ1 + p2 A2 sinφ2

p1 A1 cosφ1 + p2 A2 cosφ2

)
(B.22)

We could do the same for more (n) reservoirs by stepwise adding the resulting sine wave to the

next sine wave (e.g. Q12 +Q3).

B.1.4 Non-linear reservoirs

In the following we investigate how non-linear reservoirs respond to periodic forcing. A non-linear

reservoir can be described by (Kirchner, 2009):

Q =Qref

(
S−S0

m

)n
(B.23)
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where Qref is an arbitrary reference discharge, S0 is a reference storage, m is a scaling coefficient

(it has the units of storage), and n is a non-linearity parameter (n = 1 results in the linear

reservoir). For non-linear reservoirs, there are no general analytical solutions available. Non-

linear reservoirs cannot be characterised by an invariant time constant, as their outflow rate

depends on the storage, as it can be seen from Eq. (B.23). Hence, we model the response of a

single non-linear reservoir numerically.

The outflow from a non-linear reservoir forced by a sinusoidal input is shown in Figure B.1.

The outflow is still periodic, but the "sine curve" is somewhat squeezed. The maxima and minima

do not have the same distance and hence there is no unique phase shift. For the example shown

in Figure B.1, the phase shift between the maxima of Qin and Qout is 68 days, and the phase

shift between the minima is 70 days. The difference between the maximum amplitude and the

mean amplitude (= 0.49 mm) is 0.20 mm, and the difference between the minimum amplitude

and the mean amplitude is 0.18 mm. This asymmetry is partly due to numerical inaccuracies,

however, probably mostly due to the non-linearity of the reservoir. Because non-linear reservoirs

with n > 1 drain more slowly as they empty, their minima are closer to the mean and the minima

have a larger phase shift (and vice versa for n < 1).
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m
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Q
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Q
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Figure B.1: Numerical approximation of steady-state (sinusoidal) inflow to and outflow from a
non-linear reservoir (Qref = 1 mm, S0 = 0 mm, m = 200 mm, n = 2). The starting time is chosen
arbitrarily.

We can plot amplitude ratios and phase shifts for non-linear reservoirs with different param-

eter values. We therefore do not need to specify a characteristic time constant. This is shown in

Figure B.2. Even though the outflow is not exactly a sine wave, it is possible to define a mean

phase shift and amplitude ratio, and in practice this might be a reasonably good approximation

and hardly distinguishable from an actual sine wave. So, even if the reservoir is non-linear, its

steady state behaviour (or the response to seasonal inputs) might be reasonably well approxi-

mated by a linear reservoir with a time constant that reflects the outflow characteristics at a

characteristic storage level (e.g. mean storage).
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Figure B.2: Amplitude ratio and phase shift for a single non-linear reservoir for varying parameter
values. The phase shifts of the maxima, the minima, and the mean phase shifts are indicated by
coloured dots. The non-linearity parameter n ranges from 0.5 to 10.

B.2 Additional analyses

B.2.1 Extracting seasonal components from time series

We have tested two methods to extract seasonal components from time series. The first method is

a multiple linear regression. The second method makes use of the cross-covariance of two time

series, both are described below.

B.2.1.1 Multiple linear regression

A basic sine wave is given by:

x(t)= δx x̄sin(2π
t
T

−φx)+ x̄ (B.24)

We can rewrite Eq. (B.24) as follows (see e.g. Kirchner, 2016):

x(t)=αcos(2π
t
T

)+βsin(2π
t
T

)+ x̄ (B.25)

We can rewrite Eq. (B.25) in vector form:
cos(2π t1

T ) sin(2π t1
T ) 1

cos(2π t2
T ) sin(2π t2

T ) 1
...

...
...

cos(2π tn
T ) sin(2π tn

T ) 1

 ·


α

β

x̄

=


x(t1)

x(t2)
...

x(tn)

 (B.26)
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We can solve for α, β and x̄ in Eq. (B.26) by means of multiple linear regression (e.g. by using

Matlab’s mldivide function). We can then solve for δx and φx via the identities:

δx x̄ =
√
α2 +β2 (B.27)

φx = arctan
(
β

α

)
(B.28)

Note that the atan2 function is required to obtain an unambiguous phase shift.

B.2.1.2 Cross-covariance method

The unbiased estimate of the cross-covariance of two sine waves x and y is given by:

γxy(k)= 1
2
δx x̄δy ȳcos

(
(φx −φy)−2π

t
T

k
)

(B.29)

where k is the lag between the sine waves, δx x̄ and δy ȳ are their amplitudes, and φx and φy are

their phase shifts. If we define x to be the signal of interest (e.g. streamflow) and y to be a dummy

cycle of unit amplitude and zero initial phase shift (δy ȳ= 1 and φy = 0), Eq. (B.29) simplifies to:

γxy(k)= 1
2
δx x̄cos

(
φx −2π

t
T

k
)

(B.30)

We can calculate the empirical cross-correlation between the signal of interest and the dummy

cycle and fit a sine curve to it (via nonlinear least squares). The parameters of that sine curve

can then be used to find the parameters of our cycle of interest (δx x̄ and φx) via Eq. (B.30).

The fitting methods (multiple linear regression and cross-covariance method) show an almost

perfect match (Figure B.3), which indicates that the extraction of the seasonal component is not

sensitive to the method. While this means that we can reliably extract the sinusoidal component

of the period of interest (1 year), that is, the annual Fourier mode, it does not mean that we

perfectly extracted the "(annual) seasonal component" of the variable of interest. A sine wave is

just a parsimonious approximation of the seasonal behaviour and the choice of a sine wave to

model seasonality is also associated with uncertainty.
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Figure B.3: Comparison of amplitude ratio and phase shift using the different sine fitting methods
for UK catchments from 1989 to 2009. Panel (a) and (b) show UK catchments. Panel (c) and (d)
show CAMELS catchments. Note that both axes are limited.

B.2.1.3 Robustness of seasonal signatures

To check whether the seasonal signatures are robust, we calculate the signatures for two different

time periods: from 1989 to 1999, and from 1999 to 2009.
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Figure B.4: Comparison of amplitude ratio and phase shift using different time periods. Panel (a)
and (b) show UK catchments. Panel (c) and (d) show CAMELS catchments. Note that both axes
are limited.

Figure B.4 shows that the amplitude ratio and the phase shift show good agreement for the

different time periods analysed. This means that the period from 1989 to 1999 does not exhibit a

fundamentally different behaviour than the period from 1999 to 2009, that is, the signatures are

robust. Some variability can be expected as the forcing varies from year to year, due to human

influences (UK), and because the signatures can be unreliable particularly in arid climates (US).

B.2.2 Fourier spectra of forcing and streamflow

To check whether the annual periodic component (annual Fourier mode) is the strongest periodic

component of our time series, we can calculate one-sided power spectra for all catchments. For

almost every catchment investigated here (> 99%) the strongest forcing Fourier mode is the

annual mode. For a few catchments in the US a 0.5 year mode is the strongest mode, yet there

is also an annual mode present. Some of the streamflow data have strongest modes different

from one year, yet again there is also an annual mode present. Figure B.5 shows one sided power

spectra for two catchments (the same catchments as shown in Figure 3.4). We can see that in both
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catchments the annual mode is the strongest mode. Figure B.5b also shows a strong multi-annual

mode (of about 7 years, see also Rust et al., 2019, for more information on multi-annual modes in

the UK).
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Figure B.5: One sided power spectra of climate input (P −Ep; blue) and catchment output (Q;
orange) for two catchments in the UK, and their respective seasonal components. The Ericht is a
rather responsive catchment (BFI = 0.47), while the East Avon has a large baseflow component
(BFI = 0.89).

B.2.3 Catchments with precipitation falling as snow

Snow presents a different storage process that is not considered in the current approach. We

therefore remove snowy catchments, defined as catchments with a snow fraction fs (Knoben

et al., 2018) larger than 0.001, from the analysis. Figure B.6 shows the snowy catchments and

the corresponding snow fraction.
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Figure B.6: Amplitude ratio against phase shift for CAMELS catchments. Colour indicates the
fraction of precipitation falling as snow. Note that both axes are limited.
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B.2.4 On the use of potential evapotranspiration as input signal

As mentioned in Chapter 3, we use precipitation P minus potential evapotranspiration Ep as a

proxy for the input signal to a catchment (the forcing F). To test the validity of the assumption

that Ea = Ep in a rather straightforward manner, we adjust the seasonal component of Ep to

obtain Ea by means of the Budyko framework (Budyko, 1974). We reduce the peak of the seasonal

component of Ep so that it equals the mean of Ea, which we estimate using the following equation

(Budyko, 1974):

Ēa

P̄
=

√√√√ Ēp

P̄
tanh

(
P̄

Ēp

)(
1−exp

(
− Ēp

P̄

))
(B.31)

We therefore obtain a new sine curve for the seasonal component of Ea, which has a reduced

amplitude (δEa Ēa) and a reduced mean (Ēa), but the same phase as the sine curve for the

seasonal component of Ep. This will increase the amplitude ratio and might change the phase

shift whenever Ēa < Ēp.
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Figure B.7: Amplitude ratio against phase shift for (a) UK catchments and (c) CAMELS catch-
ments using potential evapotranspiration in the forcing (F = P −Ep) and for (b) UK catch-
ments and (d) CAMELS catchments using estimated actual evapotranspiration in the forcing
(F = P −Ea). Grey solid line indicates a single linear reservoir, grey dashed line indicates the
outer envelope for two reservoirs in parallel. Colours indicate the moisture index. Note that both
axes are limited and that the y-axes differ in their range.

Figure B.7 shows the resulting amplitude ratios and phase shifts for the UK and the US

together with the ones using Ep as input. Energy-limited catchments (high Im), in particular

the UK catchments, show a similar pattern for Ep and estimated Ea. The amplitude ratios are

slightly higher, that is, the whole point cloud is slightly shifted to the right. In water-limited

catchments in the US, where the annual water balance already implies that Ea < Ep, the

amplitude ratios are often higher and the phase shifts smaller. Many of the dark red dots that are

close to zero in Figure B.7b now plot much further to the right (Figure B.7d). Some of the large

phase shifts in these arid catchments might still be a consequence of a poorly estimated input

signal. The approach based on the Budyko framework (Eq. (B.31)) only reduces the amplitude of

the evapotranspiration component, it does not change the timing of Ea compared to Ep. In reality,

however, it is possible (and likely) that Ea also has a different phase compared to Ep. Especially

in catchments where P and Ep are out of phase, the soil moisture reservoir will fill up during

the wet months (peak rainfall) and dry out during the dry months (peak evapotranspiration). If
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Ep À P, the soil will likely dry out before we reach peak Ep, and hence we reach peak Ea before

peak Ep. The difference in the P peak and the Ep peak (e.g. the phase shift we observe in Figure

B.7) would therefore be larger than the difference between the P peak and the Ea peak (i.e. the

actual phase shift caused by the catchment). To overcome that, we would either need modelled

Ea, for example, from a (simple) hydrological model, or measured Ea. Modelling Ea comes at the

cost of introducing more modelling steps and therefore more complexity. Measurements of Ea are

typically not available at a daily time scale. We therefore leave this for future work.

B.3 Modelling experiment

We use two common rainfall-runoff models from the MARRMoT rainfall-runoff modelling toolbox

(Knoben et al., 2019a): IHACRES and GR4J. The parameter ranges are specified in Tables B.1

and B.2. The parameter ranges for IHACRES mostly follow the MARRMoT default values. The

fast flow routing delay τq is set to range from 0.0001 to 10 days to represent fast flow (the default

range is from 1 to 700 days). The flow delay τd (a pure delay function) is set to 0 (inactive) which

makes the model conceptually equal to the version used by Croke and Jakeman (2004). The

parameter ranges for GR4J are equal to the ranges used by Smith et al. (2019).

We determine the initial storages by repeatedly simulating the first water year, using the

storages at the end of the year as new initial storages, until we reach an equilibrium (< 1%

change) or 20 iterations (in case of non-convergence).

Table B.1: Parameter ranges for IHACRES. *This parameter is inactive.

Parameter Unit Description Min Max
l p mm Wilting point 0 2000
d mm Threshold for flow generation 0 2000
p - Flow response non-linearity 0 10
α - Fast/slow flow division 0 1
τq d Fast flow routing delay 0.0001 10
τs d Slow flow routing delay 1 700
(τd* d Flow delay 0 0)

Table B.2: Parameter ranges for GR4J.

Parameter Unit Description Min Max
x1 mm Maximum soil moisture storage 0.0001 3000
x2 mm d−1 Subsurface water exchange -20 20
x3 - Routing store depth 0.0001 2000
x4 mm Unit hydrograph time base 0.5 15
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B.3.1 Subset of catchments for modelling experiment

The subset of catchments is chosen as follows. We only use benchmark catchments (Harrigan

et al., 2017) and remove the catchments with a low flow score of 0 and with any missing values

between 1989 and 2009. The remaining set of catchments is manually thinned out to evenly

occupy the signature space shown in Figure 3.5. Figure B.8 shows amplitude ratios, phase shifts,

and BFIs of the subset.
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Figure B.8: Amplitude ratio against phase shift for the subset of UK catchments used in the
modelling experiment. Grey solid line indicates a single linear reservoir, grey dashed line indicates
the outer envelope for two reservoirs in parallel. Colours indicate the BFI.

B.3.2 Robustness of parameter sampling

To test whether the sample size used in the modelling experiment is large enough, we run the

models with 2000, 5000, 10000, and 20000 parameter sets, respectively, all generated using Latin

Hypercube sampling. The results from all 40 catchments (see Figure B.8) are summarised using

box plots. The results are shown in Figure B.9 for IHACRES, and in Figure B.10 for GR4J.

While small differences are visible, the overall pattern is stable. While sampling more param-

eter sets is unlikely to change the results (except perhaps for some "outliers"), sampling with a

different sampling scheme might influence the shapes of the resulting probability distributions.

Furthermore, using different parameter ranges might affect the results.

B.3.3 Code availability

A repository with Matlab code used for the analysis and the resulting data is available from https:

//github.com/SebastianGnann/Seasonal_signatures_paper_public. Colours are based on

www.ColorBrewer.org, by Cynthia A. Brewer, Penn State.
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Figure B.9: Box plots summarising model performances for different parameter sample sizes for
40 UK catchments for IHACRES. Boxes indicate the median (middle), the 25th (bottom) and 75th
(top) percentiles, respectively. Whiskers show the range of data points not considered outliers.
Outliers are shown in red. The metrics used are (a) KGE, (b) BFI, (c) amplitude ratio, and (d)
phase shift. Note that the y-axes are limited.
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Figure B.10: Box plots summarising model performances for different parameter sample sizes
for 40 UK catchments for GR4J. Boxes indicate the median (middle), the 25th (bottom) and 75th
(top) percentiles, respectively. Whiskers show the range of data points not considered outliers.
Outliers are shown in red. The metrics used are (a) KGE, (b) BFI, (c) amplitude ratio, and (d)
phase shift. Note that the y-axes are limited.
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B.4 Data and code availability

The CAMELS dataset is available from https://ral.ucar.edu/solutions/products/camels.

Information about the UK Benchmark Network can be obtained from https://nrfa.ceh.ac.

uk/benchmark-network. Streamflow data and catchment attributes are available from https://

nrfa.ceh.ac.uk. CEH-GEAR precipitation data are available from https://doi.org/10.5285/

33604ea0-c238-4488-813d-0ad9ab7c51ca. CHESS-PE potential evapotranspiration data are

available from https://doi.org/10.5285/8baf805d-39ce-4dac-b224-c926ada353b7. A repos-

itory with Matlab code used for the analysis and the resulting data are available from https:

//github.com/SebastianGnann/Seasonal_signatures_paper_public. Map colours are based

on www.ColorBrewer.org by Cynthia A. Brewer, Penn State.
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C.1 Calculation of catchment attributes

C.1.1 ArcGIS raster preparation

We project every dataset to a WGS84 Web Mercator projection (Project). If a dataset consists

of multiple sub-datasets (e.g. states), we merge all sub-datasets (MosaicToNewRaster, merge).

We transform the datasets (polygons, rasters of different resolution) to a raster dataset of

approximately 1 km resolution covering all CAMELS shapefiles (PolygonToRaster, Resample).

We use the Hydrosheds DEM as reference dataset, and snap all other rasters to it. Each cell is

assigned the value of the maximum combined area. If resampling is necessary, we choose bilinear

interpolation. We then transform the raster to an ASCII file (RasterToASCII). This process is

mostly done manually, as most datasets differ in size, format, projection, and so forth.

C.1.2 Catchment attribute calculation with Matlab

We use Matlab to calculate catchment averages based on the CAMELS shapefiles and the ASCII

datasets created with ArcGIS. We check which grid cells are inside a catchment shapefile and use

them to calculate a catchment attribute, for example, the arithmetic mean. While this process can

lead to some uncertainties for small catchments and for datasets with fine resolution, we deem it

an acceptable compromise between computational effort and precision. As a simple check, we

calculated two attributes that are also contained in CAMELS (subsurface porosity and subsurface

permeability from GLHYMPS; Gleeson et al., 2014). The resulting catchment averages show

excellent agreement (Spearman rank correlation ρs = 0.99 for both attributes).
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C.1.3 Details for different datasets

Glacial areas We edited the Generalized Glacial Limit Lines by hand to obtain two polygons

for the extent of the Wisconsin glacial area and the Pre-Wisconsin glacial area.

Geological age The State Geologic Map Compilation contains minimum and maximum values

for geological age. We calculated the arithmetic mean for each geological unit and used that for

subsequent analyses.

Lakes and wetlands The National Wetlands Inventory comes with one or several files

for each state, and thus needs to be merged first. The Python code used to do that with

ArcGIS is contained in the corresponding GitHub repository. We grouped the 8 groups con-

tained in the National Wetlands Inventory (see https://www.fws.gov/wetlands/documents/

Wetlands-Mapper-Documentation-Manual-May-2019.pdf (last access: 14/10/2020)) into four

categories: estuarine fraction, freshwater fraction, lake fraction, and other. For Chapter 4, we

classified every catchment as surface water dominated which has a combined freshwater fraction

and lake fraction of more than 1%.

C.2 Calculation of baseflow signatures

C.2.1 Baseflow estimation

In Chapter 4, we use a baseflow estimate obtained with the smoothed minima method (UKIH

method; Institute of Hydrology, 1980) using two different time window values: the "default" 5

days and 90 days. We compared the default method using a 5 day window with another common

filter, the Lyne-Hollick filter (Lyne and Hollick, 1979, using a parameter value of 0.925 and

three passes). The resulting BFI values are very similar (ρs = 0.98). Note that BFI90 is strongly

correlated with the normalised 5% flow quantile Q5/Q̄ (ρs = 0.95).

C.2.2 Recession analysis

We calculate the median recession exponent βm following Roques et al. (2017). The "classic"

Brutsaert and Nieber (1977) method applied to individual recessions leads to very similar results

for the median recession exponent (ρs = 0.99).

C.2.3 Correlation between baseflow signatures

The three baseflow signatures used in Chapter 4 are correlated and thus not completely indepen-

dent (see Figure C.1). In particular, BFI5 and BFI90 are strongly correlated as BFI5 "contains"

BFI90 (this can be seen in the hydrographs shown in Chapter 4). However, Figure C.1 also shows
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that there is considerable variability left to explain. For the same BFI5, BFI90 can vary by up to

0.5 and thus may provide very different information for some regions.

Figure C.1: Scatter plots showing correlations between (a) BFI5 and BFI90 (ρs = 0.81), (b) BFI5
and βm (ρs = 0.42), and (c) BFI90 and βm (ρs = 0.68).

C.3 Baseflow signature relationships for catchment subgroups

Figures C.2 and C.3 complement Figure 4.10 which shows scatter plots of median recession

exponent βm vs. BFI5 for three catchment subgroups.

Prairie Pothole 

Region & 

Florida

Figure C.2: Scatter plots of median recession exponent βm vs. BFI90 (ρs = 0.68 for all catchments).
Subplots show catchments where water is primarily stored in (a) in surface water bodies (>1% of
area classified as lake or wetland delineated from the National Wetlands Inventory; ρs = 0.70
for the subgroup); (b) as snow (>30% precipitation falling as snow; ρs = 0.26); and (c) in the
subsurface (ρs = 0.82). Note that each catchment only belongs to one class, with surface water
bodies being the first criterion and snow being the second criterion. Note that the y-axis is capped.
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Prairie Pothole 

Region & Florida

Figure C.3: Scatter plots of median recession exponent BFI5 vs. BFI90 (ρs = 0.81 for all catch-
ments). Subplots show catchments where water is primarily stored in (a) in surface water bodies
(>1% of area classified as lake or wetland delineated from the National Wetlands Inventory;
ρs = 0.66 for the subgroup); (b) as snow (>30% precipitation falling as snow; ρs = 0.66); and (c)
in the subsurface (ρs = 0.87). Note that each catchment only belongs to one class, with surface
water bodies being the first criterion and snow being the second criterion. Note that the y-axis is
capped.

C.4 Losing and gaining catchments

To explore how regional groundwater flow Qgw influences baseflow signatures, we followed the

idea of Schaller and Fan (2009). We use actual evapotranspiration estimates Ea to calculate Qgw

via the water balance:

Q̄gw = P̄ − Ēa − Q̄ (C.1)

where Q̄gw is mean regional groundwater flow, P̄ is mean precipitation, Ēa is mean actual

evapotranspiration, and Q̄ is mean streamflow. We use Q and P from CAMELS and two different

Ea products: MODIS (Mu et al., 2011) and GLEAM (Miralles et al., 2011; Martens et al., 2017).

MODIS provides average Ea from 2000 to 2013. GLEAM is available as a NetCDF file with

yearly data, which we average from 2000 to 2013 in ArcGIS. We then convert the GIS raster files

to ASCII files and extract the catchment averages as described above for the other catchment

attributes. We average the other water balance components using Matlab and calculate Q̄gw

using Eq. (C.1). Figure C.4 shows maps of estimated mean regional groundwater flow normalised

by mean annual precipitation.

In agreement with Schaller and Fan (2009), the results suggest many losing and many gaining

catchments all over the US (see Figure C.4). The results did, however, not conclusively agree

with information we found in the literature (e.g. Kleeschulte, 2000; Mugel et al., 2009, for the

Ozarks). Since all of the water balance components are uncertain, the obtained values for Qgw

might rather reflect the uncertainty of the water balance components. The uncertainties for Ea

typically exceed 10% (Mu et al., 2011; Khan et al., 2018), which is in the order of magnitude of

streamflow in arid catchments (e.g. the Edwards Plateau). Therefore, we decided against the use
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of such an estimate at the continental scale, noting that it will be important to obtain reliable

estimates of regional groundwater flow to better understand baseflow signatures.

Figure C.4: Estimated mean regional groundwater flow normalised by mean annual precipita-
tion for (a) MODIS and (b) GLEAM evapotranspiration estimates. Red colours indicate losing
catchments, blue colours indicate gaining catchments.

C.5 Data and code availability

New catchment attributes and baseflow signatures are available from https://doi.org/10.

5281/zenodo.4071983. Matlab and Python code used for this study are available from https:

//github.com/SebastianGnann/Baseflow_signatures. Links to the source datasets can be

found in Table C.1. Colours are based on www.ColorBrewer.org by Cynthia A. Brewer, Penn

State.
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TOSSH: A TOOLBOX FOR STREAMFLOW SIGNATURES IN

HYDROLOGY

This appendix contains information on TOSSH: A toolbox for streamflow signatures in

hydrology, an open source Matlab toolbox that provides accessible, standardised signature

calculations. The paper describing the toolbox has been published as a research article in

Environmental Modelling & Software.

TOSSH has been developed to approximately equal parts by HKM and SJG, with input from

GC, RAW, and NJKH. It is therefore listed in the appendix and not as research chapter in

the main body of the thesis.

Citation: Gnann S. J., Coxon G., Woods R. A., Howden N. J. K., and McMillan H. K. (2021).

TOSSH: A toolbox for streamflow signatures in hydrology. Environmental Modelling &

Software, 138:104983. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2021.104983

Abstract

We present a Matlab toolbox to calculate hydrologic signatures, which are metrics that quantify

streamflow dynamics. Signatures are widely used for catchment characterisation, hydrologic

model evaluation, and assessment of instream habitat, but standardisation across applications

and advice on signature selection is lacking. The toolbox provides accessible, standardised

signature calculations, with clear information on methodological decisions and recommended

parameter values. The toolbox implements three categories of signatures: basic signatures that

describe the five components of a natural streamflow regime, signatures from benchmark papers,

and an extended set of process-based signatures. The toolbox is designed for ease of use, including
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documentation, workflow scripts and example data to demonstrate implementation procedures,

and visualisation options. We demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of the signature calcu-

lations by applying reproducible workflows to large streamflow datasets. The modular design

of the toolbox allows for flexibility and easy future expansion. The toolbox is available from

https://github.com/TOSSHtoolbox/TOSSH (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4313275).
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This appendix contains information on an opinion paper entitled "Unanswered questions on

the Budyko framework" that has been published in Hydrological Processes. Slight modifica-

tions have been made to better fit the general layout of this thesis.

WRB conceived the idea and prepared the manuscript with contributions from SJG and

RAW. It is therefore listed in the appendix and not as research chapter in the main body of

the thesis.

Citation: Berghuijs, W. R., Gnann, S. J., and Woods, R. A. (2020). Unanswered questions

on the Budyko framework. Hydrological Processes, 34:5699—5703. https://doi.org/10.

1002/hyp.13958

Abstract

Landscapes and their hydrology are complex and sui generis. As a result, few theories exist that

(without calibration) usefully describe or predict catchment-scale hydrological behaviour (Beven,

2000; Sivapalan, 2005). The Budyko hypothesis (Budyko, 1951, 1974) is a rare exception: its

simple parameterisation of how aridity (the ratio of long-term mean precipitation to long-term

mean potential evapotranspiration) controls the long-term mean partitioning of precipitation

into streamflow and evapotranspiration captures the behaviour of many catchments around

the world. In recent years, the Budyko framework has increasingly been used to interpret and

predict (often non-stationary) water balances. While uses of the framework have become diverse

and widespread, they are typically founded in common principles that rely on largely untested

assumptions and strongly relate to questions for which no clear answers exist. Therefore, we
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believe that answering several basic questions around the Budyko framework can strengthen

(or invalidate) many old, recent, and future applications. We realise that similar questions have

been contemplated by others, but we hope that presenting them in the following manner may

prove useful.
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